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(ABSTRACT)

The iso- and nonisothermal crack problems of layered über-reinforced composite materials are in-

vestigated within the framework of linear anisotropic therinoelasticity and under the state of gen-

eralized plane deformation. The crack is assumed to be parallel to the layer bounding surfaces.

By employing the Fourier integral transform technique and the flexibility/stifiiress matrix formu-

lation, the current mixed boundary value problems are reduced to solving a set of simultaneous

singular integral equations with Cauchy-type kemels. The crack·tip stress intensity factors are then

defined in terms of the solution of the integral equations. Numerical results are presented address-

ing the salient and unique features for a class of crack problems involving highly anisotropic fibrous

composite materials. Specifically, the cases of a crack embedded i) within a homogeneous and

anisotropic slab, ii) between two bonded dissimilar anisotropic half-spaces and iii) within the

matrix-rich interlarninar region of a generally laminated anisotropic slab are considered. The effects

of relative crack size, crack location and fiber volume fraction on the stress intensity factors are

examined as a function of über angle. For the case of layered composites, the matrix-rich

interlaminar region is modeled as a separate interlayer. As the interlayer thickness approaches zero,

the interlaminar crack model illustrates no smooth transition to the ideal interface crack model of

zero interlayer thickness which exhibits oscillatory stress singularities. The mixed-mode crack tip

response is shown to involve the simultaneous presence of three fracture modes. It is demonstrated

that the corresponding values of stress intensity factors are strongly influenced by the laminate

stacking sequence and layer orientation. In addition, the partially insulated crack surface condition

is observed to alleviate the severity of therrnally-induced stress fields near the crack tip.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The use of fiber-reinforced composite materials has been rapidly increasing over the past few dec-

ades, encompassing a wide range of applications in modem engineering. The high strength-to-

weight and stiffiiess-to-weight characteristics of such materials are of particular significance in

weight-sensitive applications such as high·perforrr1ance aircraft and space vehicles. The ability to

tailor the directionally dependent properties of laminated fiber·reinforced composites to the specific

design requirements of the struetural element oßers additional advantages over the use of conven-

tional monolithic materials. This can be accomplished by bonding together layers with various fiber

orientations to give different strengths and stiffnesses in different directions. On the other hand, the

inherent heterogeneous and anisotropic nature of composites, both from the standpoint of fibers

versus matrix and of the multiply-connected configuration of the composite laminate, makes the __

analysis of such materials much more involved than that of their homogeneous, isotropic counter-
S

part. In this respect, considerable research efforts have been directed toward the study of the re-

sponse of layered anisotropic materials to mechanical and thermal loadings.

A major concem in the efficient use of laminated fibrous composite materials is the develop-

ment of precise and reliable predictive methods for describing their failure behavior. Among various

types of failure mechanisms incurred in laminated composites during service conditions, a matrix-

dominated interlaminar cracking or delamination has been the common and unavoidable occur-

rence in many practical situations. The existence of such an interlaminar crack may be attributed
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to the relatively low strength, stiffness and high stress state in the matrix·rich interlaminar region

of the composite larninate. Manufacturing defects such as incomplete wetting and entrapped air

bubbles between layers are also accountable for this delamination failure. Growth of the

interlaminar crack may result in material degradation and progressive structural disintegration,

leading to the loss of loading carrying-capacity and the catastrophic failure of composite structures.

Studies of crack problems for a bonded multiphase medium require special physical consider-

ations that are not encountered in those for a homogeneous medium and pose great difliculties from

the analytical point of view. In the homogeneous material system, a geometric discontinuity re-

sulting from the presence of a crack solely gives rise to stress intensification and the fracture be-

havior can be separated into three distinctive modes. ln the multiphase system, however, the stress

intensification arises not only from a geometric but also from a material discontinuity. As a result,

mixed-mode fracture behavior is then observed even under a single mode loading condition. This

is particularly true for multilayered anisotropic materials whose failure behavior is inherently three

dimensional. The understanding of failure behavior of this kind is therefore a subject of vital im-

portance, in the light of the widespread use of laminated fibrous composite materials in diverse

engineering applications.

Fiber-reinforced composite larninates are, in general, composed of a large number of layers
l

bonded through matrix-rich interlaminar regions. Hence, aside from the inherent heterogeneity and

anisotropy of these materials, the specific configuration of the laminates, such as über orientation,

layer stacking sequence and the interaction with free surfaces are expected to influence the behavior

of the interlaminar crack. Although a great deal of progress has been made in the stress analysis

of composite materials, it appears that the least progress has been made in the most critical area-

when such interlaminar defects exist in the laminated fiber-reinforced composites. In addition, de-

spite the expanding utilization of such materials in severe thermal environments, apparently little

analytical attention has been focused on the thermoelastic part of the subject. This may be partly

due to the added complexity involved in the mathematical treatment of the problem.

The main objective of this dissertation is to provide the analytical solutions for proper assess-

ment of the behavior of laminated fiber-reinforced composite materials containing an interlaminar

INTRODUC'I‘lON 2
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crack. The analytical model is developed in such a general fashion as to include the effects ofboth

the iso- and nonisothermal loading conditions. The isothermal condition entails in-plane normal,

in-plane shear and anti·plane shear loadings, while the nonisothermal condition imposes a partially

heat conductive crack surface condition. The latter condition assumes the possible heat transfer

across the adjacent crack surfaces in proportion to the local temperature difference. For the sake

of completeness, layers with monoclinic, orthotropic, transversely isotropic and isotropic

thermoelastic properties are considered. The problem is then treated within the framework of

steady·state anisotropic thermoelasticity under the state of generalized plane deformation.
V

The general solutions to the governing field equations of anisotropic thermoelasticity are ob-

tained via the Fourier integral transform technique. As an efficient approach to the analysis of

layered media, the flexibility/stiffness matrix formulation is extended for the solution of current

mixed boundary value problems of laminated composites with an interlaminar crack. This solution

procedure readily enables the development ofan analytical model capable ofpredicting the response

of media with any given number of layers and layer properties, subjected to combined iso- and

nonisothermal loading conditions. Consequently, by defining a set of unknown auxiliary functions

as the derivatives of temperature and displacement discontinuities along the cracked planes, the

problems are reduced to solving a set of simultaneous singular integral equations with Cauchy-type

singular kernels. Within the context of the application of linear elastic fracture mechanics to crack

problems, the stress intensity factors are defined from the solution of singular integral equations.

Numerical results are provided for a class of iso- and nonisothermal crack problems of signif-

icant practical interest. To illuminate the basic ideas concerning the ümdamental failure behavior

of cracked über-reinforced media, parametric studies are first performed for the case of homogene-

ous and anisotropic slabs containing a crack parallel to the bounding surfaces. Under various

loading conditions, the singular crack-tip response to such parameters as relative crack size, crack

location and über volume fraction is examined in terms of stress intensity factors for a given range

ofüber orientations. In addition, the effects of crack surface pa.rtial heat conductance on the values

of thermally-induced stress intensity factors are addressed. Subsequently, the debonding problem

ofdissimilar anisotropic composite half-spaces containing an interlaminar crack within a matrix-rich
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region is considered. Introduction of the matrix-rich interlaminar region between layer interfaoes

is justified by the fact that the layers of a composite laminate are usually bound together by the

same matrix material that is used in the constituent layers. The interlaminar region is modeled in

the form of a thin and separate interlayer with isotropic matrix properties. Variation of the crack-

tip stress intensity factors with respect to the interlayer thickness and crack location within the

interlayer is discussed. The case of zero interlayer thickness, which corresponds to that of an ideal

interface crack, is also considered for comparison with the foregoing ünite interlayer model. Further

discussions are followed by the more complicated interlaminar crack problem ofgenerally laminated

anisotropic composite slabs. Specifically, the balanced symmetric laminate with a stacking se-

quence of [0°/ ;i; 0/90°]S is examined. The stress intensity factors for the crack located within

matrix·rich interlaminar regions between layers with various über orientations are presented.

With these introductory remarks, the dissertation consists of following chapters. A literature

survey on various aspects of state-of-the-art of crack problems pertaining to the current study is

provided in Chapter ll. The iso- and nonisothermal cases are reviewed separately. Chapter Ill

describes the analytical solution procedure for determining the temperature field disturbances in a

layered anisotropic medium caused by the presence of a partially heat conductive crack. The cor-

responding problem of stress analysis is formulated in Chapter IV. A system of singular integral

equations of the first kind is derived in a uniüed way for both the cases of a crack embedded within

an anisotropic layer, and an interlaminar crack within an isotropic matrix interlayer. In Chapter

V, the ideal interface crack between dissimilar anisotropic half-spaces is considered. Closed form

solutions are obtained from a system of singular integral equations of the second kind, illustrating

the oscillatory stress singularities at the interface crack tip. Numerical results and discussion are

provided in Chapter VI, where the chapter is grouped into two parts for the iso- and nonisothermal

problems. Each part is subdivided according to the conüguration of the problems discussed. Brief

summary and concluding remarks are drawn in Chapter VII.
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Chapter Il

LITERATURE REVIEW

The study of failure phenomena of solid bodies due to the enlargement of a real or hypothetical

crack has evolved into an independent engineering discipline recognized as fracture mechanics. The

origin of fracture mechanics can be traced back to the work of Griflith [1] who postulated an energy

balance approach, such that a preexisting crack in a brittle material would propagate when the re-

lease of elastic energy upon crack extension is equal to or exceeds the surface energy that is required

to create new crack surfaces. Another contribution is due to Irwin [2] who proposed the concept

of a local crack-tip parameter, namely, the stress intensity factor, to characterize the singular nature

of crack-tip stress fields. Irwin also provided the quantitative relation between the stress intensity

factor and the energy release rate. This formed the basis of equivalence between the Griffith energy

theory and the current stress intensity factor approach in fracture mechanics. Because of their pi-

oneering accomplishments in its development, the terminology of Griffith-Irwin fracture mechanics

is used with a connotation of linear elastic fracture mechanics.

With the advent and utilization of new types of media composed of two or more constituents

to accommodate a variety of engineering needs, such development has been extended to these ad-

vanced media. ln this chapter, a chronological review on the state-of-the-art of crack problems

pertaining to the theme of this dissertation is given, with particular emphasis on those concerning

multiphase composite media. For convenience, the chapter is divided into two parts for the iso-

and nonisothermal problems.

LITERATURE REVIEW
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2.1 Isothennal Problems

A problem of great practical importance in the area of the fracture of composite materials is that

of a crack lying along the interface of two dissimilar materials. Unlike the crack problem solely

involving homogeneous materials, the interface crack gives rise to mixed-mode singular behavior

even under a single mode loading. The investigation in this field was initiated by Williams [3] for

the case of a semi-infinite interface crack between dissimilar isotropic half—planes by using an

eigenfimction expansion approach. Sih and Rice [4] used the same method of solutions for the

bending problem of dissimilar isotropic plates with an interface crack. Rice and Sih [5] also pro-

vided the complex potential frmction for the interface crack problem by means of the eigenfunction

expansion of Williams [3], combined with the complex variable theory of Muskhelishvili [6]. By

reducing the formulation to a nonhomogeneous Hilbert problem [9], similar problems were con-

sidered by Erdogan [7] and England [8]. Based on the use of Fourier integral transform technique

and the dual integral equation approach, Lowengrub and Sneddon [10] obtained the closed form

solution of the problem previously considered by England [8]. It is noted that Irwin’s concept of

stress intensity factors was extended to the interface crack problem in [5,7], showing the simul-

taneous existence of mode I and II stress intensity factors, K] and Ku, under the in-plane normal

loading condition. By the application of the complex variable method, Piva and Viola [ll] inves-

tigated the role played by the nonsingular terms due to biaxial loads on the fracture behavior of

dissimilar isotropic media containing an interface crack. In particular, the effect of nonsingular

terms on the critical values of applied loads and on the possible deviation of the crack from the

interface into one of the adjacent materials was discussed.

The theoretical analyses [3-5,7,8,10,1 l] invariably pointed out that the stress field ahead of the

crack tip possesses the inverse square-root singularity plus the oscillatory behavior such that

6 ~ r
·‘/*+'“

where r is the radial distance from the crack tip, w is the bimaterial constant and

i= ,/3-. The oscillatory singularity irnplies the physically inadmissible phenomenon of crack

surface interpenetration or overlapping. As discussed in [7,8], the foregoing anomalous behavior is

quite typical for the linear elastic solutions to this class of mixed boundary value problems, which
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are obtained based upon the ideal interface condition of zero thickness. Nevertheless, it was indi-

cated that the extent of oscillation is confined to a very small region of 10" — l0" times the crack

length in which the material is beyond the elastic limit, hence was regarded as being insignificant

in practical terms of linear elastic fracture mechanics. On the other hand, for the case of an anti-

plane shear interface crack problem, the usual inverse square-root singularity of r
·‘/*

prevails as

shown by Chen and Sih [12] and Zhang [13]. It should be mentioned that the oscillatory singular

stresses are also encountered in another type of mixed boundary value problems such as the elastic

half·plane subjected to a fiictional rigid punch [6,14].

Sun and Jih [15], using the analytical and finite element methods in conjunction with the crack

closure energy concept of lrwin [2], examined the strain energy release rates for the problem con-

sidered by Rice and Sih [5]. Both the analytical and numerical solutions illustrated the noncon-

vergent nature of mode I and mode I1 strain energy release rates for the finite values of assumed

crack extension due to the presence of oscillatory terms. On the other hand, without regard to the

assumed length of crack extension, the total strain energy release rate was shown to be well defined.

The solution to an interface crack problem for a medium composed of a finite layer bonded

to two half-planes with different isotropic properties was given by Erdogan and Gupta [16], by re-

ducing the problem to a system of singular integral equations of the second kind. The case of a

crack embedded in a finite layer was considered separately by the same authors in [17]. The

axisymmetnc counterpart involving penny-shaped cracks was also treated by Erdogan and Arin [18]

and Arin and Erdogan [19].

Numerical treatments of interface crack problems of the type considered in [5,7,8] were con-

ducted by Sawyer and Anderson [20] based on the modified collocation technique. Chen [21]

considered the problem by using the finite element method. Following the boundary integral

equation method in conjunction with the multidomain concept of Lee, et al. [22] in resolving the

Z-shaped crack in an isotropic plate, Lee and Choi [23] extended the above method of solutions to

the stress analysis of bimaterial plates containing the edge and center interface cracks. As a result,

mixed-mode stress intensity factors were obtained as functions of bimaterial constants and ge-

ometric parameters of the medium. In the numerical works [21,23], since the crack-tip elements
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well exceeded the overlapping length behind the crack tip, the controversial crack surface wrinkling

was not taken into account.

Subsequently, various attempts have been made to remove the oscillatory singularity at the

interface crack tip. Atkinson [24] argued that the interpenetration of crack surfaces, as predicted

by the application of linear theory of elasticity, is probably caused by the unrealistic modeling of

the interface between the two materials. It was then suggested that the ideal interface be replaced

by a distinct interfacial layer, such as the thin homogeneous adhesive strip with different elastic

properties than those of surrounding dissimilar materials, or by a thin diffusive layer with contin-

uously varying properties from one material to the other. In the first case, the crack was placed

inside the homogeneous layer. In the latter, however, the debonding was modeled by placing the

crack at the interface between the original material and the diffusive layer. The proposed models

led to the usual crack-tip singularity free of oscillations.

Based on the physical ground of interdiffusion binding process between the interfacial region

and the adherends, the concept of a diffusive interfacial layer was also applied by Delale and

Erdogan [25]. In view of the results found in [26], the crack was embedded in the diffusive layer

retaining the standard inverse square-root singularity. In their accompanying paper [27], the inter-

face crack between two bonded half-planes, one of which is homogeneous and the other is non-

homogeneous, was considered. The conclusion was drawn such that the singular nature of the

problem is identical to that in [25,26], provided that the spatial distribution of material properties

is continuous near and at the crack tip.

lt was Comninou [28] who proposed a crack-tip closure model on the basis of the hypothesis

that the interface crack is not completely open with its surfaces being in frictionless contact near the

crack tip. With the tensile loading applied in the direction perpendicular to the interface, the tensile

but finite normal traction and the unbounded shear traction of inverse square-root singularity were

obtained ahead of the crack tip. Behind the crack tip within the contact region, the compressive

but square-root type singular normal traction was found. As a result, only the mode Il stress in-

tensity factor, Ku, was defined, implying that the growth of the interface crack in a tension field is

more closely connected with the failure due to shear rather than tension. The global nature of the
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stress field and the total strain energy release rate were, however, shown to be in good agreement

with those of ideal interface crack models given by England [8] and Erdogan and Gupta [16], re-

spectively. On
ai

qualitative basis, Comninou [29] also addressed the effect of friction in the contact

zone. It was illustrated that the contact zone near the interface crack tip must slip regardless of the

level of iiiction and the friction was shown to make the singularity weaker.

In a shear field, Comninou [30] observed that one of the contact zones of the interface crack

is in the order of a third of the crack length. This result is compatible with the antisymmetric nature

of the completely open crack problem and with the ensuing material overlapping over half of the

crack length. Similar results were found by Willis [31] for the case of a penny-shaped interface

crack. Since the initial assumption of frictionless contact near the crack tip [28,30] renders the

problem nonlinear, the interface crack subjected to combined normal and shear loadings was con-

sidered anew by Comninou and Schmueser [32]. Recently, Comninou [33] provided some prelim-

inary experimental results in the fatigue and fracture of interface cracks under such a combined

loading condition. For the case of aluminum/epoxy specimens, the frnite contact zone was ob-

served to be approximately 10 percent of the crack length. It should be remarked that the closed

form solutions to the problems in [28,32] were obtained by Gautesen and Dundurs [34,35] for the

entire range of the material parameters referred to as Dundurs' constants [36].

With a practical application to the problem of artificial intemal human joints in orthopaedic

surgery in which the interfaces are usually rough and interdigitated, Mak, et al. [37] replaced the

previous assumption of frictionless contact [28] with that of no relative shear slip in the contact

zone. ln this case, both the normal and shear stresses were shown to be singular at the interface

crack tip and the material overlapping was removed. As a result, the mode I1 stress intensity factor

was obtained to be generally smaller than the mode I stress intensity factor.

Another attempts for the interface crack problem have been made by Sinclair [38] and Itou [39]

to resolve the diiiiculties associated with the oscillatory singularity. Sinclair [38] represented the

interface crack in the form of a thin wedge with a iinite wedge angle, while Itou [39] assumed the

interfacial crack surface displacements to be expressed as a series of trigonometxic functions with

unknown coeliicients. By doing so, no contact region was observed near the crack tip and the
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non-oscillatory inverse square-root singularity was recovered. ltou [40] also conducted an exper-

iment to verify the validity of theoretical results in [39] for the cases of steel/acrylic resin and

steel/cork composites. Owing to the observation that the actual separation in the composites would

be similar to the artificial interface crack rather than to the completely ideal one, it was asserted that

the physical behavior around the interface crack tip does not conform to the fiictionless contact

model of Comninou [28].

Based on the premise that the contact zone is small and the far-field stresses away from the

crack tip remain unaffected by the presence the contact, Park and Earmme [4l] derived the relations

between the conservation integrals and the stress intensity factors for the interface crack models

studied in [5,28,37]. The proposed relations have provided the simple method to determine the

stress intensity factors for the interface crack with contact zone without having to solve the com-

plicated boundary value problems.

ln the foregoing works, the interface crack problems have been considered within the context

of linear elastic fracture mechanics. Achenbach, et al. [42], however, applied the Dugdale-

Barenblatt [43,44] model of inelastic behavior near the crack tip to such problems. Hence, with the

removal of an oscillatory trend as weH as stress singularities at the crack tip, the adhesive bond

failure model was constructed. Furthermore, Knowles and Sternberg [45] have shown that the use

of nonlinear theory of plane stress elasticity yields the result free of stress oscillations. It was also

noted by Shih and Asaro [46] that the material incompressibility under the plane strain condition

removes the oscillatory stresses.

By virtue of the complex variable approach of Lekhnitskii [47] for anisotropic elasticity, Sih,

et al. [48] have shown that the general nature of the crack-tip stress field in an infinite homogeneous,

rectilinearly anisotropic body is characterized by the usual inverse square-root singularity. Provided

the self-equilibrating load is applied on the crack surfaces, the stress intensity factors for an un-

bounded anisotropic medium were obtained as functions of the applied load and crack length as in

the case of homogeneous, isotropic materials. It was discussed that the Griffith-lrwin fracture

theory for isotropic materials is applicable to the anisotropic case as well.
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Wu [49] proposed an empirical mixed-mode fracture criterion for the unidirectional orthotropic

plates. Validity of the empirical relationship was confirmed by the experimental results for balsa

wood and fiberglass/epoxy plates. Parhizgar, et al. [50] performed the numerical and experimental

correlation studies to show that the fracture toughness — a measure of resistance to fracture — of

a unidirectionally reinforced composite plate is independent of the crack length but dependent on

the angle between the crack and the liber alignment.

The difiiculties associated with the analytical treatment of crack problems increase for a me-

dium with bounded geometries, since specific boundary conditions must be satisfied. Although the

elasticity solution has shown that the strength of stress singularity for a line crack in an unbounded

plane remains unaffected by the material anisotropy [48], there may be considerable dependence of

the values of stress intensity factors on the material anisotropy if the geometryh of the medium is

bounded. This point was addressed by Clements [5l] and Hill and Clements [52] for the case of

an elastic slab with strong anisotropy, based on the possible interaction between the free surfaces

of the medium and the crack. Delale and Erdogan [53], in a quantitative manner, investigated the

degree of influence of material orthotropy on the stress intensity factors for an internal or an edge

crack in an infinite orthotropic strip. Cinar and Erdogan [54] also provided the solutions for the

case of an orthotropic strip containing a crack parallel to its boundaries subjected to general mixed

loading conditions. Tsai [55,56] employed the Dugdale crack model [43] to exarnine the effect of

material anisotropy on the size of crack-tip inelastic zone and the crack shape in a transversely

isotropic and an orthotropic strip, respectively

The interface crack between dissimilar anisotropic halflspaces was considered by Gotoh [57]

and Clements [58]. It was indicated that the stress oscillation exists in a localized region around the

crack tip as for the case of dissimilar isotropic materials. In particular, Gotoh [57] demonstrated

the applicability of Dugdale’s plastic zone model [43] to the interface crack problem of dissimilar

anisotropic materials. Sun and Manoharan [59] and Manoharan and Sun [60] extended the previous

strain energy release rate approach [15] to the interface crack problems of dissimilar orthotropic and

anisotropic half-spaces, respectively. Likewise, the individual modes of strain energy release rates

were shown to be nonconvergent, whereas the total strain energy release rate was well defined.
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Wang and Choi [61,62] applied the Comninou’s crack·tip closure model [28] to the case of

dissimilar anisotropic media and resolved the phenomenon of oscillatory singularity at the interface

crack tip. Ting [63] has shown that the existence of oscillatory behavior for dissimilar anisotropic

composites depends only on the properties of the two materials, not on the individual orientation

of the material. The nature of oscillation was, however, shown to be govemed by the material

orientation. Reminiscent of the work given by Itou [39] for an interface crack between dissimilar

isotropic materials, Nakagawa, et al. [64] assumed the smooth crack opening displacements for the

anisotropic counterpart. This approach resolved the stress oscillation and the ensuing crack surface

interpenetration, but led to a finite stress concentration at the crack tip.

In addition, a number of crack problems for composite materials are compiled in [65], where

elasticity and approximate plate theories were used as the analytical tools based on the dual integral

equation approach. As for the generally laminated fibrous composite structures, Chatterjee [66]

performed the stress analysis of a laminated beam·type medium with an interlarninar crack, sub-

jected to three-point bending. With the use of plane anisotropic elasticity and an infinite series

expansion in connection with the stiffhess forrnulation, the problem was reduced to a set of singular

integral equations of the first kind. The resulting equations were solved numerically to give the

stress intensity factors and the strain energy release rates, which were then compared with those

obtained based upon the beam theory [67]. It was shown that, under the given loading condition,

the mode II deforrnation is the dominant factor influencing the failure and the use of beam theory

yields increasingly nonconservative results for decreasing crack length. However, due to the as-

sumption of state of plane stress and smeared properties of the laminate, the solution procedure

employed in [66] was incapable of predicting the mode III stress intensity factors, Km, associated

with anti·plane shear deformation. Such a deformation mode may have a significant contribution

to the failure of laminated fibrous composites whose behavior is inherently three dimensional.

The mixed·mode fracture of laminated composite plates with circular or elliptic debondings

subjected to transverse shear stresses was also considered by Chatterjee, et al. [68]. On the basis

of shear deformable laminated plate theory and the critical energy release rate concept, the corre-

sponding failure loads for catastrophic fracture were computed. It should be noted, however, be-
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cause of the utilization of the lower-order structural theory, the stress singularity along the

debonding periphery appeared in the form of concentrated line loads rather than of inverse

square-root type.

The finite element analysis of a delaminating crack initiated from a surface notch in angle-ply

graphite/epoxy laminates was reported by Wang [69]. Based on the rnicroscopic observation [70]

that delamination is a matrix-dominated failure mechanism occurring in a resin-rich interlaminar

region, Wang [69] introduced the thin resin interlayer between fiber-reinforced anisotropic layers.

With the delamination crack tip fully embedded within the interlayer, the influence of layer orien-

tation on the values of mode I and II stress intensity factors was examined. Similar to the work

given by Chatterjee [66], the effect of rnode III deformation on the failure behavior of the laminates

was not explored. It should be noted that the generally laminated composite with an interlaminar

defect is subjected to the simultaneous existence of three fracture modes due to the material prop-

erty mismatches as well as the highly anisotropic nature of the material.

2.2 Nonisothermal Problems

When a uniform heat flow in a solid body is disturbed by the presence of some discontinuity such

as a crack, the local intensification of temperature gradients occurs in the vicinity of the crack tip.

Thermal disturbances of this type, in turn, produce scvere thermal stresses which may cause serious

damage to the structural components through crack propagation. For this reason, understanding

the thermoelastic behavior of the cracked medium is a matter of vital importance in consideration

of the frequent exposure of such structural components to high temperature environments.

Sih [71] has shown that, under steady-state temperature distributions, the local character of

two·dirnensional thermal stresses at the crack tip in a homogeneous, isotropic body is of the same

nature as that under the isotherrnal loading condition, i.e., the inverse square-root singularity in

terms of radial distance from the crack tip. Based on the complex variable method, the thermal

stress intensity factors were defined such that a specified temperature on the crack surfaces (sym-
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metric type) leads to a mode I singularity, while a specified heat flux (antisymmetric type) yields a

mode II singularity. It was thus discussed that the prediction of thermally-induced crack propa-

gation can be made in a manner consistent with the Griffith-Irwin concept for the isothermal theory

of fracture. Sih [72] also illustrated that heat fluxes in the vicinity of the crack tip possess the inverse

square-root singularity. For the heat flow disturbances around a perfectly insulated penny-shaped

crack in an infinite isotropic solid, Florence and Goodier [73] obtained the closed form expressions

for displacements and stresses in the plane of the crack by the method of dual integral equations.

The plane thermoelastic problem of a homogeneous, isotropic strip containing a perfectly in-

sulated line crack parallel to its edges was considered by Konishi and Atsumi [74], Stern [75] and

Davidson, et al. [76]. Methods of solutions employed by the above investigators were dual integral

equations, the finite element method and singular integral equations, respectively, illustrating the

variation of mode II stress intensity factors versus strip thickness. Stern [75] and Davidson, et al.

[76] indicated that the results given by Konishi and Atsumi [74] were not plausible due to the pos-

sible algebraic error. Axisymmetric thermal stress analysis ofa slab containing an annular crack can

be found in the work by Mori, et al. [77]. For the case of a finite rectangular plate with a Griffith

crack, Surni and Katayama [78] performed the modified mapping-collocation analysis for both

symmetric and antisymmetric thermal loading conditions and obtained the corresponding stress

intensity factors for various geometric parameters.

In the previous studies [71-78], the extreme case of completely insulated crack surfaces or

specified crack surface temperature has been examined. A more realistic thermal boundary condi-

tion would be, however, that of possible heat flow across the crack in proportion to the local tem-

perature difference on the crack surfaces. The partially heat conductive crack surface condition was

first employed by Barber for the heat conduction [79] and thermal stress [80] problems of a

penny-shaped crack in an infinite isotropic solid. The dependence of crack surface temperature

distributions and thermal stress intensity factors on the Biot number — the dimensionless ratio be-

tween the crack surface heat conductance and the conductivity of the material - was addressed.

A similar idea was applied to the problem of a Griffith crack in an infinite isotropic plate by

Koizumi, et al. [81]. In both investigations [80,81], the imposition of perfect insulation was shown
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to overestimate the severity of thermal stress singularities at the crack tip. A comprehensive study

concerning the three dimensional effect of a partially heat conductive crack in an isotropic medium

was conducted by Kuo [82]. It was illustrated that the crack surface partial heat conductance would

affect the magnitude of mode I and II thermal stress intensity factors but not that of mode III.

As will be pointed out, this is not necessarily true for the case of a crack in anisotropic materials,

since all three fracture modes may be coupled together.

Thermoelastic analysis of an interface crack between dissirnilar isotropic half·planes is due to

Brown and Erdogan [83]. As is the case of isothermal problems, the thermal stress field near the

crack tip was shown to possess the oscillatory singularity that is localized to a very small region

relative to the crack length. It was found that the normal stress is the dominant bonding stress in

the thermal stress problem, while the shear stress is dominant along the bond in the residual stress

problem. · Hence, from the view point of failure ofbonded joints, the thermal stresses are potentially

more dangerous than the residual stresses arising from homogeneous temperature changes in the

material. Wolf and Sun [84] reconsidered the above problem under the homogeneous temperature

changes, indicating that the oscillatory behavior vanishes when both materials are mechanically

homogeneous but have different coefficients of thermal expansion.

Assurning the frictionless contact in the region of crack closure as applied to the isothermal

counterpart [28,30,32], Martin-Moran, et al. [85] and Barber and Comninou [86] have provided the

solution to the thermoelastic problem of a penny-shaped interface crack between dissimilar

isotropic materials. Under a uniform heat flow, the conditions ofperfect [85] and imperfect thermal

contact [86] were also imposed. In the region of imperfect thermal contact, the contact pressure is

negligibly small thus permitting significant resistance to heat flow, while in the region of perfect

thermal contact, there is no temperature discontinuity. Results were given to illustrate the effects

of heat Hux and applied tractions on the contact radius and the stress intensity factors for various

material constant combinations.

In a recent paper reported by Kuo [87], the concept of a partially heat conductive crack ori-

ginally applied to the cases of homogeneous, isotropic solids [79-82] was extended to the interface

crack problem of bonded dissirnilar isotropic half·spaces under a uniform heat How. The inHuence
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of heat conductance on the temperature discontinuity between crack surfaces as well as on the

mixed—mode thermal stress intensity factors was estimated as a function of the Biot number. Spe-

cifically, the magnitude of stress intensity factors and the temperature jump was shown to decrease

as the crack surfaces become more heat conductive. Consideration was also given to the required

mechanical loadings to keep the interface crack surfaces open to within an acceptable contact zone

size at the crack tip, depending on the direction of heat flow and the bimaterial constant. The

contact zone herein refers to the region of displacement overlapping behind the crack tip.

Srivastava, et al. [88] considered the problem of finding the thermal stress distribution when

an isotropic elastic layer bonded to two dissimilar half-spaces contains a penny-shaped crack par-

allel to its interfaces. An elasto-plastic model proposed by Dugdale [43] was applied to obtain the

width of the plastic zone developed inside the edge of the crack.

Solutions to the anisotropic counterpart of the problem of Sih [71] have been given by

Atkinson and Clements [89] based on the method of dual integral equations. In contrast to the

isotropic situation, the fully anisotropic situation of a thermoelastic medium led to non·zero ther-

mal stress singularities in all three fracture modes for either of the conditions, temperature or heat

flux specified on the crack surfaces. This suggests that a mixed-mode fracture may occur. By using

the Green’s function and the singular integral equation approach, Sturla and Barber [90] pointed

out, however, that therrnal distortion of the generally anisotropic medium may cause the traction~

free and insulated crack to close over one half of its surfaces, unless a sufficiently large far-field

tensile stress is superposed. The problem was, hence, reformulated assuming a frictionless and

perfect therrnal contact zone at one crack tip. The extent of contact zone and the mixed-mode

stress intensity factors at each crack tip were obtained in closed form as functions of the applied

stress and heat flux. On the other hand, when the crack is aligned with the plane of material sym-

metry, Tsai [91,92] has shown that the axisymmetric analyses ofa pen11y·shaped crack in an infinite

transversely isotropic medium subjected to symmetric and antisymmetric therrnal loadings result in

the mode I and ll therrnal stress intensity factors, respectively. The plane problem of a Griffith

crack in an orthotropic medium was also treated by Tsai [93].
l
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Clements and Tauchert [94] solved the heat conduction problem of an anisotropic slab con- _

taining a longitudinal crack by employing the dual integral equation approach. Specifically, tem-

perature disturbances resulting from the insulated crack surface condition when subjected to a

uniform temperature rise on the bounding surfaces of the medium were illustrated for the cases of

isotropic and orthotropic thermal properties. The solution to the corresponding thermal stress

problem can be found in their subsequent paper [95].

The thermoelastic problem of determining the heat flux and thermal stress fields in the vicinity

of a crack lying along the interface of two bonded dissimilar anisotropic half·spaces was first con-

sidered by Clements [96] on the basis of complex variable technique. A closed form solution was

obtained for the case of constant heat flux and tractions on the crack surfaces. lt was indicated that

the nature of oscillatory singularity at the crack tip is unaltered by the applied heat flux, although

the coeüicients of singularity are modified by the heat flux.

As has been reviewed so far, the past studies on thermoelastic crack problems have been lim-

ited to those related to rather simple geometries and material combinations. Most recently, how-

ever, the heat conduction analysis of generally laminated fiber-reinforced composite slabs containing

an interlaminar debonding crack was undertaken by Choi and Thangjitham [97]. Under the con-

dition of a uniform temperature rise on the bormding surfaces of the slab and complete insulation

on the crack surfaces, the degree of dependence of temperature discontinuities across the adjacent

crack surfaces on the ratio of thermal conductivity coeflicients, fiber orientation, layer stacking se-

quence and crack location was examined. With regard to the thermal stress analysis of such cracked

generally laminated fibrous composite media, the state-of·the-art appears to be less advanced, owing

to the lack of attempts to perform rigorous analyses even within the realm of two-dimensional

anisotropic thermoelasticity.
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Chapter III

HEAT CONDUCTION ANALYSIS

In a thermally conducting material containing a crack-like flaw, the temperature field in the vicinity

of the flaw is disturbed from that in an otherwise unflawed material. This results in the local

intensification of temperature gradients and induces high thermal stresses around the flaw. Within

the framework of theory of linear thermoelasticity, the solution procedure requires the temperature

field to be first determined by solving the mixed boundary value problem for heat conduction. In

this chapter, the method of solutions for determination of the steady-state temperature disturbances

in a layered anisotropic medium caused by the presence of a partially heat conductive interlaminar

crack is provided. The problem is then formulated in terms of a singular integral equation of the

first kind. The temperature field obtained from the heat conduction analysis will be incorporated

into the corresponding therrnal stress problem in the next chapter.

3.1 Goveming Equations and General Solutions

The plane problem of an N-layer slab containing a crack of length of 2a located between the jth

and (j + l)th layers is considered in this study (Fig. la). The constituent layers are urridirectionally

fiber-reinforced in the x-y plane and are bonded through a thin interlayer. The angle of liber ori-

entation, 6, is measured counterclockwise from the positive x-axis to the über direction (Fig. lb),

i.e., the angle between the x-y-2 structural coordinates of the medium and the 1-2-3 material coor-
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Figure 1. (a) An N-layer anisotropic slab containing a crack (b) Material coordinates of a
typical kth layer and the angle of über orientation.
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dinates of the layer. The material coordinates refer to the directions parallel (1), transverse (2) and

normal (3) to the iibers. In the analytical model, the fiber~reinforced layers are characterized as

being homogeneous and anisotropic, whereas the interlayers possess the isotropic matrix properties.

The interlayers are regarded as separate layers. The thermal boundary conditions are applied such

that the resulting thermal variables are functions of x and z only. To maintain the parallel nature

of the analysis that follows, each individual layer of the slab is assumed to have the anisotropic

properties unless otherwise stated.

In the absence of internal heat sources, the steady·state thermal equilibrium equation to be

satisfied by any given layer is written as [98]

öqx öqz
ax + öz

— 0 (3.l)

where qy(x,z), j= x,z, are the heat flux components in the x- and z-directions, respectively.

By the Fourier law of heat conduction, the heat flux components are expressed as [98]

qx=—xxxqy

= - xxy gg — xy, gg- (3.3)

q, = - x,, gg — x,, fg- (3.4)

where T(x,z) is the temperature field measured from the reference stress-free temperature and

x„= xy), i,i=x,y,z, are the coeflicients of thermal conductivity in the x-y-z structural coordinates

(Fig. la) which are given as [98]

2 - 2xy„,= xu cos 6 + K22 sm 9 (3.5)

· 2 2xyy = xn sm 0 + x22 cos 0 (3.6)

xxy=(xn —x22) sinäcosü (3.7)

xzz = x33• xxz = xyz = 0 (lg)
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in which x„, I= 1,2,3, (repeated indices do not imply summation unless otherwise stated) are the

coefficients of thermal conductivity in the 1-2-3 material coordinates of the layer (Fig. lb). The

directional thermal coupling by non-zero values of 1:,, implics that a certain temperature gradient

in the x—direction creates a certain heat flow in the y-direction, and vice versa.

From Eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) in conjunction with Eqs. (3.5)-(3-8), the steady-state heat conduction

equation is obtained as

air air (3.9)

To solve the above goveming equation, the Fourier integral transform is applied over the

variable x. The transform pair for a generic function g(x,z) is defined as [99]

00 1 00
§(s,z) = I

g(x,z) aux dx, g(x,z) =
——.[ §(s,z) {ux ds (3.10)

..„ 2·= ..„

where overbars denote the transformed quantities, s is the transform variable and i= ,/-1 .

Under the condition that the temperature and its first derivative with respect to x vanish as

x —» ;|; oo, the heat conduction equation is readily solved to jvc the general expression for the

temperature field as

OO

T=l-I (H] cosh sxz+ H2 sinh sxz) fm ds (3.11)
21: _°°

where x = „/x,,/1c,, and fß(s), j= 1,2, are the unknown constants to be evaluated from the proper

boundary and interface conditions.

Upon substituting Eq. (3.11) into Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4), the expressions for the heat flux compo-

nents are obtained such that

'fxx
oo . . —Lrxqx=—i— (Hl coshsxz-1-H2 smh.sxz)1se ds (3.12)

1: **00
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00
qy=—%~[ (H, cosh sxz+ H2 sinhsxz)ise”L”° ds (3.13)

**00

V xxx xzz oo
-

—Ls·x
qz= —-————— (H, S1DhSKZ+ H2 cosh srcz) se ds (3.14)

21:
_°°

The foregoing expressions of temperature and heat iluxes correspond to those for off-axis

monoclinic layers (0 =# 0°, 90°) with the plane of material symmetry normal to the z-axis. The ex-

pressions are also applicable to layers with orthotropic, transversely isotropic and isotropic thermal

properties. For the case ofon-axis orthotropic layers (0 = 0°) with three mutually orthogonal planes

of material symmetry, x,,= 0. Provided that the layer thermal properties in all directions perpen-

dicular to the übers are the same and the übers are aligned in the y·direction (H = 90°), the layer is

thermally isotropic in the x-z plane such that x,,= x„ as well as x,,,= 0. The layer is then termed

thermally transversely isotropic. For the case of isotropic layers with an inünite number of planes

of material symmetry, x„= x„= 1c,, and x,,= 0.

3.2 Thermal Boundary and Interface Conditions

To obtain a speciüc solution to the boundary value problem for heat conduction ir1 the N-layer

slab, a set of appropriate boundary and interface conditions is applied. On the bounding surfaces

of the medium, the temperature distributions are prescribed as

7]+ = T„(x) » TN- = T1(x) (3-15)

where the subscripts 1 and N refer to the layer number, the superscript +/ - denotes the

upper/lower surface of the layer, respectively, and T„(x) and T,(x) are the speciüed temperature on

the upper and lower bounding surfaces of the medium, respectively.

By the assumption of perfect thermal contact at the layer interfaces except that containing the

crack, the temperature and transverse heat flux are continuous across the layers such that
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Tk“=
T,,“[',_,; Ixl < oo, k= 1,2, ..., (j- 1), (j+ 1), ..., (N- 1) (3.16)

(qz); = (42);+,; Ixl < eo, k= 1,2, ..., (N -1) (3.17)

On the plane containing the crack between the jth and (i + 1)th layers, the temperature is

continuous outside the crack while the heat flux is specified on the crack surfaces. Furthermore,

the condition of crack surface partial heat conductance is imposed. This allows for the heat flow

between the adjacent crack surfaces directly proportional to the local temperature difference. The

mixed thermal boundary conditions on the cracked plane can then be expressed as

’I}'=7}_“:_',; IxI>a (3.18)

(q,)f=(q,)}°+1=«1„(¤¤)#h„(D' — 7}I1): !>¤l<<= (349)

where q,,(x) is the prescribed heat flux on the crack surfaces and h, is the coefficient of crack surface

heat conductance, i.e., the ratio between the local heat flux and the local temperature difference

across the crack.

It is noted that for a finite value of h,, there exists a temperature jump from one side of the

crack surface to the other except at the crack tips, whereas the case of h„= oo refers to the fully heat

conductive crack, implying the temperature continuity between the crack surfaces. ln particular,

the case of h,,= 0 and q„(.x) = 0 corresponds to that of completely insulated crack.

For the N-layer medium, there are a total of 2N unknown constants, H}, j= 1,2 and

k= 1,2, ..., N, to be evaluated. The applications of homogeneous conditions, Eqs. (3.15)-(3.17),

would yield a system of (2N - 1) algebraic equations to determine (2N- 1) unknowns. The mixed

boundary conditions can be utilized to provide additional relations to determine the remaining un-

known constant. In this study, in view of the dimensional consistency of the problem [100], an

unknown auxiliary function is defmed as the derivative of the relative temperature difference at the

layer interface containing the crack such that

4»,,(x)=-(%(@‘— @1,); |xI<«> (3.20)
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In terms of d>„(x), the condition of temperature continuity outside the crack, Eq. (3.18), can

be equivalently expressed as

¢>¤(x) = 0; Ixl > a (3.21)

and the single·va1uedness of temperature on the cracked plane requires the following compatibility

condition

0 (3.22)
—G

From Eqs. (3.15)-(3.17) and (3.20), the 2N unknown constants can therefore be obtained in

terms of both the specified temperature and the auxiliary function. After substituting these con-

stants into the expression for heat flux on the crack surfaces, Eq. (3.19), and performing an

asymptotic analysis to separate the regular and singular parts of the kernel, a singular integral

equation for the auxiliary function is derived. For laminated composites, which are in general made

up of a large number of layers, this conventional procedure results in having to solve a system of

simultaneous equations for a large number of unknown constants. To circumvent these difficulties,

the flexibility matrix formulation, originally proposed for elasticity [101,102] and heat conduction

[103] analyses of perfectly bonded media, is extended to the current mixed boundary value problem

for heat conduction in layered media containing a crack.

3.3 Flexibility Matrix Formulation for a Layered Medium

For the flexibility matrix formulation of heat conduction in the layered media, the transformed

temperature, ’T)„*(.1·), and transverse heat fluxes, §f(s) E (¢i,)f, at the upper (+) and lower (-)

surfaces of the kth layer are expressed in terms of the layer unknown constants, H},j= 1,2, such that

Tk+ ck sk Hf
__ = k

(3.23)
— Tk' - Ck Sk H2
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- + k**1 #**1 3* **11*1__ =—s rc xz (3.24)
iq.

“ ’
-S. C. Hä

where C,. = cosh .1·x,.h,./2 and S,.= sinh s1c,.h,./2 in which h,. is the layer thickness. It is noted that the

layer local coordinate system for which the origin is attached to the midplane of the layer is utilized

(Fig. lb).

Upon eliminating the constants IH, j= 1,2, from the above equations, the relations between

the temperature and transverse heat lluxes at the layer surfaces are obtained as

Fk+ F1'? F1]; Ük+
.. _ = R R _ _ (325)

' Tk F12 F22 <Ik

where F}f(s), i,i= 1,2, are the elements of the local flexibility matrix of the kth layer deüned as

F"—F"- ————‘ hi ml 326
ll-2**

V xxx xzz

F"
— ————‘ 11l ml 3 2

12- R R
cot zsxkhk (.7)

2** V xxx xzz

in which E} are even functions of the Fourier variable s.

By denoting

Ö1 = ¢I1+· ÜN-1 1 = ÜN- (3-28)

as the heat fluxes at the upper and lower bounding surfaces of the medium, respectively, and

.7R+,=«7R"=«7RTR,; k= 1,2, ..., (N- 1) (3.29)

as the interfacial heat fluxes common to the kth and (k + l)th layers, successive applications of the

boundary and layer interface conditions, Eqs. (3.15)-(3.17) and (3.20), lead to the following global

llexibility matrix equation for the N-layer medium
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Fri 21-1 + F12 ä2 = Tu (3·30)

Fl'; ik + (F2'§ +F,'{+ 1) @,+1
+F,'§+‘

@,+2 = 0; k = 1,2, ..., (i- 1), (i+ 1), ..., (N- 1) (3.31)

F1Ii<7~+ F1'; äN+l = — Ü (3-33)

where AT(s) is the transformed relative temperature difference along the cracked plane defmed as

- ·
“

AT = e"' dz (3.34)
-d

in which the continuity condition outside the crack, Eq. (3.21), is taken into account.

In matrix form, the above system of algebraic equations is expressed as

fi=£ - AT 6-35)

where f(s) is the (N + 1) x (N + 1) banded and symmetric global flexibility matrix, _§(s) is the global

vector containing the interfacial transverse heat fluxes, i.e., {E, E; EMI}, §(s) is the vector con-

taining the prescribed temperature and zero elements and AT(s) is the vector containing the auxil-

iary function. The half-bandwidth of f is two.

In contrast to the conventional procedure which yields a system of 2N equations, the current

matrix approach offers a fifty percent reduction in the number of sirnultaneous equations that must

be solved.

3.4 Singular Integral Equations for Heat Conduction Analysis

' To derive a singular integral equation for the corresponding heat conduction problem, the global

flexibility matrix equation is first solved for the heat flux component on the crack surfaces (interface

between the jth and (j + l)th layers) such that
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, H

*0+10) = 00+ 1)1 Tu " 00+ 1)(1v+ 1) TF 00+ 1)0+ 1) dl (3-36)

where G„(s), i,j= 1,2, ..., (N + 1), are the elements of the inverted global tlexibility matrix,

GU) E E
°‘(¤‘)- _

Upon taking the inverse Fourier transform of the above equation and using Eq. (3.19) as the

remaining boundary condition on crack surfaces, the integral equation to determine the auxiliary

function ¢„(t) is obtained as

h
— + -L ° L °° -¤¤= .

qa(x) - „ [Q (x) — 7} + ,06)] - 2% H(x,t) 4•„(r) dr + Zn p(.«·) 6 ds, 1xI < 6 (3.37)
•·a *00

where the kernel H(x,t) and the input function p(s) are given as

°° 1 am x)
H(x,t) = — ifm? G0+1)U_,_])(s)c ds (3.38)

PU) = 00+ 1)1 Tu " 00+ 1)(1v+ 1)
I-Ü (3-39)

In conjunction with the expressions given for Ef in Eqs. (3.26)—(3.27), it is noted that G„ are

continuous smooth functions of s. Furthermore, for a large value of Isl , the off-diagonal elements

of the global flexibility matrix, f', vanish while the diagonal elements approach some limiting non-

zero values. Hence, the asymptotic behavior for GU can be obtained as follows

lim Gu=0; iaéj (3.40)

Isl -•oo

- 1

in which G, is the asymptotic value of GU, W, I,/s expressed as

Gm = «/ ·<’„»<£. ·<’;€
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From the foregoing analysis, it is clear that the singularity of the integral equation is attributed

to the asymptotic value of the integrand of the kernel H(x,t) as Isl —» oo. After separating the sin-

gular part, the kernel can then be rewritten as

00 1
00

H(x,t) = 2-[ [ T 00+ 1)0+ l)(s) + Gm] sin s(t — x) ds — 20,,0]* sin s(t — x) ds (3.43)
0 0

where the first integral on the right-hand side is uniformly convergent and the second integral can

be evaluated according to the integral formula given as [104]

°° 1
Io

Sm s(l — X) ds

=Consequently,upon substituting of Eq. (3.43) into (3.37), a singular integral equation of the

first kind for the auxiliary function 1/>„(¢) is derived as follows

X G G t Ü 00 —
dt p(s) 2 üxds — qa(x) ; Ixl < a

—G ·¢
-·€ **00

(3.45)

where k(x,l) is the bounded Fredholm kernel written as

1 °° 1 .
k(x,t) = —

TI [T 00+ sm s(z — x) ds (3.46)
0

and the dominant part contains the Cauchy-type singular kemel of 1/(t — x) [9].

It is noted that the asymptotic value, 0,,,, is dependent only on the thermal properties of the

jth and (i + l)th layers. Influences of the other layers are simply reflected through the Fredholm

kemel k(x,t) and the input function p(s) in Eq. (3.39). The above singular integral equation is also

applicable to the problem of an interlaminar crack embedded in a matrix—rich region of laminated

fibrous composite media. ln this case, the jth and (i + l)th layers have the identical isotropic matrix
•

properties and G,„= #,,/2 where #,, is the thermal conductivity of the matrix.
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3.5 Solutions of Singular Integral Equations

Since the layered medium possesses the geometric symmetry with respect to the z-axis (Fig. la) and

the solution of a general problem can be expressed as the sum of symmetric and antisymmetric

parts, the specific solution procedure will be given for the symmetric part of the problem in which

the prescribed temperature distributions, Eq. (3.15), and heat flux, Eq. (3.19), are written as

T„(x) = 7’„( —¤¤)
-

7"1(x) = T1( —>¤) (3-47)

<1„(x) = <1„( —x) (3.48)

The complicated nature of the Fredholm kernel k(x,t), Eq. (3.46), however, requires the solution

of the singular integral equation of the first kind to be obtained via the numerical procedure sub-

jected to the compatibility condition, Eq. (3.22).

Based on the fact that the solution of the integral equation can be obtained by utilizing some

special functions defined in a unit interval, the independent variables, x and t, are normalized with

respect to the half crack length such that

z5--%;-, -.-7 (3.49)

and the singular integral equation, Eq. (3.45), is expressed as

{ G l l

·- a ha ¢»0(a·:) dr + dr + (II k(a{, ar) ¢>o(a·r) dr
-1 -1 " -1

- .L °° —¤¤€
-- p(s) c ds -— q„(a{) , Iäl < 1 (3.50)

21: _°°

where the syrnmetry of the problem allows the auxiliary function to be written as

¢0(d1') = — ¢>0( — ar) (3.51)

Owing to the existence of a simple Cauchy—type singularity and the flux-type auxiliary function

as defined in Eq. (3.20), the fundamental function of the above integral equation is found to be the
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weight function of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. This can be accomplished by reducing

the dominant part of the singular integral equation to a Riemann-Hilbert problem [9] for a sec-

tionally holomorphic function, from which the fundamental function is obtained (Appendix A).

The fundamental function characterizes the singular nature of the unknown auxiliary function.

The solution of the singular integral equation, Eq. (3.50), can then be expressed in the form

of an infinite series expansion such that

00

(/>o(a1-)=-—-L-— ,1,, r,,,_ ,(2); I1I <1 (3.52)
·\/ l -

T2
fl = l

where a„ is the unknown constant, 7),(1) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of order rz

and 1/./1 — 1* is the corresponding weight function.

lt is noted that T2,- [(1) = — T2„- ,( — 1), rt 2 1, and the odd expansion of the polynomials for

the auxiliary function identically satisfy the compatibility condition, Eq. (3.22). To determine the

constants, a„, rz 2 1, the singular integral equation can be reduced to a system of linear algebraic

equations for a„ in a manner developed by Erdogan [100,105].

Upon substituting Eq. (3.52) into (3.50) and employing the integral formulas for T,,(1) defined

as [106]

1 T 0; n = 0 . löl < 1 ·
-——l'$i—— 62 = (3.53)

-1./1—1*(1—:) U,,-,(€): nzl. |£|<1

g Tn(‘*°) 1
I

———-———d1 = -—sin(ncos”l§); nzl (3.54)

1 — 12 n

where U„(,f) are the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, the singularity of the integral

equation is removed and the equation takes the following form:

w
a ha

- -l1) <=¤¤ E] + 6.., U2., -2(C) + E.,(€) a., =p„(€) ; I6! < 1 (3-55)
II = 1
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in which E„(€) and p„(C) are given as
1

‘ k 6, T -En(€) = „
I d, (3.56)
'1 l — 12

In the sense of a weighted residual method, both sides of Eq. (3.55) are multiplied by

U„,-,(«f) ,/1 — C3 and integrated irom -1 to 1. Then, by means of the orthogonality for U,,(ä) de-

fined as [106]

1 ,-—-— 0; k aé rz
éf Uk(€) U„(f) 1- fz df = (3-58)

-1 l ; k = ra

an infmite system of linear algcbraic equations to determine a„ is obtained as

lg Gm ak + a„ =gk; k = 1,2, (3.59)

fl = l

where the constants Y), and g), are given as

‘ ab . -Ykn 1) ¢°$ 16]+ E„(€)}
U21- ;(€) «/ 1 — Ü2 df (3-60)

1
gk

=_|‘
lPo(€) U21; - 2(€)«/ 1 — Ö2 dä (3-61)

For the antisymmetric part of the problem, the prescribed temperature distributions and heat

flux are of the following form:

T„(x) = — T„( -x)- T1(x) = — T1( -6) (3-62)

<1„(x) = — <1„( ·-x) (3-63)
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and the corresponding auxiliary function exhibits even behavior such that

an T1„(‘F)§ it" < 1 (3-64)
„/ 1 — 12 n = o

where T;„(1) = T;„( — 1), n 2 0.

In this case, from the orthogonality condition for T„(1) defined as [106]

M k=n=0

1/2; k=n2l (3.65)

0 ; k ak rx

and from the fact that T°(1)= 1, it can be shown that a„= 0 satisfying the compatibility condition,

Eq. (3.22). Subsequently, the system of linear algebraic equations to determine the remaining un-

known constants a„, rz 2 1, can be constructed by following the similar procedure as outlined above

for the case of symmetric part of the problem.

In practice, the series in Eq. (3.52) or (3.64) is truncated after the first m terms to obtain the

m x m simultaneous linear algebraic equations for the constants a„, 1 $ rz $ m. This number is to

be large enough to yield the solution with a certain degree of accuracy. Discussions on the con-

vergence and accuracy of solutions with respect to the number of terms of related orthogonal

polynomials will be gven in Chapter V1. In addition, the integrals in Eqs. (3.56) and (3.60)-(3.61)

are of Chebyshev-type, thus they can be effectively evaluated by using the Gauss-Chebyshev

quadrature scheme [107], while the improper integrals in Eqs. (3.46) and (3.57) are evaluated based

on the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula [107].

With the constants, a„, n= 1,2, ..., m, determined by solving Eq. (3.59), the right-hand side

vector, AT, in the global matrix equation, Eq. (3.35), becomes a known quantity. To incorporate

the present results of heat conduction analysis into the thermal stress problem, it is required to de-

termine the fu1l·field temperature field inside the layered medium. The general procedure for de-

termining the temperature field can then be divided into the following three steps:
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• First, the global flexibility matrix equation, Eq. (3.35), is solved for the global interfacial heat

fluxvector,•

The unknown constants of the kth layer, H}, j= 1,2 and k= 1,2, ..., N, are then evaluated from

Eq. (3.24) in terms of the corresponding local interfacial heat fluxes, 7;,. and ?;,,+ ,.

• As a final step, the temperature field inside the medium is calculated by taking the inverse

Fourier transform of Eq. (3.11).

Up to this point, the heat conduction in a layered anisotropic slab containing a partially heat

conducting interlaminar crack has been considered. Another problem of interest may be that of

dissimilar anisotropic half~spaces bonded through the isotropic interlayer containing an interlaminar

crack, subjected to a uniform heat flow. In this case, the heat flux is solely specified on the crack

surfaces and the regularity condition is irnposed on the fa.r·field temperature. This is because the

solution to the heat conduction problem of an unbounded medium where the heat flow at infinity

is disturbed by the crack can be represented as the sum of solutions to those of a corresponding

V
uncracked medium, and of a cracked medium subjected to the equivalent heat flux on the crack

surfaces. The equivalent heat flux is equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign to that on the pro-

spective crack surfaces in the uncracked medium under the heat flow at infinity. The analytical

background for this superposition technique is discussed in Chapters V and VI. Consequently, with

the application of the regularity condition and p(s)= 0 in Eq. (3.39), it can readily be shown that

the aforementioned problem is yet govemed by the same form of a singular integral equation of the

first kind as in Eq. (3.45). The case of an interface crack between the dissimilar half-spaces bonded

without the matrix interlayer will be considered in Chapter V in connection with the related thermal

stress analysis.
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Chapter IV

ISO- AND NONISOTHERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS

This chapter is concerned with the stress analysis of iso- and nonisothermal crack problems of a

layered anisotropic medium within the framework of generalized plane deforrnation theory of

anisotropic therrnoelasticity. A general formulation is provided such that it can be uniformly ap-

plied to media with any given number of layers and layer properties, subjected to combined iso-

and nonisothermal loading conditions. A system of singular integral equations of the first kind is

derived for the proposed crack problems. From the solution of singular integral equations, the

stress intensity factors which signify the magnitude of crack-tip stress field singularities are defined.

4.1 Goveming Equations and General Solutions

For the configuration of the problem as illustrated in Figs. la and lb, the medium is subjected to

arbitrary distributions of mechanical as well as therrnal loadings which do not vary along the

y-axis. Under the given loading conditions, the thermoelastic field variables are functions of x and

z only. Due to the presence ofoff-axis monoclinic layers, the state of generalized plane deformation

as discussed by Lekhnitskii [47] is assumed such that

_ u = u(x,z) , v = v(x,z) , w = w(x,z) (4.1)
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where u, v and w are the displacement components in the x-, y- and z-directions, respectively. It

is noted that, for the cases of isotropic, on-axis transversely isotropic and orthotropic layers, the

generalized plane deformation is equivalent to the pure plane deformation.

ln the absence of body forces, the corresponding force equilibrium equations for any given

layer can be written as

öcxx örxz
öx + öz ‘

°
(*2)

ötxy öryz
'E+ T?= 0 (4.3) .

örxz öazz
ax + az

— 0 V
(4.4)

where ¤„(x,z) and 1·„(x,z), i,j=x,y,z, are the normal stresses in the i-direction and the shear stresses

in the ij plane, respectively.

The strairrdisplacemcnt relations are given as

B = 2*1 6 = 21 „ = 2.W.
xx öx

’ W öy '
”

öz

öu öv öv öw öu öw (4-5)

where s„(x,z) and y„(x,z) are the normal and the engineering shear strains, respectively.

4.1.1 Layers with Monoclinic Properties

For off-axis monoclinic layers with the plane of material symmetry normal to the z-axis, thirteen

independent elastic constants and four thermal expansion coetiicients are necessary to characterize

the material. The Duhame1·Neumann constitutive equations under the state of generalized plane

deformation are then written as [108]

6x_x= Cu 8xx+
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ayy = C12 sxx '1' Q3 szz '1" C26 Yxy ' ß2 T

C13 8:.1:
“1'

C33 azz '1' C36
)’xy
' ß3 T (4-8)

‘*’xy = C16 sxx + C36 szz + C66 Vxy * 186 T (4-9)

Tyz = C44 Vyz "1' C45 Yxz
(4-10)

Hz = Cas Vyz + Css Vxz (4-11)

where Ö1): Ö1, i,i= 1,2, ...,6, are the elastic stiflhess constants in the x-y-z structural coordinates

of the medium (Fig. la), which are functions of the stitfness constants, C11= @1, i,i= 1,2, ..., 6, in the

1-2-3 layer material coordinates and of the über angle 6 (Fig. lb). The relations between Ö,) and

C1, are given in Appendix B. The thermal moduli, ßj, j= 1,2,3,6, are deüned as

ß1= C11axx+ C12 “yy“1' C13 °‘zz’1'C16°‘xy
(4-12)

ßz = C12 dxx + C22 dyy + C2; dz: + Q6dx),ßs

= C13 axx + C23 ayy + Cas ¢zz + C36 **11;- (4-14)

ß6 = C16 an + C26 uyy + C36 °‘zz + C66 axy (4-15)

in which a„= aß, i,j= x,y,z, are the thermal expansion coeüicients in the structural coordinates ex-

pressed as [109]

_ 2 · 2
an- an cos 0 + a22 sm 9 (4.16)

dy}, = d11 + u22

60620axy=2(a11·-a22)sinücosß (4.18)

az: = 1123, ax: = ay: = 0 (4.19)

where 1:11, l= 1,2,3, are the thermal expansion coeüicients in the material coordinates.
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Upon substituting Eqs. (4.6)-(4.11) into (4.2)—(4.4) and using Eq. (4.5), the governing

equations for the thermoelasticity of a given monoclinic layer expressed in terms of displacement

components are obtained as

"‘ äzu "‘ özu ^' özv " özv "
^‘ özw öT

C11 öx2 + Css ÖZ2 + C16 öx2 + Cas 622 +(C13+ Css) öxöz (4-20)

^' özu “‘ özu ” özv " özv "
"’ özw _ öT

C16 öx2 + Cas ÖZ2 +C66 ÖX2 +Caa ÖZ2 +(C36+ Cas) öxöz —ß6 ax (4-21) V

"'
"‘ özu ‘” "‘ özv "' özw

"’ özw ÖT
(C13 + Css) öxöz + (C36+ Cas) öxöz + Css äx2 + C33 622

—ß3 az (4-22)

where the above equations constitute a system of nonhomogeneous paxtial differential equations.

In the Fourier transformed domain (s,z), based on the condition that the displaeements and

V their first derivatives with respect to x vanish as lxl —» eo, the governing equations are reduced to

the following system of nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equations

dzé dä - -C1';{+C2‘E‘+C3L‘ =E0 (4-23)

where Q (.1*,2) is the displacement vector of length three defined as

,Q=[Q 17 W]T (4.24)

in which the superscript T indicates the transpose of a row matrix, Q(.s), j= 1,2,3, are the 3 >< 3

symmetric matrices written as

Css Cas 0

gl = Cas Caa 0 (4-25)

0 0 E3,

0 0 —is((E’]3 + E,,)

g, = 0 0 -z.«(E,, + E4,) (4.26)

-i·5(El3 + Css) *1·*(C36 + Cas) 0
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*52Ell ‘s2E'l6 0

Q3 = *525,6
*5256600

0 *52555

and the right-hand side vector Q¤(s,z) is given as

- . — . — — T
Qo = [ —1sßlT — zsß6T ß3dT/dz] (4.28)

Since the vector Qu, determined separately from the heat conduction problem, is considered to

be a known quantity, the general solutions to the transformed goveming field equations can be

written in two parts

E =gc +lTp
(4-29)

where Q,(.r,z) and Q,(s,z) represent the complementary and particular solutions, respectively,

To obtain the particular solution corresponding to the nonhomogeneous term in Eq. (4.23),

the method of undetermined coeflicients [110] rather than that of thermoelastic displacement po-

tentials [108] is employed in the Fourier transformed domain. This is due to the fact that, unlike

the problems of isotropic [108], transversely isotropic [111] and orthotropic [112] media, the use of

such potentials for monoclinic media leads to a noncanonic form of either the goveming equations

or the boundary conditions as depicted by Padovan [113]. In this regard, the vectors, Q, and Q,, are

assumed in the following form

Q, = g, cosh slz + Q, sinh slz , (4.30)

Qp = gp cosh srcz + Q, sinh sxz (4.31)

where (g,(s), ß,(s)) and (g,(.r), ß,(s)) are unknown vectors for the complementary and particular

solutions, respectively, and ,1 is the characteristic parameter to be determined.

Substitution of Eq. (4.29) into (4.23) yields the following relations

é'.4c=0¤ é§c=0 (4-32)

where A is a 3 >< 3 symmetric matrix, the elements of which are expressed as
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A11 = Csslz ” E11- A12 = A21 = E4s42 — 516

A22 = E4442 ‘ E66• A23 = A32 = 'i (E36 + E45)4 (4-33)

A33 = C3342 — css- A13 = A31 = ‘i (C13 + 566))-

and the vectors, 4,, and ß,, are obtained as

1 . .
ép=T [IÜIHI ‘*12H1 'I3H2]T (4-34)

.@p=% Ü*11H2 i*I2H2 *13H1]T (4-35)

where the thermoelastic constants, »1,,j= 1,2,3, are written as

(ßl—ß6)+ (ll-!)
m= I4 62 *1334 216 (4.36)

6‘h&

„ I — 1 + 1 -1 I23) (4.37)

_ ßl ((3(4"Lz(6)+ß6((1l6‘I2(3)+ß3*((§"(1I4)
713 —-

2 2'I1 I4)"(3 Ö1

in which L,j= 1,2, ..., 6, are defined as

(1=*2Ess"C11·
l2=*2 C4s"C16

I3 = —* (E13 + Ess)- I4 = *2 544 * 566 (4-39)

Is = *2 E33 " Ess- I6 = -* (E36 + 543)

Supplemented by the complementary solutions obtained based on the nontriviality of Eq.

(4.32), the general expressions for the displacement components in the spatial domain (x,z) are then

obtained as
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1 °°
3

-00] = 1

„„_; °° -11 — —¤»«
1 J (H, cosh sxz + H2 sinh sxz) e ds (4.40)

211 _w

1 °°
3

-4-
oo

iß- (H cosh sxz + H sinh sxz)
e'1‘”°ds

4.41+ 21:
_°°

S 1 2

1 °°
3

oo
Zi(Ajsin11s).!z+ @coshs11jz)Rje—L°°ds

_L °° 11; - —¤x
+ S (H, sinh sxz + H2 cosh sxz) e ds (4.42)

211* _°°

where A,(s) and B,(s), j= 1,2,3, are the unknown constants to be evaluated by applying the proper

boundary and interface conditions, 1,, j= 1,2,3, are the roots of the characteristic equation

det Q = 0 (4.43)

and L(l) and R().) are the material constants such that

A12 A12‘A11 A22 .L =————*·* ; = 1,2,3 4.44J A12 A22 " A22 A12 J ( )

i (A12 ‘ A11 A22)
R =————·——*—‘ ; °= 1,2,3 4.45J A12 A22‘A22 A12 J ( )

in which it is noted that the quadratic roots 2} of Eq. (4.43) are positive, real and distinct for

fiber·reinforced composite materials [114].
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Upon substituting Eqs. (4.40)-(4.42) into (4.6)-(4.11), the general expressions for the stress

components are obtained as

1 °°
3 ~ ~ ~

Gm Ü "'COS11-00]
= 1

°° ~ ~ ~
+ 11] + Cm6 112 + Cm; 11; rc — ßm)(H1CO$h sxz + H; sinh sxz) c_üxds; (4.46)

*00

m = 1,2,3,6

1 °°
3 ~ ~

dm E CMS
B-,-six

ds
···0Oj = 1

1 °° . ~ ' ~
• -Lg-x

+-5; )](Hl SI11hSKZ+H2COS11SKZ)C ds; (4.47)
'X

m = 4,5

where 6,,,(x,z), m= 1,2, 6, is the contracted notation for 6,,, 6,,, 6,,, 1,,, 1,,,, 1,,, respectively.

It should be remarked that the resulting solutions for the off-axis monoclinic layers are three

dimensional in the sense that all six stress and three displacement components exist sirnultaneously.

4.1.2 Layers with Orthotropic Properties

For the case of on-axis orthotropic layers with übers aligned in the x-direction (6 = 0°), there exist

three mutually orthogonal planes of material symmetry. In this case, the elastic stiühess constants

Ö,= CQ, with Ö„,, = 0, m= 1,2,3, and C45 = 0. The thermal expansion coeilicient causing the shearing

thermal strain, 61,,, is also zero and ß6=0. The out-of-plane displacement component, v, in the

governing equations, Eqs. (4.20)-(4.22), is then decoupled from the in-plane components, u and

w. As a result, the complementary part of the displacements, Eqs. (4.40)-(4.42), and stresses, Eqs.
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(4.46)~(4.47), is no longer valid. By following the similar solution procedure, the expressions for

the displacement components of orthotropic layers are obtained as

1 °°
2 1.1-

T- ** ·

—
Xu zu [WIE (A] cosh s}.jz+ B]SlI1hSÄjZ)€ ds

—-L N
il1-(H, cosh M + H, sinhM

¢"“ ds 4.48+ 21r
_°°

-‘°

1 °°
2

-00j

sinhs z+H coshs z)e'”L”°ds 449
zu -00 S I 1c 2 1c ( . )

1
00

v = —-[ (A3 cosh sloz + B3 sinh s»1oz)e"L“ ds (4.50)
21:

_°°

where 1,, j= 1,2, are the roots of the characteristic equation

Cas C55 44 + [(513 + E55)2 ‘ C11 Cas ‘ C55]? + C11 C55 = 0 (4·51)

the constant lu is defined as

[ E1,, = —§i (4.52)
C44

and the constants R(„1) are given as

E — E .1*
1z,= ; j= 1,2 (4.53)

(6,3 + 6,,) 1,

It should be mentioned, however, that the particular solutions of Eq. (4.23) for orthotropic

layers can be obtained from those for monoclinic layers by substituting the corresponding thermal
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and mechanical properties. As is the case for off-axis monoclinic layers, the quadratic roots .1} in

Eq. (4.51) are positive, real and distinct [115].

The stress components for the orthotropic layers are obtained as

1 °°
2 ~ ~6,,, is (C„,3 .1/ R] — Cm,) (A, cosh sljz+ Q sinh s.1,z)e"‘”° ds
= l

1
00

~ ~
• -ß·x

+ -5; (CIM m + C„,3 113 x — ßm) (Hl cosh sxz + H2 sinh sxz)e ds; m = 1,2,3 (4.54)
*00

1 °°
2

~
7

1,,=—äI s C33(Rj+ 11]) (Ajsinhs.1,z+ Qcosh sljz) e”‘“ds

¤¤ .„
i CSS ( mx — 113 ) (H1 sinh sxz + H2 cosh sxz)

e"L“
ds (4.55)

*X

1 =—L .1 C s(A sinhsl z+B coshs.1 z)e"L°xds (4.56yz 21, 0 44 3 0 3 0
*00

A 511.1 Binh}.1 66s( 3co :02+ 3s soz)e s (4.57)

where 6,„(x,z), m= 1,2,3, refer to 6,,, 6,,, 6,,, respectively.

4.1.3 Layers with Transversely Isotropic Properties

Another case of interest arises when the material properties of the layers are isotropic in the x-z

plane. This condition occurs when the material properties in all directions perpendicular to the ii-

bers are the same and the iibers are aligned ir1 the y~direction (6= 90°). In addition to C.„= 0,

C,,,6 = 0, m= 1,2,3, a,,,= 0 and ß, = 0 as is the case for orthotropic layers, the thermoelastic properties
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of transversely isotropic layers are further simplified such that ÖH = ÖH, ÖH = ÖH, Ö,„= ÖH,

Ö„= (ÖH — ÖH)/2, 6:,, = 11,, and ß, = ß;. In this case, the quadratic roots of the characteristic

equation, Eq. (4.51), become repeated and equal to unity. Accordingly, the assumed form of the

general solutions for layers with the transversely isotropic properties is modified to account for the

repeatedness of the characteristic roots [110]. As a result, the corresponding expressions for the

displacement components are readily obtained as

1 (A, +A2Z)cÖShSZ+ (B, +B2z)sir1hsze°L”°ds
21:

_°°

00

(H, sinhsz+ H2 cosh sz)
e”l‘“

ds (4.58)

"
—«> 2c,,

—l °°· 6+12
+A—’i

c 11 + A+Az+ß—’i sinhze"L”‘dsW-
zu

—°°I

1 ZZ 2 s OS SZ 1 2 2 S S

00

+ [( H2 + H, sz) cosh sz+ (H, + H2 sz) sinh sz] fm ds (4.59)
E

'*°°
2C, IS

-m °° . - —¤»
v - (A3 cosh sz + B3 smh sz) c ds (4.60)

21: _°o

where the constant R is given as

E 3 E
R = — (4.61)

C13 + Css

The expressions for the stress components of transversely isotropic layers are obtained as

1 °° ~ ~(1 + R)B2—2sC55 (A, +A2z)] coshsz
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1+ 2sz)co sz+( 1+ 1sz) sz]e (4.62)A- H sh 2H H sinh ”L”°ds
ll

1 °°

E
sinhsz+H2sz coshsz)e'L”°ds (4.63)

‘°° C11

1 °°*00

+Ö„[(1+R)B2+21(A1+A2z)] si11hsz}e""‘ds

1 °°. ESSßl . -1:11——— 1-7- [(H +H sz)coshsz+(H +H sz)smhsz]e ds (4.64)
211, C

2 l 1 2

‘°° ll

1 °°*X

·><· E (4.65)
W

‘°° C11

1 °° iC44s(A3coshsz+B3sinhsz)e'L°xds (4.66)
21:

_°°
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¤<> ..
·:yz=é;-I CMs(A3sinhsz+B3coshsz)c”l‘xds (4.67)

4.1.4 Layers with Isotropic Properties

For the case of isotropic layers with an infinite number of planes of material symmetry, there re-

main only two independent elastic stifihess constants such that C„= ÖH, ÖH= ÖH= CH and

Ö„= Ö„= C'„= (CH — ÖH)/2. The coeflicients of thermal expansion are 4:,,, = a,,= 6:,, and a,„,= 0.

Hence, the thermal moduli are ß, = ß;= ß; and ß6= 0. The corresponding expressions for displace-

ment and stress components of the isotropic layers can be obtained from those of the transversely

isotropic layers, by simply substituting the aforementioned relations for the material constants into

Eqs. (4.58)-(4.60) and (4.62)-(4.67).

4.2 Mechanical Bonmdary and Interface Conditions

It is obvious that, for each layer, there are six unknown constants, A, and B), j= 1,2,3, for the

thermoelasticity problem. Consequently, for the N-layer medium, a total of 6N unknown constants

must be evaluated from a set of 6N appropriate boundary and interface conditions.

On the bounding surfaces of the medium, the arbitrary tractions are specified as

<«„>T =A„<x>„ <«„>T =1;„<x>„ <=,.>T =6..<x> (4-68)

(¤z.·)Xr =ß1(x)· (¢¤)Xr =f:z(x)- (*yz)Xr =f1a(x) (4-69)

where the subscripts l and N denote the layer number, the superscript +/ — refers to the

upper/lower surface of the layer, respectively, and j{,)(x) and fß(x), j= 1,2,3, are the tractions pre-

scribed on the upper and lower bounding surfaces of the medium, respectively.
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At the perfectly bonded layer interfaces, the condition of displacement continuity across the

layers must be satisfied such that

ug=ug+1; Ixl <¤¤, k=1,2,...,(j-1), (j+1),...,(N-1) (4.70)

vg=vg+1; lxl <«>, k=1,2,...,(i-1), (i+1),...,(N—l) (4.71)

wg =wg+1; Ixl < ee, k= 1,2,..., (j- 1), (j+ 1), ..., (N- 1) (4.72)

and the condition of traction equilibrium at the layer interfaces are written as

(a22)g = (622)}:+1 ; Ixl < oo , k= 1,2, ..., (N- 1) (4.73)

(-,,2),; =(1·x2)g+1; Ix! < es, k= 1,2, ..., (N- 1) (4.74)

(1y2)g = (·:_,,2)g+1 ; Ixl < ee, k= 1,2, ..., (N- 1) (4.75) 1

On the plane containing the crack between the jth and (i + l)th layers, the displacements are

continuous outside the crack while the tractions are specified on the crack surfaces. The mixed

boundary conditions due to the presence of the crack can then be expressed as

19”
= 19++1 ; Ixl > a (4.76)

—
+ .17 :19+1, lxI>a (4.77)

u9”=w/++1; Ixl >a (4.78)

(<¤„)f =(¢’zz)}++1=P1(x)? lx! < ¤ (4-79)

1 =p2(x) ; Ixl < a (4.80)

1 =1>1(x) : lx! < 4 (4-81)

where _zy(x), j= 1,2,3, are the applied crack surface tractions.

Out of a total 6N unknown constants, (6N - 3) constants can be determined by applying the

homogeneous conditions in Eqs. (4.68)-(4.75). Subsequent applications of the mixed boundary

conditions yield a system of dual integral equations [116] to determine the remaining constants.
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As an altemative approach, however, a set of unknown auxiliary functions is defined as the

derivatives of relative displacements at the layer interface containing the crack such that

-L
— + ' .4>,(x).. ax Ixl <«>o (4.82)

¢(x)=l(u——u+ )· IxI<oo (483)
2 ax j j+ l * ·

4>,(x)=é—(»y'-v;”+,); |x|<oo (4.84)

In terms of ¢>,,(x), k= 1,2,3, the condition of displacement continuity outside the crack, Eqs.

(4.76)-(4.78), can be written equivalently as

¢k(x)=0; Ixl >a, k= 1,2,3 (4.85)

and the compatibility condition to ensure the single-valuedness of displacements requires the fol-

lowing relations to be satisfied:

G

¢,,(x) dx = 0; k = 1,2,3 (4.86)
,

·—ü

Through the application of conditions in Eqs. (4.68)-(4.75) and (4.82)-(4.84), a total of 6N

unknown constants can now be obtained in tenns of prescribed tractions on the bounding surfaces

and of the auxiliary functions subjected to the restrictions in Eqs. (4.85)-(4.86). Substitution of

these constants into the crack surface traction conditions, Eqs. (4.79)-(4.81), and the follow-on

asymptotic analysis lend itself to a system of singular integral equations for the auxiliary functions.

On the basis of similar reasoning as for the case of heat conduction in layered media, this conven-

tional procedure yields a system of simultaneous equations for a large number of unknown con-
l

stants and becomes almost intractable. To provide an efficient means in circumventing these

difficulties, the stiffness matrix formulation, which was previously employed for the isotherrnal

stress analysis of laminated media [66,117-119], is further extended to the mixed boundary value

problems of cracked layered media subjected to combined iso- and nonisothermal loading condi-

tions.
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4.3 Stiffness Matrix Fonnulation for a Layered Medium

To utilize the stiffness matrix formulation for the iso- and nonisothermal stress analyses of the

N-layer medium containing a crack between the jth and (i + l)th layers, the following vectors for

a typical kth layer are defmed as

_@k=[ —i1T1'k ük gk ]T (4.87)

EI: =[ -4 (Ezz)k (Txz)k (Tyz)k
JT (488)

1; 1; It T

1; B1; 1; T1,2:]: 32 2 33 ] (4.90)

where @(.:,2) and '§k(.:,2) are vectors for the transformed displacements and tractions, respectively,

and gk(.:) and _bk(s) are vectors for the unknown constants.

In terms of gk and bk, the vectors containing the values of displacements, @.*(.:), and tractions,

2 §k*(.:), at the layer upper ( +) and lower ( —) surfaces can be written as

; | 1
+41;+ Bici

Q Bif: gk („gT)k
-;-;- = --2;-;-;- -—— — --;-1;- (4-91)
41; B21 I B22 b1; (4r)1;

I§1;+ 1 I Qicz gk (Er);
·~·::· = --I2—!···E· ···· *•·-···•;·—

2.1; 221 Q22 b1; " (§T)k

where ]_’§(.:) and Q§(.:), i,j= l,2§$a.re the 3 x 3 real submatrices, and (EA} and (Er)? are, respectively,

vectors containing the displacements and tractions arising from nonuniform temperature distrib-

utions.

Elimination of the unknown vectors, gk and bk, from Eqs. (4.91)-(4.92) gives the relations be-

tween the surface tractions and displacements of the layer as follows
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4 2,.+4 _ si; 2 si; {4:.*} 44 444
F

_

where l_{g_'}(s), i,j= 1,2, are the 3 x 3 real submatrioes defined as

1 2 g -1

si; gsi; gi; g gi; si; g si; 44 944‘·*··1•••“ =
•••••:'•·•· •'*“g‘''‘ .

Kir E gficz

in which the left-hand side, [_(„(:), is the 6 x 6 real a.nd syrmnetric local stiffness matrix of the kth

layer and the vectors, f,,*(s), represent the thermal effects of the layer written in terms of K,. such that

- ; — +
L:¢+ @1*):i) Kir 2 Kizz (4r)k
·;';' = ··“ “;·j — “;'t“;· ·‘:·: (435)
F : (§T)k 521% 5,22 (41*)::

The layer local stiffness matrix, IQ, is a function of the elastic material constants and the layer

thickness. It should be mentioned that for layers with the off-axis monoclinic properties, the local

stitfness matrix is fully populated. For layers with the on-axis orthotropic, transversely isotropic

and isotropic properties, however, some elements of the stiffness matrix become zero. In this case,

the out·of-plane components of displacement, 17,., and traction, G,,),,, are decoupled from the in-

plane components (Appendix C).

By defming

-
—

+
1 -• -•

Q1 :41 · Q:v+1 :4:1: (436)

as the vectors containing the values of displacements at the upper and lower bounding surfaces of

the medium, respectively, a.nd

§,,+g=§,,°=§,,“;g; k=l,2, ..., (;-1),(;+1), ..., (N—l) (4.97)

as the vectors containing the values of interfacial displacements common to the perfectly bonded

kth and (k + 1)th layers, the application of the interface conditions, Eqs. (4.70)-(4.78), to the local

stiffness matrix equation, Eq. (4.93), for the jth and (j + l)th1ayers leads to the following equations

written as
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(4-98)

(4-99)

2,11 (4-wo)

where from Eqs. (4.82)-(4.84) and (4.87), it can be shown that the displacement vectors, Q' and

@1,, on the cracked plane are related to each other in terms of the auxiliary functions such that

— ·— " + i
a Ln

Q — Q+1=-gf «£*(t)e dt (4.101)
—ü

in which the condition of displacement continuity outside the crack, Eq. (4.85), is taken into ac-

count and the vector «_ig*(t) is defined as

$*0) =[ -1 $10) $20) $30) JT (4-102)

Based on the fact that both gz' and @$1 iuvolve the interfacial displacements for an otherwise

uncracked medium and the additional deformation due to crack extension, the vectors are decom-

posed as

1-
_

.. i
a

Q =Qj_H +Qm TI «£*(z) emdz (4.103)
··ü

1
+

,-, °
a ·

$+1
(4-104)

1a .

where @+1 is the vector containing the common interfacial displacements between the jth and

(j + l)th layers and Q11, I= 1,2, are the 3 x 3 constant matrices to be evaluated.

Followed by some algebraic manipulation, it can readily be shown that the submatrices of the

layer local stilfness matrix If,. are continuous smooth functions of the Fourier variable s and retain

the asymptotic behavior as Isl
—•

oe such that
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1<" E1<" 1<" E 0

where the diagonal terms K[§,, i= 1,2, denotc some limiting non·zero values of 3 x 3 symmetric

submatrices while, due to the exponentially decaying nature as I.rI —• oo, the off-diagonal terms

;<f,.., 1-;, vamsh.
Likewise, the vectors for the common interfacial displacements, E1, and for the thermal effects,

ff, are found to be exponentially decaying functions as Isl —» eo such that

lim §k=0; k= 1,2, ..., (N+ 1) (4.106)
lsl -•0o

lim
jki=0;·

k= 1,2, ...,N (4.107)
Isl —>oo

Upon substituting Eqs. (4.103)-(4.104) into (4.98)·(4.l0l) together with the foregoing

asymptotic behavior, the conditions for determining the matrices §'(„, I= 1,2, are expressed as

1
a zu

(Eizo., g01 + Eifw 902) lim _I ¢*(¢) ¢ dl =Q (4-108)
Isl —•oo -a~

G G

(go, — QO2) lim
I

¢>*(r) em dz = lim f
¢*(z) em dz (4.109)

ISI -•oo —a~ ISI -•oo -4~

00111 which the vectors, g' and @1 1, can be obtained as

-
_

- ·
“

gl =g]+, +;<„1g{;“„§ ßf gw) 0'·"«11 (4.110)
—G

—
+

— ; i
“

ist dl (4-111)

where the matrix K, is defined as

-1L<.„= [S11.; +441.,.] (4-112)
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As a result, through the successive applications of the homogeneous boundary and interface

conditions in Eqs. (4.68)-(4.75) to the layer local stiflhess matrix equation in conjunction with Eqs.

(4.98)-(4.100) and (4.110)-(4.111), a global stiifness matrix equation for the N-layer medium con-

taining a crack between the jth and (i + l)th layers is constructed as

+Ä1+ (*113)

1;

k=l,2,..,(j—2),(i+2),..,(N-l), jzß (4.114)

AE (4-M5)

X51 éj+

I1+<1<11“‘1<..1<é„„— 1<ä21<..1s1i'.i>4E (4-116)

1<éV‘§,+1+<1.<1?‘+1<1T’>§,+:+1s1;*’§,+„=z,;„+z,I„+1<éT‘1<„.1<1„„4§ (4.111)

s£1§„+s£§„+1 =
-L+2„‘ (4-118)

where j,(.1·) and ZK.:) are vectors of length three containing the transformed prescribed tractions on

the bounding surfaces of the medium, and AE(s) is a vector of length three representing the trans-

formed relative displacement diiferences along the cracked plane:

, {I

Ag = :"':1: (4.119)
—d

The above system of algebraic equations can be written in matrix notation as

(4.120)

where L{(s) is the 3(N + 1) >< 3(N + l) banded and symmetric global stifiness matrix, §(s) is the

global vector for the unknown interfacial displacements, i.e., {E) 5; ...§„+, }, f(s) is the vector

containing the prescribed tractions on the bounding surfaces, f(.1·) is the global vector containing the
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thermal effects and g(s) is the matrix containing the geometry and elastic material properties of the

jth and (i + l)th layers. lt is noted that the half-bandwidth of I_§ is six. Similar to the flexibility

matrix formulation employed for the heat conduction analysis, the stiifness matrix formulation for

the stress analysis results in a iifty percent reduction in the number of simultaneous algebraic

equations that must be solved when compared with the conventional procedure.

4.4 Singular Integral Equations for Stress Analysis

In this section, a system of singular integral equations which is applicable to both the iso- and

nonisothermal crack problems of layered anisotropic media is derived. The derivation is made

possible through the utilization of local and global stiffness matrix equations, Eqs. (4.93) and

(4.120), in conjunction with the remaining crack surface traction conditions, Eqs. (4.79)-(4.81).

From the layer local stiffness equation together with the vectors for crack surface displacement

discontinuities, Eqs. (4.110)-(4.111), the vector for the transformed tractions on the plane contain-

ing the crack (interface between the jth and (j + 1)th layers) can be expressed as

. a _ _ _
2,:t,<s>= —/s4;“‘r<..;<é„.. H··d

where the vectors for the common interfacial displacements, @+1 and @+2, can be obtained from

the global stiffness matrix equation such that

—· i
a ts: " '

*é!+" = H" e dl + ·L’(/+'1)l!‘
_

·l¢(/+¤)(N+ DÄ + $*1; n :1*2 (4*22)

in which Ij„(s) are 3 x 3 matrices defmed as

11../+1
/ .

+ L(j+n)(j+2)§2l L<„L<22„·
”= L2 (4123)
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and g„(s) are vectors of length three containing the thermal effects such that

N
ä l*=1·2 (4124)

k = 2

where [_,,)(s), i,i= 1,2, ..., (N + 1), are the elements of the inverted global stiffness matrix,

LG) E L<"G)-
Upon substituting Eq. (4.122) into (4.121), taking the inverse Fourier transform and changing

the order of integrations, a system of integral equations for the set of auxiliary functions ¢>*(I) is

obtained as

+ -L
“

. L °° -4- .
3gj+ 3(x) - Zn

M(x,I) 42 (I) dt + Zn
E(s) e ds , Ixl < oo (4.125)

*G **00

where M(x,I) is the 3 x 3 kernel matrix defined as

°° 1M(x,t) = s I -3- ms) e'·"" " xl ds (4.126)
*00

and ;_r(s) is the vector of length three containing the forcing terms of the equations defined as

2
(4-127)

R = 1

ir1 which the 3 x 3 matrix, rg1(s), is given as

2
¤·=-;<4T‘L<..L<é...,+ Z L<4:‘ u„ (4-128)

fl = 1

To separate the singularities of the integral equations, the asymptotic behavior of the integrand

of the kemel matrix, gn/s, and of the forcing vector, tf, as Isl —> oo must be examined. With the

aid of Eqs. (4.105)-(4.107) and (4.123)-(4.124), it can be shown that rg:/s and E have the following

asymptotic behavior
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1 1bm TG = — EIT; L<.„ E£2oo = — w.„ (4.1291
ISI —•oo

lim 11 = Q
(4.130)

ISI —•oo N

where Q1, is the 3 x 3 symmetric asymptotic matrix which can be separated into the odd and even

parts such that

m§’§° 0 0 0 m§°§’ m§°§’

Q1,=-Ü- 0 111;*; 111;; + 111;*; 0 0 (4.131)

0 m2°§°
m§§’

mf; 0 0

or in compact notation

mw =Ü M1 + M2
(4.132)

.1

in which the values of the asymptotic matrix, m,T, ij = 1,2,3, depend only on the elastic properties

of the jth and (i + l)th Iayers.

lt is then obvious that the singularity of the integral equations is attributable to the asymptotic

values of the integrand of the kemel matrix as Irl —• oo. Upon separating the singular part, the

kemel matrix is expressed as

00 1
00

1y(x,1) = 1 I [ T Q1(1) + Q1,] e"" ‘ xl ds - 1 I Q1, ¢"" ' *> ds (4.133)
*00 *00

where the first integral on the right-hand side is uniformly convergent, while the second integral is

to be evaluated according to the even and odd dependence of the elements of the matrix [71,, on the

Fourier variable s.
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4.4.1 Crack Embedded in an Off-Axis Layer

When the crack is embedded within an off-axis monoclinic layer such that the jth and (j + l)th

layers have the identical über orientations 9, M; in Eq. (4.132) becomes a null matrix such that

m{’§=m[’§=0 (4.134)

By employing the following integral formula [104]

°° s L:(z x) 2i·——
_

d = ·-— 4.13
L. an 3 “‘ =— ==

‘ 5)

and substituting Eq. (4.133) into (4.125) in conjunction with Eqs. (4.79)-(4.81), a system of singular

integral equations of the first kind for ¢>k(x), k= 1,2,3, is derived as

<>¤ a I a 3 oo
dt dt Ixl < a (4.136)

-4 -4 n = I
-00

3
m2°°

“
d> (0 m2°°

“
<!>a(0

“
-7:2-]- k»2„(x,l) ¢>„(l) dt

-4 -4 -4 n = I

.L
oo —Lv= - .

+ ;42(s) e ds -p2(x) , Ix] < a (4.137)
21r _°°

¤<> a ¤<> a a 3
L?}-[ %% dz + dz+-] k3„(x,t) ¢„(z) dz

-4 -4 -4 n = I

.L °° —¤><
- .

+ ;l3(s) e ds - p3(x), lxl < a (4.138)
21: _°o

where k„(x,t), i,j= 1,2,3, are the bounded Fredholm kernels written as
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00

kv(X·‘) = · [-1 m(;(~*) + mu°°] 8111 @(1 — X) J1 1 (1,1) = (1,1), (2,2), (3,3), (2,3), (3,2) (4-139)
0

k 1 °° 1 _ .
U(x,t) = —

T T ml/(s) cos s(t — x) ds , (1,j) = (1,2), (1,3) (4.140)
0

- 1 °° 1 . - -kU(x,t) -T T mi/(s) cos s(t — x) ds , (1,j) - (2,1), (3,1) (4.141)
o

and ;r,(s), j= 1,2,3, are the elements of the vector ;_i(s) in Eq. (4.127), while m,,(s), i,j= 1,2,3, are the

elements of the matrix r_p(s) in Eq. (4.128).

In Eqs. (4.136)-(4.138), the domina.nt part of the system of integral equations has the

Cauchy-type singular kemels [9] and is coupled through the constant matrix M, given in Eq.

(4.131).

4.4.2 Crack Embedded in a Matrix Interlayer

For the case of a crack embedded within a matrix-rich interlaminar region which serves as the

bonding agent between the fiber·reinforced anisotropic layers, the interlaminar regions are incor·

porated into the analytic model as thin and separate interlayers. Hence, the jth and (j + 1)th1ayers

are considered to have the identical isotropic matrix properties bounded by the adjacent anisotropic

layers. In this case, in addition to mf; = mf; = 0, it can be shown that m§§ = 0. Assuming that layers

other than the jth and (j + 1)th layers can be of the off-axis monoclinic thermoelastic properties, the

problem is then govemed by the following system of singular integral equations of the iirst kind

<>¤ a a 3 oo
QL dt dz füxds =p,(x); Ixl < a (4.142)

-G —ü
n = 1

R -00
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°°
a t G 3 00

gf -%:2- dt +I k2„(x,t) ¢>„(!) dt + ,u2(s) 2”‘“d.r = p2(x) ; Ixl < a (4.143)
-d -G n = 1

in
-00

<><> a a 3
¢ [ °°d!+ 2 lxl < a (4.144)

—d —G
n = { -00

where the Fredholm kemels, k„(x,t), ij= 1,2,3, are defined in Eqs. (4.139)-(4.141) and the dominant

part of the system of integral equations is observed to be decoupled.

It should be remarked that for the case of a crack embedded within an on-axis orthotropic or

a transversely isotropic layer with the inclusion of off-axis monoclinic layers as the constitutive

layers of a entire laminate, the corresponding system of singular integral equations is of the same

form as those derived in Eqs. (4.142)-(4.144). The structure of the system of integral equations

dictates the coupling between the in-plane and out-of-plane deformation of the laminate.

As a special case, when all the constitutive layers have the on-axis orthotropic and/or

transversely isotropic properties bonded through the matrix interlayers with a crack embedded

within any given layer, the state of generalized plane deformation degenerates to that of the pure

plane deformation. In this case, it can be shown that k„(x,t) = 0, (ij) = (l,3),(3,l),(2,3),(3,2), and the

out-of-plane behavior of the laminate is free from the thermal effects. Furthermore, there is no

coupling between the in·plane and out·of-plane deformation of the laminate. The corresponding

system of singular integral equations of the first kind can be derived in the following form

m°° “ ¢ (0 “ ’
1 °° -

-7:-La
-2%; dz + La E-1:1

kl„(x,t) d>„(!) dt + -5; -[-°°pl(r) 2 md: =p1(x) ; Ixl < a (4.145)

m2°i°
“ 4>z(¢) “ 2 1 °° 11jr-].

——— dt +]· k2,,(x,t) ¢>„(l) dt +
-1.

;12(s) e- xds =p2(x) ; Ixl < a (4.146)
-1: I- x —a 2" —«>

°°
a t a 00

111+ 111+ 1 Ixl < 11 (4.147)
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where the Fredholm kernels k„(x,!), i,i= 1,2, and k„(x,t) are defined in Eqs. (4.139)-(4.141).

4.5 Solutions of Singular Integral Equations

To provide the solution procedure for the system of singular integral equations in a manner con-

sistent with that of the heat conduction analysis, the symmetric part of the problem is considered

in detail. ln this case, the applied tractions on the bounding surfaces of the layered medium, Eqs.

(4.68)-(4.69), and on the crack surfaces, Eqs. (4.79)-(4.81), are written as

1i,,(x) =A,( —x), Mx) = —M —x) : I = 2,3 (4-148)

Mx) =ß1( —x), 1Z;(x)= —fy( —x) : J = 2,3 (4-149) V

p, (x) =.v1(—x), p)(x) = —p,( —x) : I = 2,3 (4-150)

After normalizing the independent variables, x and t, with respect to the half crack length

mg-, mgl- (4.151)

the systems of singular integral equations in the previous section are expressed in compact form:

1 1 @(1) 1 1 eo
@(1) d1 e ds=£(<E); ICI <l (4.152)

where ]_c({, 1) is the 3 x 3 matrix containing the Fredholm kemels, g(f) is the vector of length three

containing the crack surface pressure and @(1) is the vector of length three containing the auxiliary

functions such that

@(1) = [ @}(a·r) d>2(ar) d>3(a·r) ]T (4.153)

Upon premultiplying both sides of Eq. (4.152) by 1;,1;*, the decoupled dominant part of the

system of singular integral equations can readily be reduced to Riemann-Hilbert problems [9] for a

set of sectionally holomorphic functions, from which the fundamental functions can be obtained
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as the weight function of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind (Appendix A). The singular

nature of the auxiliary functions are characterized by that of the fundamental functions.

To preserve the correct nature of singularities of the problem which is known a priori through

the fundamental functions, the solutions to the integral equations are then expressed in the form

of infmite series expansions of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, T„, such that

</*1(“‘*) oo b1: T211 — 11*)
41,(111) 1,, T,,,(1) ; I1! < 1 (4.154)

I " T Pl = I¢3(G‘|„’) dn T2n(1’)

where b„, c„ and ri, are the unknown constants to be deterrnined. The compatibility conditions in

Eq. (4.86) are satisfied based on the orthogonality for T„(1) as defined in Eq. (3.65).

Upon substituting Eq. (4.154) into Eqs. (4.136)-(4.138) for the case of a crack embedded in

an off-axis monoclinic layer, or into Eqs. (4.142)-(4.144) for the case of a crack embedded in a

matrix interlayer, the singularities of integral equations are removed by means of the integral for-

mula in Eq. (3.53) and the following equations are obtained

11 12 13
oo bn U211-2(Ö 00 H11 (Ö) H11 (C) H11 (C) 1*11 °1(C)

E 1,, 11,,, _ ,(:) + E H§‘(:) H,%2(C) 11,%%:) 1,, = 1,(:) ; I6! < 1 (4.155)

" = 1 " = 1 31 32 33 dd11 U2}l—I(€) Hn (C) Hu (C) H11 (C) II ¢3(C)

where H„"(f), i,j= 1,2,3, are defined as

1 k°(6. T - < 1HHG) = af (11]) = (111)1 (Z11)1 (311) (4-156)
*1 4/ I ·— 12

. 1 k° 6. T 1H1{(C)= af (i1])=(112)1(113)1(212)1(213)1(312)1(313) (4-157)
*1 4/ I — 12

and g(ä) = [e1(„f) e;(§) e;1(f)]T is the vector of length three written as
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00

s(ä) = MT' [g(6) g(6) (4.158)

in which [_c°(,§, -1-) is the 3 x 3 matrix defmed as
1

.L<°(ä, «) = 111* 68, 6) (4-159)

To reduce Eq. (4.155) to a system of linear algebraic equations for b,,, 6,, and d,, fl 2 1, the first

row of equations is multiplied by U„-;(,{)„/1 — C3 , the remaining rows by U„-,(f),/1 — {Z and

are integrated from -1 to 1. By virtue of the oxthogonality for U,,(§) given in Eq. (3.58), an infmite

system of linear algebraic equations to determine b,,, 6,,, and d,, can be constructed as

6,, oo M12 Y12 Yä 6,, 61
6,, 6,, = 62, ; 1, = 1,2, .... (4.160)

6,, "
=‘

M12 M12 Mä 6,, 61

where the constants YÄÄ, i,j= 1,2,3, are defmed as

l
171,, =_l lHÄ{(ä) 1/21-2(ä)«/1-CZ dä : (1,1) = (1,1), (1,2), (1,3) (4-161)

1
111,,

=j.
IP/Ä((ä) U21- ,(ä) «/ 1 — äz dä 1 (1,1) = (2,1), (2,2), (2,3), (3,1), (3,2), (3,3) (4,162)

and the constants öf, j= 1,2,3, are expressed as

161 = [ 16,16) 11,,,- ,16) ,/1 - 62 df (4-163)

1
ö1=f l¢)(ä) U;,,..,(€)«/1—ä2 dä 1 1=2,3 (4-164)
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When the medium is solely composed of the on-axis layers bonded through the matrix inter-

layers as represented by Eqs. (4.145)·(4.147), it can be shown that the similar solution procedure

leads to the following system of linear algebraic equations for b„, c,, and ci., such that

4,. N Y1}. Yéä 6 b,. 61
6,, 0 6,, = 6}, ; k= 1,2, .... (4.165)

4
” ”1

0 0 1*33 4 Ö3
k Im n k

where Yß, and öl are also defined in Eqs. (4.161)-(4.164).

For the case of antisymmetric part of the problem in which the applied tractions on the

bounding surfaces, Eqs. (4.68)-(4.69), and on the crack surfaces, Eqs. (4.79)-(4.81), are given as

JI.1(x) = —·JL1(—x), £,;(x) =JL;( —x) 2 J = 2,3 (4-166)

Mx) = —M —x), Mx) =M —x): J = 2,3 (4-167)

p1(x) = —p1(—x), p)(x) =1y(—x) 2 J = 2,3 (4-168)

the corresponding solutions to the integral equations can be expressed in the form:

¢1(42) bu T2n(‘1)

1
OO

T2n_ l(‘r) ; 111 < 1 (4.169)

1 ·— 1,’
il = l

_

¢3(aT) dn T2n
-

1(‘1')

from which the remaining solution procedure for determining the constants, b„, c„ and ct., n 2 1, is

identical to that of the symmetric part of the problem.

As explained for the heat conduction problem in Chapter Ill, the series in Eq. (4.154) or

(4.169) is approxirnated with the first m terms to obtain the 3m x 3m system of linear algebraic

equations for b„, c,. and d„, l 5 n 5 m. This number should be large enough to guarantee the suffi-

cient degree of convergence and accuracy of solutions. lt is noted that the expressions in Eqs.

(4.156)-(4.157) and (4.161)-(4.164) are Chebyshev-type integrals, and thus can be effectively evalu-

ated based on the Gauss—Chebyshev quadrature formulas [107]. The other improper integrals are

evaluated by employing the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula [107].
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4.6 Stress intensity Factors

In the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics, the mathematical assumption made for the stress

field in the irnmediate vicinity of a sharp crack tip is that the stress concentration is very high and,

in the limit, becomes infinite. The most widely accepted parameter in quantifying the behavior of

the cracked media is provided through the definition of stress intensity factor, K. As a local crack-tip

parameter, the stress intensity factor measures the degree of amplitude of the crack-tip stress field

with respect to the extemally applied loadings. Because of the singular nature of the elastic stress

field, however, there inevitably results in plastic deformation in a regen surrounding the crack tip.

Within this regen, the linear elastic solution becomes invalid and the direct characterization of

fracture process with a linear elastic formulation is impossible. On the other hand, this may not

be essential, provided that all the substantial effects of plastic behavior are confmed to a sufiiciently

small neighborhood of the crack tip [120]. Around this plastic zone which is basically unaffected

by the presence of plastic deformation is referred to as the K·dominant regen [121]. The regen

of K dominance is assumed te control the crack behavior, forming the basis of using linear elastic

fracture mechanics in many practical applications.

According to lrwin [2], there are three kinematically admissible crack extension modes. The

three types of deformation are illustrated in Fig. 2. The opening mode (I), sliding mode (II) and

tearing mode (III) are directly related to the in-plane normal, in-plane shear and anti-plane shear

deformation, respectively. Superposition ef the three basic modes describes the general loading

condition. The stress intensity factors corresponding te each of the modes are denoted by K], Kn

and Km, respectively.

The underlying principle in applying the linear elastic fracture criterion for incipient crack

growth is the one that compares K,, I= I, II, III, with their critical values, interpreted as the intrinsic

material properties. For a gven material, the combination of crack size and leadings at incipient

fracture determines such critical values, which are termed the plane strain fracture toughness, K,„,

I= I, II, lIl,_ a measure of the material’s resistance to fracture. When an equality is achieved be-

tween K, and K,,, the onset of rapid crack growth is predicted [120,121]. This procedure involves
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Figure 2. Three basic modes of crack extension : (a) Mode I (b) Mode II (c) Mode III.
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either the evaluation of the critical loading to initiate growth of a specified crack, or the establish-

ment of the critical crack size for a prescribed loading. In this section, based on the solution of the

singular integral equations, the expressions for obtaining the stress intensity factors are defined

within the context of linear elastic fracture mechanics.

With the constants b,,, c„ and d„, n 2 1, determined, the Sltlglllaf integral equations, Eq. (4.152),

provide the values of traction components, 6,,, 1,, and 1,,, for Iäl > 1 as well as for Ifl < 1 on the

cracked plane. Specifically, for the case of a crack embedded within an off-axis monoclinic layer,

the asymptotic expressions to describe the singular nature of the crack-tip tractions under the

symrnetric loading condition are obtained from Eqs. (4.l36)~(4.l38) and (4.154) as

°'zz(6) mi? 0 0
M

bn S27: —

0 ¢n Sz„(Ö) + OU) ; lÖl >l (4-170)
n =¤= 1

and via Eq. (4.169), the expressions for the antisymmetric case are obtained as

¤„(Ö) mi? 0 0 oo b„ $2„(Ö)
«„(6) = 0 c„S2„_l(C) +0(1); I6! >1 (4.171)

R = l

where the function S,,(§) is evaluated for the Chebyshev polynomial such that [122]

il

S (6 1 1 T„(1). d [Ö — SiE¤(Ö)x/ C2 -1 il 0 löl 1 (4172))=—·|. ———-——1=—-——-—————; n2, > -H 1[ .·‘
4/ 1 - 12 (1 — C) ¤¤s¤(C>«/ C2 — 1

and O( ·) represents the higher order nonsingular terms.

ln view of the solution structures as given above for the asymptotic singular stress field, the

stress intensity factors can be defined in the following manner

K1 °zz(6)

KH =l , / fz -1 1„(§) (4.173)
C -• 1

K111 *yz(Ö)
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where KI, Ku and Km are mode I, II and III stress intensity factors, respectively.

Upon substituting Eq. (4.170) into (4.173), the stress intensity factors due to the symmetric

loadings are obtained as

KI mf? 0 0 ·—bn

Kn = 0 mi? mn? Z == ¤„ <4-w4>
H = I

KIII 0 mz? mi? :1: dn

and similarly, from Eqs. (4.171) and (4.173), the corresponding expressions for the case of anti-

symmetric loadings are given as

KI
mn)

0 0 ZF bn

°° .
KH = 0 m2°§ m2°§’ E

— c,, (4.175)
n = I

KIII 0 mz°S° mi? — dn

where the signs denote the right- and left-hand side crack tips, respectively.

Alternatively, from Eqs. (4.154) and (4.169), the stress intensity factors for both the symmetric

and antisymmetric parts of the problem can be written in terms of the set of auxiliary functions,

¢>,,(a§), k= 1,2,3, such that

K1 mi? 0 0 ¢1(¤€)

K11 = IF 0 mz°i° mz°§ lg?) l«/1-62 ¢>z(¤€) (4-176)

K111 0 mz°§° mi? 4·a(¤·f)

where the relations of T,,(1) = 1 and 7),( -1)= ( -1)**, rz 2 0, are utilized.

When the crack is embedded within a matrix interlayer or within an on-axis orthotropic,

transversely isotropic layer, the case ofwhich is govemed by Eqs. (4.l42)·(4. 144) or (4.145)-(4.147),

the apparent coupling between Ku and Km through the material constant, mg, disappears. The

stress intensity factors under the symmetric loading condition are then obtained as
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Kl mf? 0 0
oo •'·b„

w n ¤ I
Km 0 0 mas IF dn

and under the antisymmetric condition, the expressions are given as

KI mi? 0 0 w
ZF b„

Ku = 0 0 '
Cnit= 1Km 0 0 mi? * dn

Likewise, in terms of ¢,,(aE), k= 1,2,3, the stress intensity factors for both the symmetric and

antisymmetric parts can be cast into the following form:

K1 mi? 0 0 ¢>1(4€)

KII = IF 0 mz? 0 [gif! l«/1—€2 ¢z(d€) (4-179)
Km 0 0 mi?

¢3(¤€)

_ As a global parameter in linear elastic fracture mechanics, the total strain energy release rate ‘

in a mixed-mode cracking can be defined according to the crack closure energy concept proposed

by Irwin [2] such that

1 a +64
G = lim --1- [6„(x; a) Aw(x; a + öa) + ·r„(x; a) Au(x; a + öa)

6a
—• O 2ÖG a

+ -:yz(x; a) Av(x; a + 6a)] dx (4.180)

where ¤,,(x;a), 1·„(x;a) and -r,,(x;a) are the traction components along the cracked plane when the

crack length is 2a (Eqs. (4.170)-(4.171)) while Aw(x; a + 6a), Au(x; a + öa) and Av(x; a + öa) denote

the relative crack surface displacements for the virtual crack length of 2(a + 6a).

For instance, under the symmetric loading condition, the relative crack surface displacements

can be evaluated from Eqs. (4.82)~(4.84), (4.154) and (3.54) as
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00 b
AM/(X) = —al)il

=

oo
cn • -1 XAu(x) = —a srn(2n cos 7) (4.182)

n = l

Av(x) = -a E Ü sin(2n ¤¤s" %) (4.183)
n ¤= l

where the similar expressions for the antisymmetric loading can be obtained from Eq. (4.169).

As a consequence, for the case of a crack embedded within an off-axis monoclinic layer, the

total strain energy release rate can be expressed in terms of K,, I= I,lI,III, such that

Ki +m§§Kf1+”‘2°i°Kf11 4184—
4 m°° oo oo oo 2 ( ° )

ll mms; - (mm

ar1d for the case of an interlaminar crack embedded within an isotropic matrix interlayer of a com-

posite larninate, it can be shown that the foregoing expression degenerates to the following

1 - 2 K2
G=lÜ'-'Q-<K§+1<f,+—!l—) (4.185)

Em l — vm

where the subscript m refers to the matrix phase.

It is important to note that the above expression of the total strain energy release rate for the

interlaminar crack coincides with that of a crack in an infinite homogeneous, isotropic material

[120]. On the other hand, the effects of laminate stacking sequence and layer anisotropy as well as

the bounded geometries of the medium are reflected through the values of K,, I= I,II,III.

So far, the iso- and nonisothermal stress analysis of a cracked multilayered anisotropic slab

has been considered in detail. Similar to the heat conduction problem, one of the related problems

of physical interest is that of dissimilar anisotropic half-spaces borrded through the thin matrix

interlayer, subjected to additional mechanical loadings at infinity. The interlaminar crack is em-
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bedded within the interlayer, parallel to its interfaces with the half-spaces, and is assumed to be

traction-free. In this case, however, the remote mechanical loadings at infinity are replaced by the

equivalent crack tractions, based on the principle of superposition. The equivalent tractions

can be obtained as being equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign to those on the prospective lo-

cation of the crack in the uncracked medium subjected to the remote loading condition. Further-

more, the regularity conditions are imposed on the far-field displacement field. Hence, it can be

shown in a straightforward manner that the corresponding singular integral equations are yet of the

identical form as those derived in Eqs. (4.142)-(4.144) or (4.I45)·(4.147). For the sake of compar-

ison, the case of zero interlayer thickness, which corresponds to the ideal interface crack between

dissimilar half-spaces, is considered in the next chapter.
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Chapter V

INTERFACE CRACK BETWEEN DISSIMILAR HALF·SPACES

The iso- and nonisothermal problem ofa completely insulated interface crack between two bonded

dissimilar, über-reinforced a.nisotropic half-spaces is considered in this chapter. The analysis is

performed based upon the theory of anisotropic thermoelasticity under the state of generalized

plane deformation. The disturbed temperature üeld is first obtained by solving a singular integral

equation of the first kind for heat conduction. Subsequently, for the corresponding stress analysis,

a system of singular integral equations of the second kind is dexived, from which the controversial

oscillatory singular stress field at the interface crack tip is predicted.

5.1 Temperature Field

Consider an infinite medium composed of two dissimilar übrous anisotropic half-spaces containing

a crack of length 2a along the interface (Fig. 3). The angle of über orientation, 0, is measured from

the x-axis in the counterclockwise direction in the x-y plane. The medium is subjected to a uniform

heat flow, qo, at inünity in the downward direction such that

lim = -40 (5-1)
Izl —•oo

and the transverse heat flux continuity at the interface is imposed as
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Figure 3. Dissimilar anisotropic ha1f·spaces containing an interface crack.
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(qz)? = Mz)? : lx! < ¤9 . (5-2)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the upper and lower half-spaces, respectively, and the super-

script -/ + denotes the interface associated with the upper/lower ha1f·space.

The mixed thermal boundary conditions along the cracked plane are written as

lxl >« (5.3)

Mz)? = Mz)? = 0: lx! < 9 (5-4)

It should be noted that, by the application of superposition technique, the temperature field

of the foregoing heat conduction problem can be represented as that ofan uncracked medium under

a uniform heat flow at infinity, plus the corrective one such that

T),(x,z) = T£(z) + 'Tf,(x,z); k = 1,2 (5.5)

where T2 is the undisturbed temperature Held in the perfectly bonded medium obtained as

1},2%; k=1,2 (5.6)
"zz

and TZ refers to the corrective solution to account for the temperature Held disturbances in the

presence of a crack. ·

The proper therrnal boundary conditions for the corrective problem can then be written as

z1ir•rg° 1}(x,z) = 0, 0; Ixl < es (5.1)

z1§,¤g°(<1§)¤(x.=) = 0. 0: lx! < <><> (5-8)

(q§)? = (4;); ; lx! < oo , (5.9)

Tf—=T§+; IxI>a (5.10)

MS)? = M5)? = 40; lx! < 9 (511)

and the auxiliary function is defmed for the corrective problem as
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¢·o(x>=é;(Tf°— TV): lxl<«» <5-12)

In terms of ¢>„(x), the temperature continuity outside the crack, Eq. (5.10), is equivalent to the

following expressions

6

¢>0(x)=0; Ixl >a and
I

¢>o(x)dx=0 (5.13) „
-6

Accordingly, it can be shown that the heat conduction of two bonded half-spaces containing

an insulated interface crack is governed by the singular integral equation of the ürst kind

G ° ¢o(¢)
—$I_aT_$d!=—qo; Ixl <d (5.14)

where the constant G, is given as

G
‘\/ xfcxxfrz xfcxxgz (5 15)ooBy

following the solution procedure as described in Chapter III, the closed form solution of

the above integral equation ca.n be obtained in a straightforward manncr as

40
‘

4„„(:)=-—-——-; |¢|<a (5.16)
Gm „/ az — t2

and the total temperature field of the medium can be found as

00

z>0 (6.17)
Kzz 2

„/T,(x,z)=i’9;-——@—L-I §J,(a.:)e""‘="‘”‘d.«; z<0 (5.18)
"zz

2whereJ;( · ) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order one [106].
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In particular, the temperature distxibutions along the cracked interface are evaluated as

Ixl <a
T] - = V xxx xzz (5.19)

0; Ixl > a

Ixl <a
T2+ = V xxx xzz (5.20)

0; Ixl > a

and the corresponding transverse heat flux is obtained as

0; Ix] < a
•- — + ·—(4;)1 — (4;): — 40],,] ($-21)

———l ; Ixl > a
„ /::2 — az

When the upper and lower half-spaces have the identical anisotropic thermal properties such

that x}„,= xi, and x},= xi,, the foregoing expressions for the temperature and heat flux along the

cracked plane degenerate to those given by Atkinson and Clements [89] and Sturlar and Barber [90].

Furthermore, when the upper and lower half-spaces are of dissimilar isotropic thermal properties

(xi, = x§,, k = 1,2) or of homogeneous, isotropic properties (xi, = xi, = xi,= xi,), the present results

coincide with those given by Brown and Erdogan [83].

5.2 Iso- and Nonisothennal Stress Field

With the disturbed temperature field determined, the iso- and nonisothermal stress analysis of

bonded dissimilar anisotropic half-spaces containing a traction-free interface crack is performed.

The medium is assumed to be additionally subjected to uniform tractions at infinity. For the elastic
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half-spaces to have bounded behavior in the far-field, the regularity conditions are imposed on the

general expressions such that

zlingo u;(x,z) = 0, Z _lirl1°° u2(x,z) = 0; Ixl < oo (5.22)

zlilno
v,(x,z) = 0,

2 limoo v2(x,z) = 0 ; Ix] < oo (5.23)

zlimc
wl(x,z) = 0, w2(x,z) = 0 ; Ixl < oo (5.24)

and the condition of traction equilibrium at the interface is written as

<«·„>? = <«„)‘§ 2 IXI < «» (5-25)

(1,,,); = (1,,,); ; Ix! < oa (5.26)

(1,,); = (1,,); ; Ixl < oo (5.27)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the upper and lower half—spaces, respectively, while the

superscript —/ + denotes the common interface from the upper/lower half-space.

Via the principle of superposition, the equivalent crack surface tractions are specified. The

mixed mechanical boundary conditions at the interface are then written as

' — +· I Iul - ug , x > a (5.28)

v]”=v§I”; Ixl >a (5.29)

wf = wi"; Ixl > a (5.30)

(¤„)? = (¤„)§' = — ¤0 2 Ixl < <= (5-31)

(nz)? = (T11)? = —— ro 2 IxI < ¤ (5-32)

(Tyz)? = (Tyz); = — $0 ; IXI <

awhere60, 10 and .:0 are, respectively, the uniform in·p1ane normal, in-plane shear and anti-plane

shear tractions, applied on the crack surfaces which am equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to

those applied at infinity.
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To derive the singular integral equations for the stress analysis of an interface crack problem,

a set of auxiliary functions is defined as

5 .. VVJ); Ix! <„ ($.34)

uJ); Ixl <e¤ (6.36)

4>,(x)=%(V{ - VJ); Ix! <;„ (5.36)

The conditions of displacement continuity outside the crack, Eqs. (5.28)·(5.30), are altema-

tively expressed in terms of ¢>,,(x), k= 1,2,3, such that

G

¢>k(x)=0; Ixl >a and
jl

¢>k(x)dx=0; k= 1,2,3 (5.37)
··¢

5.2.1 Singular Integral Equations

To introduce the stiffness matrix formulation in conjunction with the regularity conditions, Eqs.

(5.22)-(5.24), the following vectors for the displacements and tractions in the Fourier transformed

domain are defined as

_§k(S,Z) = [ -iWk ük gk :11.; k =1,2§k(s•z)

= E "i (a22)k Gxz)k (?yz)k
JT;

k = L2 (539)

and the relations between the tractions and displacements at the material interface for both the

upper and lower half-spaces can be established as

- J— er =1,<.4f -£———xr <5.40>
J Kxxxzz

- J2;* = L<z4z+ -—‘M——- 2;* <5.4¤>
J Kxxxzz
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where I_g',,(.s·), k= 1,2, are the 3 x 3 real and symrnetric stiffness matrioes for the upper and lower

half-spaces, respectively, and f,,(s), k= 1,2, are vectors of length three containing the thermoelastic

eßects.

On the basis of traction equilibrium, Eqs. (5.25)-(5.27), together with the following relation

for the interfacial displacement discontinuities

" — " + i a Ln ·
gl — gl =

T".
02*0) e dz (5.42)

I ·ü

the transformed tractions at the interface can be expressed as

·
“

J Jam = - 14 60 1411- f gw ¢‘“d= +M--$*314, Kzjr- —@—#14,14:0* 15-4s>_a
S Kxxxzz J "x.x"zz

where the vector ¢_lg*(t) and the matrix [_{„(s) are defined as

i Q*(!)= [ —i¢1(¢) ¢>z(¢) ¢3(¢) JT (5-44)

go = [gl + 5*2]* (5.45)

Upon taking the irxverse Fourier transform of Eq. (5.43) and changing the order of inte-

grations, a system of integral equations for «_;Q*(t) is obtained as

G 004 4 - - -21-[(x)=‘§;_[ M(x»¢)f’(‘)d¢+"T“"' % Soßvzlx J1(¢·*)¢=‘ ßxds
-a 2 "x.x"zz —°°

40 4 °° 1 - + -0,:
Tgßlgz Jl(as)e ds; lxI<oo (5.46)

2 V Kgcxxgz -°°

where M(x,t) is the 3 x 3 kemel matrix defined as

- - °° L ds (5-47)
**00
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in which [(,Ij„[_{;/s is a symmetric matrix which can be grouped into odd and even parts for the

transform variable s such that

1 0 h22 has + hl2 0 0 ($-48)

where elements of the matrix, hy, i,i= 1,2,3, are functions of the elastic properties of half-spaces.

Consequently, upon substituting Eq. (5.47) into (5.46), and employing Eq. (4.135) and the

following integral representations [104,106] .

I
ew"x) ds = 21z6(t — x) (5.49)

<|·¤<> 1 ; Ixl < a
—J (as) sinsxds= (5.50)

0wl

-ä„/a2—x2; IxI<a
TJl(as) cossxds= (5.51)

0 0 ; Ixl > a

where ö( · ) is the Dirac delta function and the upper sign holds for x > a while the lower sign is for

x < -a, a system of singular integral equations of the second kind for ¢>,,(x), k= 1,2,3, is obtained

as

h G
h,, ¢,(x) —p,,, ,/az -x2 = - ao; Ix! < a (5.52)

•*G

G G

*G -G

h2 ° ¢ (Ö has a ¢a(‘)
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in which ga = [pm pm p,;]' is the constant vector of length three defined as

_ 70 - - 70 - +go=*;-—iR¢L<'oL<zL1 ——‘—-,-T—;R•=L<oL<'1Lz (5-55)
"x.x"zz "x.x"zz

where Re denotes the real part.

It is noted that when the both half-spaces are occupied by material systems other than those

with monoclinic properties, it can be shown that h„=h;;=0 and p„=0. In this case, Eq. (5.54)

becomes deooupled from Eqs. (5.52)·(5.53) such that the attempt to find solutions to the anti~plane

shear problem becomes an independent task. In the sequel, however, to maintain the generality

of the problem, the specific solution procedure is provided for the case ofan interface crack between

dissimilar monoclinic materials.

5.2.2 Solutions of Singular Integral Equations

In the normalized interval of £= x/a and 1= t/a, the above system of integral equations is written

in compact form

1
( @(0

7l,;[;I]??d1'+l,;l;@(E)=l(E); lCl<l (5.56)

where the vector ¢_lg(1·) and the constant matrices, LI; and Ijg, are defined as

(557)

H1 = 0 haz has ($-58)

0 h2s has

0 hl2 hl3

L12 = - hlz 0 0
u

(5.59)

— hl; 0 0
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and !(«f)= [ß(6) f§(6) f§(§)]" is the forcing vector containing the effects of iso- and nonisothermal

loadings.

To solve Eq. (5.56) which is coupled through the eonstant coeflicients hg, i,i= 1,2,3, the sol-

ution procedure similar to that described in [105] is utilized. Upon premultiplying Eq. (5.56) by the

inverse of the nonsingular matrix I_;I{’, the matrix LI? I_;I;= Q can be diagonalized. To accomplish

this purpose, let yk and gk, k= 1,2,3, be the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Q, respectively, and

ß = [gl E; Q;] be the corresponding modal matrix such that

det [Q — vl] = 0 (5.60)

Q£k=7k£k ; k= 1,2,3 (5.61)

from which it can be shown that

vr = — vg, vg =
0i (5.62)

Subsequently, by deiining the following relations

yo 0 0

E = 0 —- yo 0 (5.63)

0 0 0

$(*0 = L? $(0 (164)

where yo E y, and @(1) is the vector written as

$(0 = [~l«1(0 ~l«2(0 $3(0]T (5.65)

and noting that

Q L? = L? E (166)

it can be shown that the problem is reduced to solving a system of integral equations expressed in

simplified form:
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11;f_ljd«+1;g(:)=§(6); I€I<1 (5.67)

subjected to the compatibility conditions given as

1
I

«pk(1) dr = 0; k = 1,2,3 (5.68)
-1

in which §(C)= [g,(„{) g;(„f) g,({)] is the vector defined as

,161-10**
u7‘;1c> 15-091

Since the integral equations are decoupled, the fundamental functions which characterize the

singular behavior of a newly defined set of auxiliary functions, 1/¢,,(1·), k= 1,2,3, can be obtained as

(Appendix A)

Wk(·r) = (1 — ·r)°"‘ (I + ·r)p* ; k = 1,2,3 (5.70)

where ak and ß,,, k= 1,2,3, are pairs of complex conjugates obtained as

al =—%—iw, ßl =—·%+iw

a --l+zw ß --J—-z«„ (571)2 2 * 2 2 '

1

in which w is a bimaterial constant defined as

-. ..1+.2.10co —
zu ln 1- im (5.72)

Based on the observation that the fundamental function, W(1:), is the weight function of the

Jacobi polyrxomials P,$“·^°>(·r), the solution to the singular integral equations, Eq. (5.67), can be ex-

panded into a series form such that
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¢O

11,,,, 1·§,°‘··I’··I(1); I1! < 1, k= 1,2,3(5.73)il
= 0

where ah, are the unknown constants to be determined.

From the above series expansion and the compatibility conditions, Eq. (5.68), together with

the orthogonality for the Jacobi polynomials [106]

I 0 ; n aß m 2 0
[

1>f,°‘·
I’>(1)

P§,‘;‘·
ß>(1) W(1) d1 = (6.74)

-1 (-3„(a,ß); n=m20

where the function ®„(a, ß) is defined as

G
ß_ 2°‘+ß+lF(n+a+1)F(n+ß+1) 57"(u’ )_(2n+a+ß+1)1“(n+l)I“(r1+a+ß+l)

(°5)

in which l"( · ) is the gamma function and P$‘·”>(-r)= 1, it can be shown that a„= 0, k= 1,2,3, satis-

fying the compatibility conditions identically.

Upon substituting Eq. (5.73) into (5.67) and using the relations given as [100]

(¤, ß)AF bjlltl <«.ß> ..,,42. <—«.—ß> .„
-1

{_: d‘I’+BP„ (€)W(€)- zsimm P„-1 (Ö), |€|<l (5-76)

the singularities of integral equations are removed and it follows that

1
00

E- ab, 1/ l +1% Pf,:°{"’”ß")(6)=gk(6); I6I<1, k= 1,2,3 (5.77)
II = l

where y,,, k= 1,2,3, are defined in Eq. (5.62).

To determine the remaining constants ah., rz 2 1, a weighted residual techr1ique is applied such

that both sides of the above equation are multiplied by

(l — 5)- °°"(l + 6)- ß" m (578)

and integrated from -1 to 1, yielding the following algebraic equations for ak,.
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1
'% M-1 V 1+ vi @,1-1(— M- · ßk) =_l· ls;-(E) (1 — €)”°”"(1+€)—ß"Pl,I°‘{*’”ß")(€)d6:

k = 1,2,3 ; fl = 1,2, (5.79)

where the integral on the right·hand side can be evaluated by using the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature

formula [107], and the solution of the singular integral equations, Eqs. (5.52)·(5.54), can then be

obtained from Eqs. (5.64) and (5.73) such that

3 oo

k = 1-2-3 (5-80)
I= l Il = 1

It is to be mentioned here that the foregoing solution procedure is different from that of an

interface crack between dissimilar isotropic [3-5,7,8] or orthotropic materials [59], in the sense that

there is a simultaneous presence of three distinct values of a, and ßi, I= 1,2,3.

5.2.3 Stress Intensity Factors

With the auxiliary functions ¢>,,(1·), k= 1,2,3, determined in terms of the values of a„,, Eqs.

(5.52)-(5.54) can provide the interlaminar traction components not only for löl < 1 but also for

löl > 1. Upon noting that d>„(·r)=0 for I·rI > 1 and substituting Eq. (5.80) into Eqs. (5.52)-(5.54)

in conjunction with the following relations evaluated for the Jacobi polynomials

l p(°1k• ßk)( W-£— dr = — „/1 + -1 [(6 - 1>“·(6 + 1118* 1=·§.“··"*’(6> — G;::(6>] ;

I6! >1, k= 1,2,3 (5.81)

where Gä(f) is the principal part of P§‘*·*’**(E)W,,(f) at infinity, the general expressions of

interlaminar tractions along the interface for l EI > 1 can be obtained as
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3 co

°1G1 = ‘ 6u¢ am V 1 + Yi: [G ·· 1)°"'G + 1)ß* PÄ°*’ß*)(€) — G§G)] + vom :
Il = 1 Il ¤ 1

IEI > 1 , I= 1,2,3 (5.82)

in which 6,, I= 1,2,3, in this case, refers to 6,,, 1,,, 1,,, respectively, e„,, I,k= 1,2,3, are elements of

the matrix Lhß such that

611: = h11P1:1 ä k =1•2·3

611: = hz1P112 + I113 Pl;3 3 I= 2,3; k = 1,2,3 (5.83)

and t„,(C), I= 1,2,3, are defined as

0 ; I= 1
r 1(~f)= ($.64)0

p0,a(6=F«/€2—1); 1=2„3

Equation (5.82) clearly reveals that apart from the usual inverse square·root singularity, the

dominant singular traction components in the vicinity of the crack tip possess the oscillatory be-

havior, due to the existence of an imaginary part w in ak and ß,,, k= 1,2. However, in view of the

solution structure obtained for the interlaminar traction components ahead of the crack tip, Eq.

(5.82), the stress intensity factors can be defined within the context of linear elastic fracture me-

chanics in a manner analogous to that given in [5,7,16] such that

KI 3 dzzlf S °‘k• ßk)

K11 =|c11¤¤ G —· 1)- °* G + 1)- ß" THG: ¤1,- ßk) (585)
-

k = 1
Km

'yz(€;
¤1:· ß1:)

where c„(f; ak, ß,,), ü=zz,.xz,yz, denote the interlaminar singular tractions corresponding to the

pairs of 61,, and ß,,, k= 1,2,3.

Upon substituting Eq. (5.82) into the above definition, the expressions for obtaining the stress

intensity factors are given as
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3 oo
1); 1= 1,2,3 (5.86)

k= l H = I

Alternatively, in terms of ¢1(€), k= 1,2,3, they can be written as

3
. [ ' 1l/k(·f)

K=-hm 1+ 2 5.8

where it is noted that K1 =[G, K2=KII Md K3 = Kim

When the medium is free from thermal effects such that g)= 0, Bq. (5.55), but is subjected to

crack surface tractions, Eqs. (5.31)-(5.33), the constauts ak,. and the corresponding isothermal stress

intensity factors can be evaluated in closed form from Eqs. (5.79) and (5.86), respectively, such that

For the in-plane normal (mode I) loading:

2611 60
aH=a2l=———-—, a3l=0, ak„=0; nz2, k=l,2,3 (5.88)

«/ 1 + vä

K1 = 60 JF

Ku

60Forthe in-plane shear (mode II) loading:

26aH=—a2l=——Q-IL, d3l=—2Ö321'0, ak„=0; n22, k=l,2,3 (5.90)

«/ 1 + vg

Kl = ZF Cllölz To J;

KH = To—\/ZKm

= ( 2631612 + 633632 ) To «/6

For the anti-plane shear (mode III) loading:
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_ 2613 -*0 _ _ _
du G31—"2633 S0, Gkn—0, NZ2, k=1,2,3.

gf + 'yo

KII = ( 2821613 + 823633 ) -*0 3/; ($-93)

Km = -*0 3/-6-

where 6,,,, k,I= 1,2,3, denote the elements of the matrix ß°‘lj{‘ and the upper sign holds for the

right·hand side crack tip, while the lower sign refers to the left·hand side crack tip. It should be

mentioned that eu and 6,,,, k= 2,3, are imaginary numbers.

From the above expressions, it is obvious that so called major stress intensity factors, e.g., K,

under the in-plane normal loading, are independent of material nonhomogeneity and anisotropy,

but dependent on the loading condition and crack length. On the other hand, the coupling stress

intensity factors, e.g., Ku and Km under the in·plane normal loading, are shown to be induced by

the material property mismatches, which are reflected through the values of cu, 6,,, and w.

Under the condition of a uniform heat flow qu and of traction-free crack surfaces, for the case

of an angle-ply [gl; 0] composite, the constants ab, are evaluated as

ak, =0, ak,,=0; n23, k= 1,2,3

4al2 = a22 = 0· a32 = ‘ “j‘ 632 p02 “ (5-94)

implying that the oscillatory singularities disappear for this specific stacking sequence such that

¢,,(1)= 0, k= 1,2. Further manipulations can show that the interlaminar singular thermal stresses

ahead of the crack tip and the corresponding stress intensity factors are obtained as

pozaz
6„(.x) = 1·yz(x) = 0, rx, = j; —-l-—— ; Ixl > a (5.95)

2, / x2 — az

K] = KH] = 0, Ku
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where it should be remarked that disappearance of the oscillatory thermal stress singularities is not

to be expected for other stacking sequences or different material combinations.

When the upper and lower half-spaces are occupied by the same material properties, i.e., an

infinite homogeneous and anisotropic medium, Ij; and I: in Eqs. (5.59) and (5.63), respectively,

become null matrices and the bimaterial constant w = 0. In this case, Eqs. (5.52)·(5.54) are reduced

to a system of singular integral equation of the first kind, in which the related orthogonal

polynomials are Chebyshev polynomials such that the standard order of crack tip stress singularity

is recovered. By following the solution procedure in Chapter IV, the corresponding stress intensity

factors under the isothermal conditions are then readily obtained as

For the in-plane normal (mode I) loading:

KI = 0*0 JZ, Ku = O, Kul =

0Forthe in-plane shear (mode II) loading:

KI = 0, KH = To N/Z, KH] =0For

the anti-plane shear (mode III) loading:

K, = 0, K,, = 0, K,,, = so „/Z (6.99)

where it is noted that for the infinite homogeneous material system, the resulting stress intensity

factors are not influenced by the material anisotropy, but directly characterized by the prescribed

loadings and crack length.

Similarly, under the nonisothermal loading condition of a uniform heat flow, the traction

components ahead of the crack tip are obtained as

p¤z¤° poaaz

and the stress intensity factors can be expressed as

K1: 0· K11 = i %p02 **3/2· K111= Il: %Pos am (5-101)
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where in comparison with the case of [ j; 6], there occurs thermoelastic coupling between the mode

11 and III crack deformation. For both cases, however, there is no tendency for the crack to open

or to close.
1

When the medium is of on·axis orthotropic or transversely isotropic properties, it can be

shown that Km= 0 [92,93]. For the case of a.n isotropic material, in addition to IQ„= 0, it can be

further illustrated that the above expression for Ku degenerates to the following [71,73]:

3/2
— qod GE

KH — i *V(1—v)K
(5.102)

in which a, E, v and vc are the thermal expansion coefficient, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and

thermal conductivity coefiicient, respectively, for the isotropic material.
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Chapter VI

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A unidirectionally über-reinforced layer is typically used as the basic building block in a laminated

composite. In this regard, information concerning the therrnomechanical properties of a single

übrous layer is essential to the understanding of the behavior of laminated über-reinforoed com-

posite structures. When viewed on a micromechanical scale, the über composite is inherently het-

erogeneous due to the intermixed state of reirrforcing übers and matrix while on a macromecharrical

scale, such a material exhibits certain averaged effective properties [109]. In this study, each indi-

vidual über-reinforced layer is characterized as being homogeneous and anisotropic, whose proper-

ties are predicted from those of the constituent übers and matrix and the geometric conüguration.

The branch of composite mechanics which provides the formal relations between the layer

effective properties and the constituent properties is referred to as composite micromechanics. To

serve this purpose, the principles of solid mechanics can be used with various levels ofmathematical

sophistication [123]. A uniüed set of composite micromechanics equations of Chamis [124] derived

on the basis of the mechanics of materials approach is then utilized to predict the layer mechanical

and thermal properties. Given the über and matrix properties and the über volume fraction, this

approach lends itself to explicit equations of simple form for each property in the 1-2-3 layer ma-

terial coordinates (Fig. lb) such that [124]
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Eu = IQEA +(1— V/) E,„ (6.1)

0
EB22=E =—#"———— (6-21

" 1- J19 (1 - E„.1E,2>

G12 = Gl3 =L"-'i""‘“‘“‘ (6-3)
1- ,/IQ (1 — Gm/Gß)

G23 =——l@—— <6.4>
1- «/ 1§(1· Gm/GJ2)

v12=vl3 = V/'vfl +(1— Vj) "m (6-5)

vz; = —1(6.6)
23

KH=
1[9'Kf]

Km

IQ
1< =11c =(l—„/V)1c +——l·——·———·· (6.8)22 ss j ml_V

a E + (l — V) a E
a 1 1 = (6.9)

ll

“22=¢as=¢p«/1Ö +(1"«/1G)(1+ Vjvm Ej1/E11) am (6-10)

where IQ, E, v, G, vc and a denote the über volume fraction, Young’s moduli, Poisson's ratios, shear

moduli, coeüicients of thermal conductivity and thermal expansion, respectively. The subscript m

denotes the matrix phase and the subscripts fl andf2 correspond to the longitudinal and transverse

properties of the über phase, respectively. It is noted that these equations are obtained by assuming

that the layer is transversely isotropic in the 2-3 plane.

Speciücally, über-reinforced layers with the following über (T300 graphite) and matrix (epoxy)

properties are considered [124]
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E/1 = 220.6 GPG., vfl = 0.2, Gfl = 8.9 GPG, xn = 84 W/m·K, an = -0.98 X 10-6 cm/cm/K

En = 13.8 GPa, vß = 0.25, Gp = 4.8 GPG, Kn = 8.4 W/m·K, an = 10 X 10-6 cm/cm/K

Em = 3.45 GPa, vm = 0.35, Gm = 1.28 GPa, xm = 0.18 W/m·K, am = 64.3 X l0°6 cm/cm/K

For instance, given the über volume fraction of I§= 0.5, the effective mechanical and thermal

properties of the layer in the material coordinates are determined as

E11 = 112 GPG., E12 = E3; = 7.35 GPZ

G12 = G13 GPZ, G23 = 2.66 GPZ

vl; = vl; = 0.275, v2; = 0.383

xu = 42.1 W/m·K, xu = x33 = 0.466 W/m-K

an = 0.025 X 10-6 cm/cm/K , an = a3; = 32.4 X
l0”6

cm/cm/K

and the corresponding elastic stiffness constants, G), can be evaluated as [109]

C11 = GPZ, C12 = C13 = 3.3 GPZ

C22 = C33 = 8.7 GPZ, C23 = 3.4 GPZ

C44 = 2.7 GPZ, C55 = C66 = 3.2 GPa

where the elastic stiffness constants, Ö), in the x-y~z structural coordinates for a given über orien-

tation, H, of the layer can be obtained via the tensor transformation equations (Appendix B).

The study of crack problems for laminated über-reinforced composites requires various phys-

ical parameters to be taken into account, such as material and lamination variables as well as types

of loadings. The variables include the über volume fraction, über orientation, number of layers,

layer thickness and stacking sequence of the laminate. In this respect, the crack tip behavior of

composite materials is different from and far more complicated than that ofhomogeneous, isotropic

materials. ln the following, numerical examples for some crack problems of practical signiücance

are discussed, addressing the effects of aforementioned paramcters on the crack·tip response in

temis of the values of stress intensity factors. Since the problem is considered within the framework
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of linear thermoelasticity, the discussions are grouped into two sections dealing with iso- and

nonisothermal loading conditions separately. Each section is devoted to the following cases:

• The problem of a homogeneous and anisotropic slab containing a crack parallel to the

bounding surfaces is examined in detail. This will serve as a basis for comparison when the

case of the geometrically more complicated problems of laminated composites is being con-

sidered.
•

The case of dissimilar anisotropic half-spaces bonded through a matrix-rich regen is consid-

ered. Without loss in generality, the problems ef [;|; H] angle-ply and [0]; unidirectional

composites containing an interlaminar crack within the matrix~rich regen are investigated.

The regen herein is modeled as a thin and separate interlayer. For the purpose ofcomparison,

the limiting case of zero interlayer thickness which corresponds to the ideal interface crack is

also presented. »

• Discussions are further extended to the problem of a generally laminated fiber-reinforced

composite slab containing an interlaminar crack within the matrix·rich regen. Specifically, the

balanced symmetric laminate having a stacking sequence ef [0°/ gi; H/90°]_q is examined. Each

individual fibrous layer is assumed to have the same thickness, while the thickness of each

_ interlayer simulating the matrix-rich regen is considered to be one-tenth of that of the fibrous

layer.

Numerical results for the current investigation were obtained based on the 12-term expansion

in the Chebyshev polynomials for the auxiliary functions, e.g., Eqs. (3.52) and (4.154). The related

Chevyshev-type integrals were evaluated by employing the 25·point Gauss·Chebyshev quadrature

formulas. Te evaluate the improper integrals involving unbounded limits, the functional behavior

of corresponding integrands with respect to the Fourier variable s was first examined. The entire

integration interval was accordingly divided into 20 subintervals with its upper bound s= 10. Then

the 35 Gauss-Legendre integration points were allocated for each subinterval. Consequently, by

such a numerical scheme, all solutions were found to eonverge to the required degree of accuracy.

It should be remarked that the fiber volume fraction of I§= 0.5 is presumed unless otherwise stated
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and the resulting stress intensity factors for each problem are evaluated at the right-hand side crack

tip.

6.1 isothermal Problems

For the isothermal part of the problem, three different types of loadings, i.e., in-plane normal, in-

plane shear, and anti-plane shear loadings, are uniformly applied on the crack surfaces while the

traction·free conditions are irnposed on the bounding surfaces. This is due to the fact that, by virtue

of superposition, the strength of stress singularities at the tip of a traction—free crack in a remote

uniform tensile and/or shear field is identical to that of a crack with the same configuration but

subjected to equivalent internal tractions. For the sake of convenience, the three types of loadings

are separately applied such that the crack surface loading functions, }y(x), j= 1,2,3, in Eqs.

(4.79)·(4.8l) are classified as follows

For the in·p1ane normal (mode I) loading:

p](x)=—a0, p2(x)=0, p3(x)=0; Ixl <a (6.11)

For the in-plane shear (mode Il) loading:

p1(x)= 0, p2(x) = — -:0, p3(x) = 0; Ixl < a (6.12)

For the anti-plane shear (mode III) loading:

pl(x)=0, p2(x)=0, p3(x)=—.r0; Ixl <a (6.13)

where ao, Tg and so are the magnitude of applied in-plane normal, in-plane shear and anti-plane

shear tractions, respectively.

In all three cases considered, the traction—free conditions on the bounding surfaces are ex-

pressed from Eqs. (4.68)-(4.69) as

fu/(x) = 0, fl/(x) = 0; Ixl < eo, j= 1,2,3 (6.14)
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and it is to be noted that the response to the general mixed·mode loading conditions can be re-

presented by simply summing the response to each individual loading.

6.1.1 Homogeneous and Anisotropic Slabs

The problem of a fiber-reinforced homogeneous, anisotropic slab containing a through crack of

length 26 parallel to its bounding surfaces is considered. The crack-tip response to the mode I

loading is first discussed, illustrating the effects of relative crack size, h/a, and location, h,/h, and of

fiber volume fraction, IQ, on the values of stress intensity factors and crack opening displacements

for a given range of fiber orientations 0.

With the crack located at the midplane of the slab, Figure 4 shows the variation of mode I

stress intensity factor, IQ, for different values of relative crack size h/a. For this specific geometry

and loading condition, there is no coupling between K, and the other fracture modes, K,, and IQ,,.

As would be expected, interactions of the crack with free surfaces of the slab having relatively

smaller thickness lead to larger values of K,. The influence of material anisotropy is shown to be-

come more pronounoed for the slab with relatively smaller thickness as well. Furthermore, the

monotonically increasing trend of K, with respect to 0 is understood to be arising mainly from the

fact that, for larger values of 0, the reduced stiffhesses in the longitudinal (x) direction render the

~ deformation of cracked media more amenable. This is in contrast to the solution for an unbounded

medium in which the corresponding stress intensity factor is independent of material anisotropy,

i.e., K,= 6,,,/;. The case of h/a= l0 is shown to be very close to that of such an infinite problem.

It should be remarked that for the case of 0 = 90°, which corresponds to the transversely isotropic

slab, the present values of K, coincide with those of purely isotropic materials [125]. The crack

opening displacements, Aw(x), for h/a= l in Fig. 5 show the increased crack opening for the in-

creased fiber angle, 0, and illustrate the trend which is compatible with that of the variation of K,

with respect to 0.

For the fixed crack size of h/a= 1, Figures 6-8 plot the effects of crack location h,/h on the

values of K, and of the other coupling modes, K,, and K,,,. lt is noted that the monoclinic nature
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Figure 4. Stress intensity factor K, vs. h/a for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjected to
the mode I loading : hl/hg = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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Figure 6. Stress intensity factor IQ vs. hn/h for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjected to
the mode I loading : h/a = 1 and V}= 0.5.
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of the slab (6 ¢ 0°, 90°) results in the simultaneous presence of all three fracture modes for a crack

ofllcentered from the midplane of the slab, even under a simple loading condition. Figure 7 dem-

onstrates that the singularity of tl1e coupling in·plane shear stress component, 1,,, at the crack tip

is also intensiüed as the angle of über orientation increases. The presence of Ku,, as shown in Fig.

8, is quite unique to the über-reinforced anisotropic slab under the state of generalized plane de-

formation. When 0= 0° or 90°, however, such state of deformation degenerates to that of pure

plane deformation and the out-of·plane and in-plane behavior become independent of each other.

As a result, [Qu is not induced at these speciüc über angles. The common features to be mentioned

are that, as the crack approaches the free surface of the slab, the magnitude of all three modes of

stress intensity factors sharply increases and is more markedly influenced by the material anisotropy.

Figure 9 shows how the variation of über volume fraction, IQ, affects the singular crack·tip

response to the given loading condition. The specific results are obtained for h,/h= 1 and h/a= l.

In this ügure, due to the isotropic nature of the matrix phase, the case of IQ=0 yields constant

values of K, for the varying über orientation. However, when IQ= 0.1, a drastic departure from the

case of isotropy occurs and increasing über content gradually lowers the magnitude of K,. This is

because the übers tend to make the moduli of the anisotropic slab stiffer, especially in the über di-

rection. However, as the über angle 0 increases, the effect of IQ on the magnitude of K, becomes

lessened and reaches a common value ofK,/6,/Z = 1.817 at 0 = 90° for any IQ. The crack opening

displacements Aw(x) are shown in Fig. IO for 0= 0° and h/a= 1, and are observed to be inversely

proportional to the values of IQ. The trend of Aw(x) versus IQ is compatible with that of foregoing

K, versus IQ.

Results for the problem subjected to the mode II loading condition are discussed. The de-

pendence of stress intensity factors on the relative size and location of a crack and on the über

volume fraction is also illustrated.

The variations of K,, and Ku, for the crack located at the midplane of the slab with respect to

different values of relative crack size, h/a, are plotted in Figs. ll and 12, respectively. Under the

given geometry and loading, the opening mode stress intensity factor, K,, is not induced, irnplying

that there is no tendency for the crack to open or close. In Fig. ll, the general trend of [Q, for 9
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Figure 9. Stress intensity factor K, vs. IQ for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjectcd to
the mode I loading : hl/h; = l and h/a = I.
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Figure ll. Stress intensity factor K„ vs. h/a for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjected
to the mode II loading : hl/ha = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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and hla is quite similar to that of K, under the in-plane normal loading condition (Fig. 4). The

predicted range of variation for IQ, with respect to h/a is, however, shown to be approximately half

of that for IQ Fig. 4. Also noted is that the values of IQ, corresponding to the transversely

isotropic slab (0 = 90°) are identical to those for the purely isotropic slab [125]. The coupling stress

intensity factor, IQ,,, induced for the case of off-axis monoclinic slabs, as shown in Fig. 12, reveals

that there exists a über angle (0 g 30°) other than 0=0° and 90° at which the anti-plane shear

traction component, 1,,, at the crack tip becomes free from singularity. As will be illustrated, this

is not true for the different crack location and for the different values ofüber volume fraction. The

values of IQ,, are one or two orders of magnitude lower than those of K,, and are shown to vanish

as h/a —• oo, conürming the closed form derivation for the inünite problem given in Chapter

V.Additionalresults are provided in Figs. 13-15 showing the effects of crack location, h,/h, on

the values ofK,,, IQ and K,,,, respectively, for the constant crack size of h/a= 1. In Fig. 13, the values

of IQ, for 0 > 50° are noticeably affected by the variation of h,/h and are shown to decrease as the

crack becomes closer to the free surface of the slab. This is not the case for the other range ofüber

orientations. On the other hand, the values of IQ in Fig. 14 increase as the crack approaches the

free surface of the slab. The presence of K, arises from the off-centered crack location and the en-

suing influence of the tangential displacement on the crack-tip normal stress component, 6,,, due

to bending. It should be mentioned that, owing to the antisymmetry of the applied in-plane shear

loading, the IQ at the left-ha.r1d side crack tip has the opposite sign, indicating the existence of

compressive singular normal stress. This leads to the theoretical prediction of crack closure on half

of the crack length. Figure l5 exhibits that the nature of another coupling stress intensity factor,

K,,,, induced in the off-axis case depends on both the über angle and crack location.

To clarify the aforementioned ambiguous relationships between the values ofK,, and the crack

location, Figure 16 provides a clear description of the variation of K,, as a continuous function of

h,/h for several angles of über orientation 0. The accompanying values of K, and K,,, are also in-

cluded. For all speciüed über angles, it is illustrated that as h,/h decreases, the values of K,, go

through a minimun and experience abrupt increases. These results are similar to those reported
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Figure 13. Stress intensity factor Ku vs. hl/h for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjccted
to the mode II loading : h/a = 1 and l§= 0.5.
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Figure 15. Stress intensity factor Km vs. hl/h for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjected
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by Cinar and Erdogan [54] for the cases of orthotropic and isotropic strips. The coupling values

of IQ and K;;; show a rather consistent trend with respect to h;/h. .

The role played by the über volume üaction, IQ, on IQ; and K;;; under the mode II loading is

shown in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively. Likewise, geometric conditions are specified such that

h;/h = 1 and hla= 1. Similar to the behavior of K; due to the mode I loading (Fig. 9), the magnitude

of IQ; in Fig. 17 decreases with increasing über contents. It is observed, however, that the effects

of IQ become negligible for IQ2 0.5. Figure 18 illustrates that the coupling stress intensity factor

K;;; has the opposite trend, in general, such that the values of K;;; are proportional to those of IQ.

The next problem is concerned with the resulting stress intensity factors due to the mode III

loading on the crack surfaces. In Fig. 19, the variation of IQ;; for different values of h/a is shown.

Contrary to the trend for K; and IQ; previously observed under the in-plane loading conditions, the

values of K;;; due to the anti-plane shear loading are not monotonically increasing, but show the

concave·type behavior with respect to the given range of über orientations H. For the relatively

smaller ratio of h/a, the über angle 0 which corresponds to the minima in K;;; is slightly greater than

60° and appears to be independent of h/a, while 6 = 90° consistently leads to the maximum values.

It can be shown that the über angle leading to the minimum values of IQ;; approximately coincides

with the angle that corresponds to the minimum value of the Poisson’s ratio v,,. The above func-

tional dependence of K;;; on 6 suggests that the growth of a crack in a homogeneous, anisotropic

slab under the anti-plane shear loading can be either in a stable or unstable fashion, depending on

the values of über angle. The concaves, however, flatten as h/a increases, approaching the solution

for an unboundedmedium,Under

the prescribed loading and the crack location, the normal traction dg at the crack tip

is free of singularity and only K;; is induced as the coupling stress intensity factor. The results are

shown in Fig. 20. This ügure shows that the magnitude of K;; gradually becomes negligible as the

ratio of slab thickness to crack size increases. At 9 = 0° and 90°, however, which correspond to the

on-axis orthotropic and transversely isotropic cases, respectively, K;; becomes decoupled from K;;;

such that ·r„= 0 at the crack tip.
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Figure 17. Stress intensity factor Ku vs. Wfor a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjected to
the mode II loading : hi/h; = 1 and h/a = 1.
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Figure 18. Stress intensity factor IQ}, vs. IQ for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjected to
the mode II loading : hl/hg = 1 and h/a = 1.
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Figure 19. Stress intensity factor Km vs. h/a for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjected
to the mode III loading : hg/hg = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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With the relative crack size equal to h/a= 1, the effects of changing the crack location on the

values of Km, K, and Ku are illustrated in Figs. 21-23, respectively. Throughout these figures, the

magnitude of crack-tip stress singularities is shown to be intensified as the crack approaches the free

surface of the slab. It is noted that the IQ in Fig. 22 is negative for all given values of hl/h and 0,

implying that the singular normal stress, 6,,, at the right·hand side crack tip is compressive. On the

other hand, due to the presence ofoff-axis übers in the anti-plane shear field, the opposite side crack

tip is undergoing the singular tensile normal stress. The sign changes in IQ for the crack located

off the midplane of the slab indicate the crack closure on half of the crack length.

The variation of Km with respect to the über volume fraction, IQ, under the mode III loading

condition is shown in Fig. 24 for h,/h= l and h/a= 1. In this ügure, the effects of IQ on the values

of Km are observed to be distinctive for 0 < 45°, such that the larger values of IQ reduce the mag-

nitude of singularity for 1-,,. On the other hand, the dependence of Km on IQ becomes insignificant

. when IQ > 0.1 and 0 > 45°. The magnitude ofcoupling stress intensity factor, Kn, in Fig. 25 exhibits

the convex-type variation with respect to IQ.

So far, discussions have been provided concerning the behavior of cracked homogeneous,

anisotropic slabs when three different types of mechanical loadings are applied. Under any given

loading condition, the values of stress intensity factors become more markedly influenced by the

material anisotropy for the relatively smaller ratio of slab thickness to crack length. For the cases

ofmode I and II loadings, the important point to be mentioned is that the reduction of longitudinal

stiffness of the s1ab‘by increasing the über angle, 0, has the same effects of magnifying the values

of Kl and Ku as increasing the crack length. A similar effect can be obtained by lowering the über

volume fraction IQ. Under the mode III loading condition, the aforementioned magnifying effects

are not observed for any of the fracture modes except for the similar relationship between Km and

IQ (Fig.24). In addition, under the shear loading conditions, the sign of K, induced for the crack

located off-center from the midplane of the slab is positive at one of the crack tips, while it is neg-

ative at the other tip. The latter implies the possibility of two crack surfaces coming into contact

near the tip, thereby causing frictional resistance as well as the existence of compressive singular

normal stresses at one of the crack tips. This violates the initial assumption of the open crack
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Figure 21. Stress inteusity factor Km vs. hl/h for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjected
to the mode III loading : h/a = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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Figure 23. Stress intcnsity factor Ku vs. hl/h for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjectcd
to the mode III loading : h/a= 1 and I§= 0.5.
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Figure 24. Stress intensity factor [Qu vs. IQ for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab subjected to
the mode III loading : hl/h; = 1 and h/a = I.
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Figure 25. Stress intcnsity factor IQ, vs. IQ for a homogcncous, anisotropic slab subjcctcd to
thc mode III loading : hl/hg = 1 and h/a = 1.
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model. The frictional effects are not assessed in this study, but it is expected that the present results

will be affected by such phenomena.

6.1.2 Dissimilar Anisotropic Half~Spaces

The liber·reinforced anisotropic half-spaces bonded through a matrix-rich interlaminar region is

studied. The irregular matrix-rich region is modeled as a thin and separate interlayer having the

isotropic matrix (epoxy) properties. A through-the·thickness delamination or an interlaminar

cracking is assumed to have taken place within the interlayer, parallel to the interfaces with the

half—spaces (Fig. 26). It is important to note that because of the inability to model the real interface,

the crack is assumed not to lie on either of the perfectly bonded idealized interfaces adjoining the

interlayer and the half-spaces. The interlaminar crack—tip response to three different types of me-

chanical loadings is then examined in terms of the corresponding values of stress intensity factors.

The case of dissimilar [ j; 6] angle-ply half—spaces containing an interlaminar crack at the midplane

of the interlayer is first considered.

Under the mode I loading condition, Figure 27 shows the effects of material anisotropy of

half—spaces by the monotonic increase in the values of K, for the increasing liber angle, 0. On the

other hand, the values are always smaller than 60,/;, which corresponds to the solution for an

unbounded homogeneous medium, or bonded dissimilar half-spaces without the interlayer. The

restraints exerted by the stiffer fibrous half-spaces on the matrix interlayer through the bond lines

are understood to be responsible for such a reduction. This indicates that the incorporation of a

matrix-rich interlaminar region into the analytical model in the form of a thin interlayer leads to the

nonconservative results in comparison with those for the ideal interface crack problem. Also ob-

served is that as the ratio of interlayer thickness to crack length, h/a, increases, the values of IQ in-

crease approaching the upper bound of 6,,,/;. Namely, the fracture resistance of composites

decreases as the interlayer thickness increases. It is to be reminded that in the absence of afore-

mentioned restraints, as illustrated for the case of a homogeneous, anisotropic slab with free sur-

faces, 6,,,/; is the lower bound.
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20Figurc26. Dissimilar anisotropic half·spaocs bondcd through a matrix iritcrlaycr containing
an intcrlaminar crack.
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The coupling mode III stress intensity factor, Km, under the given loading condition is shown

in Fig. 28. In addition to the effects of material anisotropy, the existence ofKm is considered arising

primarily from the material property mismatches and the ensuing anti-plane slippage between the

ha1f·spaces with opposite über angles. The other stress intensity factor Ku is not induced for the

given material combination and loading. In this figure, for h/a 2 0.3, the corresponding values are

observed to gradually for the increasing interlayer thickness, since the influences of mate-

rial property mismatches are diluted throughout the interlayer.

To investigate any correlation that may exist between the interlayer model and the conven-

tional ideal interface crack model of zero interlayer thickness which entails the oscillatory

singularity, further results for Km are plotted in Fig. 29. It is illustrated that, similar to the previous

observation for IQ, there is no smooth transition between the two models for the case of Km. It

should be mentioned that doubling or tripling the number of Gauss points and terms of related

orthogonal polynomials, to compensate for the possible slower convergence of the numerical sol-

utions when the ratio h/a becomes smaller, especially for h/a S 0.1, was found to give almost neg-

ligible deviation from the present results. In this respect, the iluctuating pattems of Km for rather

smaller values of the ratio are understood to be intrinsic to the physics of the problem.
I

For the case of mode II loading on the crack surfaces, there exist no couplings between the

in-plane tangential displacement and the stress components, Gu and 1,,, on the plane ahead of the

crack tip. Consequently, only the mode ll stress intensity factor, Kn, is induced to be identified

directly with the given loading. The results are plotted in Fig. 30. As expected, nonconservative

results are obtained such that the values of IQ; are smaller than 1,,,/;, which is the solution for an

unbounded homogeneous medium, or bonded dissimilar half-spaces without the interlayer. The

figure also shows that as the ratio h/a increases, Ku tends to approach its upper bound of 1,,,/;.

When compared with the values of K, in Fig. 27, however, those of IQ, are observed to experience

larger gradients with respect to the variation of über angle 0.

The results due to the mode III loading are discussed with the aid of Figs. 31-33. The mode

III stress intensity factor, Km, in Fig. 31 shows the concave-type behavior for the given range of

über orientations, as observed previously for the case ofa homogeneous, anisotropic slab (Fig. 19).
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Figurc 28. Strcss intcnsity factor IQ;] vs. h/a for an intcrlaminar crack in [;|; 0] dissimilar
anisotropic half-spaces subjcctcd to thc mode I loading : hl/h; = 1 and I/}= 0.5.
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Figure 29. Comparison of Km between the matrix interlayer model and the interface crack
model of zero interlayer thickness for [;|; 9] dissimilar anisotropic half-spaces
subjected to the mode l loading : hl/hg = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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Figure 30. Stress intensity factor Ku vs. h/a for an interlaminar crack in [;|; 0] dissimilar
anisotropic half-spaces subjected to the mode II loading : hl/hg = 1 and I/}= 0.5.
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Figure 31. Stress intensity factor Km vs. h/a for an intcrlaminar crack in [;|; 0] dissimilar
auisotrcgpic half-spaces subjected to the mode III loading : hl/hg = 1 and
I§= 0. .
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Figurc 32. Strcss intcnsity factor IQ vs. h/a for an intcrlaminar crack in [;i; 0] dissimilar
anisotropic half-spaces subjcctcd to thc mode III loading : hl/h;=l and
1q= 0.6.
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Figure 33. Comparison of IQ between the matrix interlayer model and the interface crack
model of zero interlayer thickness for [j; 0] dissimilar anisotropic half-spaces
subjected to the mode III loading : hl/h; = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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As the ratio of interlayer thickness to crack length, h/a, increases, the concaves become llattened

approaching the upper bound of ss,/E-, the stress intensity factor for an unbounded homogeneous

medium or bonded dissimilar half-spaces without the interlayer subjected to the same loading.

‘ Since the mode I loading induces the coupling Km for this specific stacking sequence, the reverse

trend can be predicted, such that the current mode III anti-plane shear loading induces IQ as the

coupling stress intensity factor, implying the crack opening at the right-hand side crack tip. The

values of IQ at the left-hand side crack tip are negative because of the presence of off-axis fibers in

the anti·plane shear field. Figure 32 depicts that the general trend for K, with respect to the ratio

h/a is similar to that for lQ„ in Fig. 28 resulting from the in-plane normal mode I loading. In ad-

dition, the curves for K, in Fig. 32 and those for IQ], in Fig. 28 appear to be the mirror images with

some difference in magnitude. In Fig. 33, further comparison is made between the values of IQ„

obtained for the smaller values of h/a and those obtained from the ideal interface crack model in-

volving oscillatory singularities. Likewise, no smooth transition is observed between the two

models.

Another material combination that may be of interest is that of unidirectional [9]; composite

half-spaces bonded through the matrix interlayer, subjected to the same loadings and crack config-

urations. In this case, the dominant values of stress intensity factors which are directly identified

with the types of applied loadings are almost identical to their counterpart of dissimilar [j; 9]

angle-ply composites half·spaces (Figs. 27, 30 and 31). On the other hand, the coupling behavior

differs such that the values of Km and Ku are induced instead under the mode II and mode III ·

loading conditions, respectively, owing to the material anisotropy-induced couplings. The results

are given in Figs. 34 and 35. In these figures, as the ratio of the interlayer thickness to the crack

length h/a increases, the magnitude of such coupling stress intensity factors decreases. This is be-

cause, for the relatively larger interlayer thickness, the effects of material anisotropy are mitigated

around the crack tip which is embedded within the matrix interlayer. It should be pointed out that

in the absence of a matrix interlayer, the foregoing coupling behavior is not introduced.

The variation of stress intensity factors with respect to the relative crack location, hl/h, within

the interlayer of dissimilar [ j; 0] angle-ply composite half·spaces is next illustrated. Specific results
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Figure 34. Stress intensity factor Km vs. h/a for an interlaminar crack in [0]; unidirectional
anisotropic half-spaces subjected to the mode ll loading : hl/hg = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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Figure 35. Stress intensity factor IQ, vs. h/a for an interlaminar crack in [0]; unidirectional
anisotropic half-spaces subjected to the mode III loading : h,/hz=l and
I/}= 0.5.
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are obtained for the ratio of h/a= 1. Since the geometric symmetry no longer exists along the plane

containing the interlaminar crack, all three modes of stress intensity factors are induced.

Under the condition of mode I loading, Fig. 36 shows that as the crack moves closer to the

interface with the half-space, there occurs a slight reduction in the magnitude of K;. This is in con-

trast to the case in which the interfaces are replaced by the free surfaces (Fig. 6). On the other hand,

the coupling stress intensity factor Ku in Fig. 37 yields the opposite behavior, together with the

considerable dependence on the values of hl/h. Somewhat unexpectedly, the Ku is decreasing with

increasing angle of über orientation. The values of Km in Fig. 38 are one or two orders of magni-

tude smallcr than those of IQ; and Kl, and are thus considered insigniücant.

Figure 39 shows the relation of Ku to hl/h when subjected to the mode ll loading. The mag~

nitude of Ku is also becoming smallcr as the crack approaches the interface with the half-space. In

comparison with the previous trend for K, in Fig. 36, however, the effect of crack location on the

resulting values of Ku is noteworthy. Both coupling stress singularities represented by the values

of IQ and Km in Figs. 40 and 41, respectively, are observed to have signiücant magnitude and to

be intensiüed as the crack becomes closer to the interface. It should be mentioned that the

interlaminar normal stress, 6,,, is compressive at the right-hand side crack tip while is tensile at the

opposite side, irnplying partial crack closure.

Further results are obtained under the mode III loading. The values of IQ,} in Fig. 42 again

illustrate the trend of becoming smallcr as the crack becomes farther away from the midplane of the

interlayer. The degree of reduction with respect to hl/h is shown to be similar to that of IQ, in Fig.

39. What appears to be interesting is that the shape of the curves obtained for the coupling stress

intensity factors, K, and Kn, in Figs. 43 and 44 resembles that for Km in Figs. 38 and 41, which are

induced under the mode I and mode II loading conditions, respectively. Similar cornparisons can

be made between Figs. 37 and 40.

The interlarninar crack problem ofanisotropic half-spaces bonded through a matrix-rich region

subjected to three different types of mechanical loadings has been considered. With the matrix-rich

interlaminar region incorporated into the analytical model in the form of a separate interlayer, the

results illustrate that mixed·mode fracture is predicted. Such fracture behavior arises not only from
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Figure 36. Stress intensity factor K; vs. hl//1 for an interlaminar crack in [i 0] dissimilar
anisotropic ha1f·spaccs subjccted to the mode I loading : h/a = 1 and I¢= 0.5.
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Figure 37. Stress intensity factor IQ, vs. hl/h for an interlaminar crack in [j; 6] dissimilar
anisotropic half-spaces subjected to the mode I loading : h/a = 1 and I/}= 0.5.
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Figure 38. Stress intensity factor Km vs. hl/h for an interlaminar crack in [i 9] dissimilar
anisotropic half~spaces subjected to the mode I loading : h/a = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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Figure 39. Stress intensity factor Ku vs. hl//1 for an interlarninar crack in [j; 9] dissimilar
auisotropic half-spaces subjected to the mode II loading : h/a = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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Figure 40. Stress intensity factor IQ vs. hl/h for an interlaminar crack in [i 0] dissimilaranisotropic half-spaces subjccted to the mode II loading : h/a = l and V}= 0.5.
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Figure 41. Stress intensity factor Km vs. hl/h for an interlaminar crack in [j; 0] dissimilar

anisotropic half-spaces subjected to thc mode II loading : h/a = 1 and I/}= 0.5.
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Figure 42. Stress intensity factor [qu vs. hl/h for an interlaminar crack in [j; 9] dissimilar
anisotropic half-spaces subjectcd to the mode III loading : h/a = 1 and I§= 0.5.
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Figure 43. Stress intensity factor K; vs. h,/h for an interlaminar crack in [j; 0] dissimilaranisotropic half-spaces subjected to the mode III loading : h/a = l and I§= 0.5.
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Figure 44. Stress intensity factor Ku vs. hl/h for an interlaminar crack in [i 9] dissimilar
anisotropic half-spaces subjected to the mode III loading : h/a = l and I§= 0.5.
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the material anisotropy but also from the material property mismatches of the laminated composite

structure. In view of the fact that fibrous half-spaces are stiffer than the matrix material, it is likely

that the path of interlaminar crack growth would follow the wavy curve wandering within the

matrix-rich region; In addition, the effects of lamination are shown to lower the intensity of dom-

inant singular traction components ahead of the interlaminar crack tip. Such effects are reflected

by the values of major stress intensity factors, the curves of which always lie below those corre-

sponding to the unbounded homogeneous medium or the bonded dissimilar half-spaces with zero

interlayer thickness. Since the stress intensity factor is directly related to the load carrying-capacity

of a material and is indicative of the force required to delaminate the layered composite, this sug-

gests that the layered composite material can sustain a higher load against fracture. It should be

noted that the replacement of half-spaces by such materials which possess larger moduli or in-

creased fiber volume fraction would also enhance the fracture resistance of laminated composites.

6.1.3 Generally Laminated Anisotropic Slabs

In this section, discussions are further extended to the more complicated problem of a generally

laminated fiber-reinforced anisotropic slab containing an interlaminar crack within a matrix-rich

region. The constitutive anisotropic layers are considered to be of the same thickness, while the

matrix interlayers simulating the matrix-rich interlaminar regions are modeled to have a uniform

thickness of one-tenth of an individual layer thickness (Fig. 45). Specific results are obtained for

the case of a [0°/ i 9/90°]s balanced symmetric composite laminate subjected to three different

types of loading. The length of an interlaminar crack, 2a, is taken to be the same as the layer

thickness and is assumed to be located at the midplane of the interlayer. The quantitative infor-
‘ mation on the mixed-mode stress intensity factors of the selected composite laminate is thus pro-

vided as a function of crack location as well as loading condition for a given range of fiber

orientations 0.

In Figs. 46-48, several interesting features conceming the interlaminar crack·tip response to the

mode I loading are shown. Figure 46 reveals that the generally increasing trend of the mode 1 stress
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intcrlaycrs containing an intcrlaminar crack.
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Figure 47. Stress intensity factor KH for an interlaminar crack in a [0°/ i 0/90°]; composite
Iaminate subjected to the mode I loading : V}= 0.5.
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Figure 48. Stress intensity factor Km for an interlaminar crack in a [0°/ i 0/90°]_g composite
laminate subjccted to the mode I loading : I§= 0.5.
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intensity factor, IQ, is prevailing for larger values of fiber angle 0. On the other hand, the magnitude

and gradients of IQ with respect to 9 are observed to be considerably dependent on the laminate

stacking sequence and the interlaminar crack location. For the gven stacking sequence, the figure

illustrates that locating the crack within such interlaminar regons as closer to the free surface of the

laminate does not necessarily intensify the crack·tip normal stress component, 6,,. The influence

of presence of layers with a fixed fiber angle of 90° on the overall laminate behavior is understood

to be mainly responsible for such inconsistency. For the laminate with 6 greater than 75°, however,

a consistent trend on the variation of magnitude of K, with respect to the location of a cracked

interlaminar regon is recovered.

The values of coupling mode II and Ill stress intensity factors, IQ, and IQ„, in Figs. 47 and 48

are shown to be one or two orders magnitude lower than those of IQ. It is noted that the symmetry

in both the loading and geometric conditions makes the case ofan interlaminar crack located at the
l

middle (90°/90°) of the laminate free from singularities in the interlaminar shear stresses, Tu and

1,,, ahead of the crack tip. Owing to the unique characteristics of lamination, no consistent trend

is either illustrated on the magnitude of IQ, and IQ„ with respect to the other interlaminar crack

locations. Figure 47 shows, however, that the effects of material property mismatches are well re-

flected by the relatively larger values of Ku when the crack is located within the interlaminar regon

of 0°/H or — 0/90° interfaces. On the other hand, for the case of an interlaminar crack embedded

in the regon between layers with ;|; 0, such mismatching effects lead to anti-plane slippage on the

cracked plane, resulting in the considerable values of Km as depicted in Fig. 48. It is worth men-

tioning that, for this specific loading condition, the behavior of rnixed-mode stress intensity factors

is more closely related to the laminate stacking sequence and the layer orientation in connection

with the cracked interlaminar location, rather than to the simple physical distance of the crack from

some reference plane of the medium. This forms a striking contrast to the preceding problem of a

homogeneous, anisotropic slab (Figs. 6-8), in which the corresponding stress intensity factors dra-

matically increased for the crack approaching the free surface of the medium.

Under the mode Il loading condition, Fig. 49 shows that the values of Ku are continuously

increasing with respect to 0. It is also observed that the magnitude of the in-plane shear singular
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Figure 49. Stress intensity factor IQ; for an interlaminar crack in a [0°/ j; 0/90°]_; composite
laminate subjected to the mode II loading : I§= 0.5.
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stress component, 1,,, ahead of the crack tip is relaxed as the crack is located closer to the free

surface of the laminate. In the case where the medium becomes a cross-ply laminate

(0= 0° or 90°), provided the crack is embedded within the interlaminar regen between layers of

identical fiber orientation, the effects of changing the interlaminar crack location on K,, become

indistinguishable.

In Figs. 50 and Sl, under the in-plane shear field, the coupling stress intensifications at the

interlaminar crack tip are shown to be insignificant for the case of a crack located along the mid

plane of the laminate or within the interlaminar region between i 0 layers. However, Fig. 50 il-

lustrates that, depending on the location of the cracked interlaminar region and the liber orientation,

the interlaminar crack tip may experience the compressive singular normal stress as represented by

the negative values of IQ. The above crack-tip response ixnplies that the crack may come into fric-

tional contact over a considerably large portion of its surfaces. At the left-hand side crack tip, the

corresponding K, is equal in magnitude but opposite in sig. It should be noted that the present

results and the previous IQ, distributions due to the mode I loading (Fig. 47) appear to be the mirror

images of each other with some minor difference. The values of K,,, in Fig. 51 demonstrates that

the couplings between the in-plane and anti-plane shear crack extension modes produced by the

material property mismatches become pronounced when 0 reaches approximately 35°. As is the

case of the mode I loading, the crack-tip response is, in general, sigificantly influenced by the

lamination stacking sequence as well as layer orientation.

When the larninate is subjected to the mode III loading, the resulting stress intensity factors

are shown in Figs. 52-54. As a major stress intensity factor, the values of K,,, in Fig. 52 yield the

general trend of concave~type behavior for a gven range of fiber orientations. Similar to the case

of mode I loading (Fig. 46), the laminate stacking sequence and the interlaminar crack location

considerably influence the magnitude and gradients of K,,, with respect to 0. In addition, as the

cracked interlaminar location is made closer to the free surface of the medium, the anti-plane shear

crack-tip singularity of 1,, does not necessarily yield the larger values of K,,,. This is primarily due

to the constraints exerted by the layers with a fixed fiber angle of 0°, which stiffen the global moduli
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i
of the laminate in the x-direction. However, a consistent trend on the variation of magnitude of
IQ„ with respect to the crack location is observed for 0 < l5°.

Under the given anti·plane shear loading, the appreciable magnitude of ooupling stress inten-

sity factors is obtained due to the significant interlaminar normal and in-plane shear singular

tractions developed at the crack tip. The corresponding values of stress intensity factors are illus-

trated in Figs. 53 and 54. In particular, Fig. 53 shows that the sigus of IQ are dependent on the

location of the cracked interlaminar region, otherwise, the crack·tip normal traction along the

midplane (90°/90°) of the laminate is free from singularity via the geometric symmetry. At the

left·hand side crack tip, the opposite signs of IQ can be predicted. Likewise, negative values of IQ

indicate the existence of partial crack closure behind the crack tip, possibly with some amount of

friction. Such frictional effects in the anti-plane shear field, together with the similar response in

the in-plane shear field, are expected to affect the actual crack behavior, possibly retarding the crack

growth in the opening mode. It should be pointed out that, taken separately, the partial crack

closure at one of the crack tips in the shear fields invalidates the initial assumption of open crack

model. In consideration of the general mixed~mode loading conditions, however, in which there

may exist a sufficiently large tensile component of external loadings, such negative solutions for K,

can be used such that the superimposed values of KI at both the crack tips become positive. In

Fig. 54, the curves obtained for Ku due to the mode III loading appear to have similar shapes to

those of Km (Fig. Sl) induced under the mode II loading with some slightly larger values.

Salient and unique features ofan interlaminar crack problem for a layered anisotropic medium

have been demonstrated with the selection of a balanced symmetric composite laminate having a

stacking sequence of [0°/ i 6/90°]_q. It has been clearly illustrated that the corresponding mixed-

mode crack tip response to the prescxibed loading condition is strongly dictated not only by the

layer orientation, but also by the larninate stacking sequence and the cracked interlaminar location

in conjunction with the local and global structural behavior of the composite laminate. Owing to

the aforementioned complexities in determining the stress intensity factors, proper caution should

be exercised for the case of an analysis which solely depends on the averaged properties of the

larninated composite [127]. This is because such a simplified analysis is prone to overlook the
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material property mismatch-induced coupling effects, giving the misleading results with a drastic

departure from those obtained based on the layer-wise analysis. It then goes without saying that

the failure mechanism and the subsequent growth of the interlaminar crack ir1 generally laminated

fiber·reinforced anisotropic composites are heavily involved.

6.2 Nonisothermal Problems

In this section, numerical results are presented to characterize the thermally-induced crack tip stress

singularity. Without loss in generality, the upper and lower bounding surfaces of the lcracked slab

are assumed to be held at different uniform temperature distributions such that the temperature

loading functions, T,,(x) and T,(x), in Eq. (3.15) are written as

T„(x) = To], T)(x) = To); Ixl < oo . (6.15)

where Tu, and To; are the magnitude of temperature rises at the bounding surfaces and the crack

surface condition, Eq. (3.19), in the absence of applied heat flux, is expressed as

(q,);=(q,)j*+,=-h„(@‘ — 1};,); lx|<a (6.16)

lt should be mentioned that, together with the remaining homogeneous interface conditions

in Eqs. (3.16)-(3.17), the corresponding heat conduction problem can be considered in two parts,

one part to describe the temperature field in the uncracked medium, and the other corrective part

to account for the temperature disturbances in the presence of a crack. Superposition of the two

parts determines the temperature field for the original problem such that

Tk(x,z) = T2(z) + Ü(x,z) ; k = 1,2, ..., N (6.17)

where 7Z represents the temperature field in the uncracked medium and TZ is the corrective tem-

perature field. It is noted that TZ°(z) is a linear function of z.

From Eqs. (6.15)-(6.17), the appropriate thermal boundary and crack surface conditions to

be satisfied by the corrective solution can then be written as
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77+:0, ’If,,“=0; Ixlgoo (6.18)

(<1§)f=(<1§)}”+1=«1„—h„(Ü“—D‘I1): lx! <¤ (6-19)

where q, is the equivalent constant heat flux on the crack surfaces, which is a function of Tu} and _

TM, the thicknesses and thermal conductivities of the constituent layers. For example, for a

single-layered homogeneous, anisotropic layer, the equivalent heat flux is readily obtained as

"zz
qe =

Y
(To] *T02)in

which 2h is the slab thickness.

In addition, the bounding and crack surfaces of the slab are assumed to be traction·free

throughout the thermal stress analysis such that the functions, f,_,(x), f„(x) and;y(x), j= 1,2,3, in Eqs.

(4.68)-(4.69) and (4.79)-(4.81) are expressed as

f,,(x) = 0, f,,(x) = 0; Ixl < oo, j= 1,2,3 (6.21)

_q(x) = 0; Ixl < a, j = 1,2,3 (6.22)

Based on the fact that any information concerning the thermally—induced crack tip singularity

is contained in the corrective temperature field 'I§(x,z), it is suflicient to consider only the second

part of the problem to evaluate the thermal stress intensity factors. Sir1ce the method of solutions

employed for the heat conduction analysis of cracked media is so general, the thermal boundary

and interface conditions and the resulting singular integral equation provided Chapter III are

equally applicable to the corrective part of the problem by simply dropping the superscripts c. The

similar case of an unbounded medium subjected to a uniform heat flow at infinity has already been

discussed in the previous chapter.
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6.2.1 Temperature Field

° Prior to the discussion on the numerical results for the thermal stress analysis, the heat conduction

in a homogeneous, anisotropic slab containing a crack of length 2a= 2h at the midplane parallel to

its bounding surfaces is considered. Such a problem is designed to jvc an idea of temperature ücld

disturbances caused by the presence of a crack. Through·the-thickness temperature distributions
n

and the magnitude of temperature discontinuity across the crack surfaces are presented as functions

of the über orientation 0, the ratio of thermal conductivity coefficients xu/16;; and the nondimen-

sional parameter defined as the Biot number, 11,, = h,a/xu [98].

For the ratio of xu/x„= 4, Figure 55 shows the through·the·thickness temperature proüles at

x= 0 for different values ofüber angles 0. In this case, the crack surfaces are assumed to be perfectly

insulated, i.e., h„= 0 or J.,,= 0. Obviously, the material anisotropy has signiücant influences on the

temperature üeld disturbances around the crack. The temperature above the crack surface decreases

with decreasing über angles while the temperature below the crack surface shows the opposite trend.

The temperature discontinuity in the cracked rejon is therefore being alleviated for the slabs with

smaller über angles. This can be explained by the fact that, for the smaller values ofüber angle, the

relatively larger thermal conductivity in the longitudinal direction (x) renders the heat flow in that

direction more easily. It is noted that the cases of orthotropic (0 = 0°) and transversely isotropic

(0 = 90°) slabs exhibit similar results to those reported by Clements and Tauchert [94].

Effects of the ratio, K1]/K33, on the magnitude of temperature discontinuity, AT, across the in-

sulated crack surfaces at x= 0 are illustrated in Fig. 56. The ügure shows that the increased thermal

conductivity in the über direction (higher values of xu/1:;;) reduces the magnitude of temperature

discontinuity. On the other hand, for xu/xa; < 1, the smaller values of über angle lead to the larger

temperature discontinuity. This range of xu/xi; is most unlikely in practice, since the thermal

conductivity of fibrous composites is generally much higher in the über direction than in the other

directions.

Figure 57 demonstrates the influence of crack surface partial heat conductance on the

through-the-thickness temperature distributions at x= 0. The results are obtained for an orthotropic
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slab with the ratio of xn/x„= 4 and with various values of the Biot number 1,. It is observed that

increasing the crack surface heat conductance (nonzero values of A,) produces the similar effect as

increasing the ratio xu/xa; or decreasing the fiber angle 0. lt is expected that, as 1, tends to infinity,

the crack ceases to be an obstruction to the heat flow and the temperature distributions across the

crack surfaces become continuous.

6.2.2 Homogeneous and Anisotropic Slabs

To confirm the validity of the solution algorithm and subsequent numerical treatment, the problem

of an isotropic slab containing a crack is first considered, part of solutions of which can be com-

pared with available published data. It should also be remarked that for this and the other problems

that will follow in this section, the crack is presumed to lie at the midplane of the slab parallel to

its bounding surfaces, unless otherwise stated.

Figure 58 shows the thermal stress intensity factors as functions of the ratio of slab thickness

to crack length, h/a, for different values of the Biot number 1,,. Only the mode II stress intensity

factor, Ku, is induced and is normalized with respect to that of a perfectly insulated crack in an

unbounded isotropic medium which can be obtained as [71,73]:

3 2Kü; = (Tot E (6.23)

The figure illustrates that, as h/a increases, the values ofKI, under the perfectly insulated crack

surface condition (l,= 0) approach that of an unbounded medium. The foregoing results are in

close agreement with those reported in [75,76]. The imposition of perfect insulation is, however,

shown to overestimate the severity of singular thezmal stresses around the crack tip, leading to the

conservative results in comparison with those predicted under the partially insulated crack surface

condition (ll, > 0). The effects of 1,, appear to be more pronounced for relatively larger values of

h/a.
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As is the previous case under fhe isothermal condition, pararnetric studies are performed to

investigate the thermally-induced crack-tip response of single-layered homogeneous, anisotropic

slabs to various physical quantities over a speciüed range of über orientations. Such quantities in-

clude the relative crack size (hla) and location (hl/h), über volume fraction and the crack surface

heat conductance. The corresponding thermal stress intensity factors are normalized with respect

to the mode II thermal stress intensity factor, K§°, for an unbounded transversely isotropic medium

(6 = 90° and IQ= 0.5) under a uniform heat flow, q,, at inünity and containing a perfectly insulated

crack (Fig. 59).

Figures 60 and 61 illustrate the effects of relative crack size h/a on the variation of thermal

stress intensity factors, Ku and Km, under the condition ofperfect crack surface insulation 1,, = 0 and

über volume fraction IQ= 0.5. The values of thermally-induced Ku in Fig. 60 show the generally

increasing trend for the increasing über angle 0. Aside from the softened stiffnesses in the longi-

tudinal direction (x) for larger values of 0, the accompanying exacerbated temperature üeld dis-

turbances (Figs. 55 and 56) as well as the increased thermal expansion coeflicient in the longitudinal

direction are understood to provide additional contributions to the magniücation of KH. Of interest

in this figure is that the size effects, h/a, appear to be insigniücant for approximately 0 < 60°, but

become notable for the relatively larger values of 0. In Fig. 61, the anti-plane shear therrnal stress

intensity factor, Km, induced for the off-axis monoclinic state exhibits rather inconsistent behavior

with respect to h/a. ln this case, the corresponding stress intensity factors become slightly attenuated

for the relatively larger values of h/a when 9 < 70°. The reverse trend is encountered when

0 > 70°. In consideration of the order ofmagnitude ofKm in comparison with that of K", however,

the variation of Km with respect to h/a can be regarded as being insigiiücant.

For the fixed values of h/a= 4 and /l,,= 0, the quantitative relations between the über volume

fraction, IQ, and the values of IQ, and IQH are presented in Figs. 62 and 63, respectively. In Fig. 62,

the existence of über reinforcement is shown to cause dramatic differences from the state of isotropy

(IQ= 0). Also observed is that, similar to the isothermal problem, increased über content tends to

lower the magnitude of Ku. Improved thermal conductivities and reduced thermal expansion coef-

ücients together with stiffened mechanical properties in proportion to IQ are believed to be largely
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Figure 59. Thermal stress intensity factors Kn and Km for an unbounded homogeneous,
anisotropic medium containing a perfectly insulated crack : I/}= 0.5.
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Figure 60. Thermal stress intensity factor Kn vs. h/a for a homogeneous, auisotropic slab
containing a perfectly insulated crack at the midplarxe : I/}= 0.5.
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Figure 61. Thermal stress intensity factor Km vs. h/a for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab
containing a perfectly insulated crack at the midplane : I§= 0.5.
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Figure 63. Thermal stress intensity factor Km vs. IQ for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab
containing a perfectly insulated crack at the midplane : h/a = 4.
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responsible for this type of behavior. In particular, the effects of über content on [Q, become sub-

stantial for the slab with larger values of über angle 9. Regarding the values of [Qu in Fig. 63, the

aforementioned consistency with respect to IQ is only observed when 6 < 60°. It is noted that [Qu

is not induced when l§= 0 due to the isotropic nature of the matrix phase.

Through the introduction of the nondimensional Biot number Ab, the influence of the partially

heat conductive crack surface condition on the thermally-induced singularities in a cracked

anisotropic slab is next investigated. For h/a=4 and I§= 0.5, Figures 64 and 65 depict that both

Ku and [Qu predicted under the perfectly insulated condition (»i;,= 0) overestirnate the severity of

thermal stresses around the crack tip with reference to those obtained under the partially insulated

condition (A, > 0). In addition, the sensitivity of thermal stress intensity factors to the variation of

1,, increases for the relatively larger values of 6. It can be predicted that, for a given crack size 2a,

the imposition of the fully heat conductive crack surface condition as expressed by }.,=oo would

make the thermal stress singularities vauish.

In the following, the effect of crack location, hl/h, on the thermal stress intensity factors are

examined. Speciücally, numerical results are obtained for h/a= 4, l„= 0 and I/}= 0.5. In contrast

to the previous discussion in which the values of shearing mode stress intensity factors are solely

induced, the simultaneous presence of all three fracture modes is predicted due to the off-centered

crack location. The resulting values of Ku and [Qu illustrated that the severity of crack-tip shearing

stresses becomes somewhat lessened as the crack approaches the upper surface of the slab. The

degree of such relaxation was, however, observed to be indistinguishable from previous results ob-

tained for the center crack problem.

Of particular interest in this case is the existence of opening mode stress intensity factor, Ku

when hl/h =/= 1. The results are plotted in Fig. 66. In this ügure, the values of K, are appreciable and

are in the same order ofmagnitude as those of Ku, especially for large values of9. Furthermore, the

magnitude of the corresponding tensile normal traction, 6,,, is observed to be intensified as the crack

is located closer to the upper surface of the slab. lt should be pointed out that the signs of

therrna1ly·induced K; at both the crack tips are identical, indicating the existence of a fully open

crack. In case the direction of heat flow is reversed, or equivalently, when the crack is placed on
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Figure 64. Thermal stress intensity factor Kn vs. 1,, for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab
containing a partially insulated crack at the mid plane : I§= 0.5, h/a= 4 and
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Figure 66. Thermal stress intcnsity factor K; vs. hl/h for a homogeneous, anisotropic slab
containing a perfectly insulated crack : I§= 0.5 and h/a = 4.
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the opposite side from the midplane of the slab, it can be shown that the values of K; become

negative, implying the compressive singular normal traction as well as the crack closure. The

[ foregoing trend concerning the sign of KI may be invalidated for other types of material anisotropy,
A

as evidence by Sturla and Barber [90] for the case of unbounded generally anisotropic solids under

a uniform heat flow at infinity.

Thermal stress analysis of homogeneous, anisotropic slabs containing a crack has been con-

ducted. Along with the explicit representation of disturbed temperature fields, the effects of relative

crack size, crack location, fiber volume fraction and the crack surface partial heat conductance on

the values of thermally-induced stress intensity factors have been demonstrated. For relatively

larger values of fiber angles, these parameters are found to considerably affect the magnitude of

stress intensity factors. In general, as far as the values of KH are concemed, increasing the partial

heat conductance across the crack surfaces through the definition of the nondimensional Biot

number has the similar effects as increasing the relative crack size or the fiber volume fraction.

6.2.3 Generally Laminated Anisotropic Slabs

Thermal stress analysis of generally laminated fiber-reinforced anisotropic slabs containing an

interlaminar crack within a matrix-rich region is considered. To maintain the parallel nature of

discussions with reference to the preceding isothermal counterpart, the balanced symmetric laminate

having a stacking sequence of [0°/ ;|; 0/90°]; is investigated. The constituent layers are assumed

to be of the same thickness, while the matrix-rich interlaminar regions are modeled as matrix

interlayers with a uniform thickness of one-tenth of the layer thickness (Fig. 45). In addition, the

interlaminar crack is assumed to be located at the mid plane of the interlayer and the crack length

2a is set equal to the layer thickness. The resulting mixed-mode therrnal stress intensity factors due

to the uniform heating of entire bounding surfaces of the slab and the perfectly insulated crack

surface condition are provided in Figs. 67-69. In this case, the normalizing factor, K]}°, is evaluated

from Eq. (6.23) by substitution of the thermoelastic properties of the matrix phase.
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Figure 67. Thermal stress inteusity factor Ku for a perfectly insulatcd interlaminar crack in a
[0°/ gi; 9/90°]; composite laminate : I§= 0.5.
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Figure 68. Thermal stress intensity factor K; for a pcrfcctly insulatcd iuterlaminar crack in a
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As the major thermally-induced interlaminar crack-tip response, the in-plane shear stress in-

tensity factor, K,,, is plotted in Fig. 67. The figure shows that the corresponding stress intensity

tends to be lowered as the location of the cracked interlaminar region approaches the free surface

of the laminate. The generally increasing trend with respect to the fibcr angle 6 is illustrated as well.

For the gven material and laminate configuration, however, the value of I6, goes through a slight

minimum around 0 = 50° when the crack is located within the interlaminar regon between layers

with - 9/90°. Also observed is that when the slab becomes a cross-ply laminate (6 = 0° or 90°) with

a crack embedded in the interlaminar regon between layers of identical liber orientation, iniluences

of changing the location of the interlaminar crack on the magnitude of I6, become insignificant.

Figure 68 shows the mode I stress intensity factor, K,. The effects of material property mis-

matches and the nonsymmetric location of the interlaminar crack contribute to the appreciable

values of K,. On the other hand, the global material and structural symmetry for the case ofa crack

located at the midplane (90°/90°) of the laminate renders the interlaminar normal traction compo-

nent, 6,,, free from singularity ahead of the crack tip. In this figure, the general trend of K, is ob-

served to be largely dominated by the laminate stacking sequence and the layer orientation in

connection with the location ofcracked interlaminar regon. Specifically, the presence of layers with

a fixed fiber angle of 90° is believed to have some peculiar effects, in such a way that placing the

cracked interlaminar region closer to the free surface does not necessarily strengthen the singularity

of 6,, at the crack tip. This can clearly be demonstrated when the crack is embedded within the

interlaminar regon between — 9/90° layers. The aforementioned accounts provide a marked con-

trast to the previous observation made for the case of a single-layered homogeneous, anisotropic

slab (Fig. 66). lt should be mentioned that the K, at the left·hand side crack tip is also positive,

which is indicative of the existence ofa fully open interlaminar crack. When the heat flow direction

is reversed, or equivalently, when the crack is placed on the opposite side with reference to the

midplane of the laminate, the values of I6 are obtained to be equal in magnitude but opposite in

sign. The negative K, implies the compressive singular normal traction ahead of the crack tips as

well as the crack closure.
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Another mode of anti-plane shear stress intensity factor, Km, is shown in Fig. 69. The values

of IQH are observed to be one or two orders of magnitude smaller than those of Ku and IQ, and

become identically zero for the case of cross-ply stacking sequence (0 = 0°or 90°). The figure illus-

trates that the signs of IQ„ are dependent on the location ofcracked interlarninar region and the liber

orientation. Of interest in this figure is that the corresponding values ofKm become negligible when

the crack is located in the interlaminar region between layers with j; 0.

In the foregoing discussions on the thermally-induced interlaminar crack-tip singularities, the

ideal condition of perfectly insulated crack surfaces has been investigated. As a more realistic

thermal boundary condition, the partially heat conductive crack surface condition is also applied

to the present problem of a generally laminated anisotropic slab containing an interlaminar crack

within the matrix-rich region. The nondimensional Biot number is then defined as l„= h,a/x„, in

which x„, denotes the thermal conductivity of the matrix phase of composites. For the illustrative

purpose, a quasi-isotropic laminate having a stacking sequence of [0°/ i 45°/90°]_g is considered.

The corresponding values of mixed-mode thermal stress intensity factors are shown in Figs. 70-72

as a function of the Biot number 1,,. As a consequence, it is illustrated that the imposition ofpartial

heat conductance (A, > 0) alleviates the severity of thermal stresses around the interlaminar crack

tip, giving the nonconservative results when compared with those obtained under the perfectly in-

sulated crack surface condition (,1,, = 0). It is noted that in Fig. 71, the values of IQ for a crack placed

within the interlaminar region of adjacent i 45° layers are not plotted because of their negligible

magnitude relative to the others. As is the case of a homogeneous and anisotropic slab, it may well

be predicted that, for a given laminate stacking sequence and crack location, further increases in the

degree of crack surface heat conductance through larger values of 1,, would make the thermal stress

singularities vanish in the limit.

Thermally-induced mixed mode interlaminar crack-tip singularities in a layered anisotropic

medium have been examined for the case of a [0°/ i 6/90°]s balanced symmetric laminate under

both the perfectly and partially insulated crack surface conditions. It has been demonstrated that

considerable magnitude of thermal stress intensity factors is induced in all three fracture modes,

owing to the unique Iamination characteristics and layer orientation combined with the local and
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global response of thermoelastic properties of the laminated composite structure. In light of the

inherently nonhomogeneous nature of composite laminates, the present layer·by-layer analysis is

therefore essential to obtaining the correct information on the thermoelastic behavior of such media

involving interlarninar cracks. Otherwise, any simplification such as that solely based on the aver-

aged larninate thermoelastic properties [127] may fail to provide the results which are intrinsic to

the discrete nature of a laminated composite material.
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Chapter VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An analytical investigation on the response of layered über-reinforced composite media containing

a crack to various loadings under the iso- and nonisothermal conditions is performed within the

framework of generalized plane deformation theory of anisotropic thermoelasticity. By employing

the Fourier integral transform technique and the flexibility/stifiness matrix formulation, the mixed

boundary value problems of cracked media result in solving a set of simultaneous singular integral

equations with Cauchy·type kernels. From the solution of the integral equations, the stress inten-

sity factors are defined as the local crack-tip parameters in the context of linea.r elastic fracture me-

chanics. Numerical results are presented, addressing the unique and important features for a class

of crack problems involving highly anisotropic übrous composite materials.

To assess the fundamental effects of material and geometric variables on the crack-tip behav-

ior, parametric studies are ürst conducted for the case of homogeneous and anisotropic slabs con-

taining a crack parallel to the bounding surfaces. 'Phe dependerice of stress intensity factors on

various parameters, such as über orientation, über volume fraction as well as relative crack size and

location is then estimated. In particular, the material anisotropy is found to have significant influ— ‘

ences on the values of stress intensity factors for the slabs with bounded geometries. Also observed

is that the increase in the über volume fraction tends to lower the intensity of crack-tip stress

singularities. The imposition of the partially insulated crack surface condition through the defi-

rrition of the nondimensional Biot number is shown to attenuate the severity of thermally-induced
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stress fields around the crack tip, leading to nonconservative results in comparison with those ob-

tained under the perfectly insulated crack surface condition.

The interlaminar crack problems of larninated fiber·reinforced anisotropic materials are sub-

sequently considered, with the introduction of matrix·rich interlaminar regions as bonding agents

between fibrous layers. The matrix-rich interlaminar regions are iucorporated into the analytical

model in the form of thin and separate interlayers. The crack is assumed to be embedded within

the interlayer. Hence, the finite interlayer model provides the crack-tip stress field with the standard

order of inverse square-root singularity, and thus poses no difiiculties in applying the linear elastic

fracture mechanics concept. To examine any correlation between the proposed interlaminar crack

model and the ideal interface crack model of zero interlayer thickness involving oscillatory

singularities, the composite composed of two dissimilar anisotropic half·spaces bonded through a

matrix-rich interlaminar region is examined. No smooth transition is found to exist between the

two models.

On the basis of the matrix interlayer model, the case of generally larninated fiber-reinforced

anisotropic slabs containing a crack within the matrix-rich interlaminar region between layers with

various fiber orientations is further discussed. Under the prescribed iso- and nonisothermal loading

conditions, the corresponding mixed-mode crack tip response is shown to be inherently three di-

mensional in terms of the simultaneous presence of three fracture modes. It is clearly demonstrated

that the values of stress intensity factors are strongly influenced by the laminate stacking sequence

and the cracked interlaminar location as well as the layer orientation. The foregoing salient features

provide striking differences from those which are based on the averaged properties of composite

laminates. This is because, for the case of latter, the coupling effects that arise from the material

property rnismatches between adjacent fibrous layers may be overlooked depending on the specific

laminate stacking sequence. Therefore, in view of the inherent nonhomogeneity of larninated

composites, the layer-wise analysis which takes into account the discrete nature of such media is

preferred.
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Appendix A

RIEMANN-HILBERT PROBLEMS

In Chapters III-V, the formulation of mixed boundary values problems for the iso- and

nonisothermal analyses of layered anisotropic media containing a crack resulted in having to solve

a set of simultaneous singular integral equations with Cauchy-type singularities. It has been dem-

onstrated that the general solution methodologies are based upon the proper utilization of related

orthogonal polynomials. In what follows, theoretical backgrounds which lay the foundation of the

foregoing solution procedure are provided.

Since the method of solutions for a single singular integral equation can readily be generalized

for the case of a system of singular integral equations, it suffices to consider the following equation

defined in a unit interval

1 1
A¢•(x)+%-[ ·äg£—dl+]· k(x,t) ¢(t)dt=f(x); |xI<1 (A.l)

-1 -1

where ¢>(x) is the unknown function, A and B are given constants, k(x,!) is the bounded Fredholm

kernel and f(x) is a prescribed input function. It is noted that in the case of A = 0, Eq. (A.l) be-

comes a singular integral equation of the first kind, otherwise, the equation is of the second kind.

The function, </>(x), is assumed to satisfy the Hölder condition in the interval of Ixl < 1 ex-

cluding the end points x= gi; l such that [9]
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where a and b are arbitrary parameters, x, and x; are any two distinct points inside the interval,

lxl < 1. The functions, k(x,z) and f(x), are also assumed to satisfy the Hölder condition in the

closed interval, lxl and Izl 51.

To examine the singular characteristics of ¢>(x), it is suflicient to consider the dominant part

of Eq. (A.l) written as

1
A¢(x)+%-[ &dt=F(x); Ix|<1 (A.3)

-1

where F(x) is the bounded function containingf(x) and k(x,t).

For the problem involving lines of discontinuity such as cracks, the sectionally holomorphic

function, $(2), can be defined in the complex plane, z=x + iy, such that

<1> dz A4

where the limiting values <I>*(x), as 2 tends to x-axis from the left and right neighborhood of

x-axis, i.e., 2 —» x j; iO, are evaluated from the Plemelj-Sokhotski formulas [9]

+ -1 m
]‘ ß .<1> (x)- 2 ¢(x)+ M -1

t__x dz, Ix! <1 (A6)

- - i m
‘

¢·<=> .«1> (x)-- 2 ¢(x)+ M L t_x dz, Ix! <1 (A.6)

Alternatively, the above formulas can be exprcsscd as

<I>+(x) — ¢D”(x) = 4>(x) ; Ixl < 1 (A.7)

1
Ixl <1 (A.8)

in which the integrals on the l‘lg,hl·h3.I1d side are interpreted in the sense of Cauchy principal value

integrals at t=x.
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From Eqs. (A.3) and (A.7)-(A.8), the nonhomogeneous equations for referred to as the

Riemann·Hi1bert problem or the problem of linear relationship [9], are obtained as follows

+ _,4—sB - _ F(x)_ (,4.9)

<D+(x) — <I>_(x) = 0; Ixl >l (A.l0)

and the problem is reduced to finding the sectionally holomorphic function <I>(z) with the line of

discontinuity Ixl < 1, in which the boundary values of the function are related to each other by

linear expressions.

Near the end points z„= j; l, the function ¢I>(z) is required to satisfy the condition given as

[H20 (2-:0) <1>(z)=0 ° (A.11)

and at infinity, <D(z) is assumed to be holomorphic or to vanish.

As the first step in solving the Riemann-Hilbert problem as defmed above, the homogeneous

part of Eqs. (A.9)·(A.l0), which is also satisfied by the sectionally holomorphic function in the

plane cut along Ixl < 1, is considered such that

+ _ A -— iB — _ _
X (x) —————A+iBX (x)-0, IxI<1 (,4.12)

X +(x)—X '(£)=0; lxl >1 (A.l3)

the general solution of which can be written as the branch of the function

X(z) = P(z) Xo(z) (A.l4)

Xo(z) = (z — l)°‘(z + l)ß (A.l5)

where P(z) is an arbitrary function holomorphic in the entire plane except possibly at infinity, and

must thus be a polynomial without zeros at the end points z= i- l. The constants a and ß are

complex numbers to be determined.

For the branch function, X(z), to satisfy the end condition expressed in Eq. (A.1l), the con-

stants a andi ß are restricted to lie in the range such that
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—l<Re(a)<0, —1<Re(ß)<0 (A.16)

where Re denotes the real part. The function, X0(z) or X(z), then retains the weak singularities at

the end points z= i l and is required to satisfy the additional condition at infinity written as

um
z"°‘+ß>

x„(z) = 1 (A.l7)lzl —•oo

It should be remarked that in consideration of the definition of auxiliary functions given in

Chapters III·V, the foregoing restrictions on a and ß indicate the boundedness of temperature and

displacement at the crack tips.

To determine a and ß so that the assumed branch function X„(z) satisfies Eqs. (A.12)-(A.l3)

within the arbitrary multiplicative holomorphic function P(z), let (pi, H,) and (P2, 0;) be the polar

coordinates of z with respect to the end points z= i 1, respectively, with the x-axis as a reference

line such that

(z -1)** = p?
P“’¤°‘,

(z+1)ß = pg PW (A.l8)

where the arguments 0,,, k = 1,2, are measured in the counterclockwise direction from the x-axis.

The boundary values of X],(z) outside and inside the line of discontinuity are then expressed as

X„+<x> =P?P§ . X„‘<x>=P?P§ P""“*""; x>1 1119)
X¤+(x) = Xo'(x) = P? pf ¢"(°‘+‘°”: x < -1 (A-20) P

X„+<x> = PiPg P"“‘„ X„‘<x> = P? P?
P"‘“* ***1% lx! <

1Hence,the relations between a and ß are obtained as follows

a+ß=N, N=0, $l, $2, .... (A.22)

— 21rßl _ A —- Ü Be “
A + iB (A23)

and by virtue of Eq. (A.16), the values of a and ß are uniquely determined as

a=—l—iw ß=-l+ico (A.24)2 ° 2
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where the imaginary part w is defined as
V

_L B + iAzu- zu
1n——-——-B_iA (A.25)

The branch function )(11(z) satisfying the homogeneous Riemann·Hilbert problem, Eqs.

(A.l2)-(A.l3), with the unique values of a and ß is referred to as the fundamental solution [9] of

the original Riemann·l·lilbert problem, Eqs. (A.9)-(A.10), or as the basic Plemelj function [126].

Upon substituting X11*(x)/X11'(x) from Eqs. (A.l2)~(A.13) into (A.9)-(A.l0), the equations to

determine $(2) can be written as

<11+ 111* F
Xo (x) Xo (X) X0 (x) (A + iB)

<1>+(x) <1>‘(x)————+=0; I I 1 A.27x,,+(x) X11 (x) x > ( )

where the general solution is readily obtained from the Plemelj-Sokhotski formulas, Eqs.

(A.7)-(A.8), such that

X„(z)
‘

F(z) dz
P(z) X (Z) (A.28)Z 2«¤(·4+1B) -1 x„+(z) (1-Z) °

in which the polynomial P(z) is linear if $(2) is to be holomorphic at infinity, or a constant if

$(2) is to vanish at infinity.

The limiting values of the sectionally holomorphic function $(2) can then be evaluated as

X +(x) F(x) 1 I F(t) dt<b+ )=% ———+——v'[ —————— +P(x)X+(x); IxI<l (A.29)(x A + 1B [ 2%*1111 AA -1 111+111 11-111 °

_ X0'(x) F(x) 1
‘

F(z) dz _
<I> ( )=+ ————++'|‘ ——— +P(x)X (x); IxI<1 (A.30)x A +1ß [ 2111*1111 2·=· -1 X11+(¢)(¢— 111 °

and from Eq. (A.7) in conjunction with Eq. (A.l2), the solution of the singular integral equation,

Eq. (A.3), is obtained in the following form
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B W(x) I F(:) dl ,4 F(x) zß 1>(x)W(x)
6’“°

¢(x)= ——————_[ ————+————-—?—; I I 1 ,4.31A—·B x < ( )

where the real function W(x) is denoted as the fundamental function of the singular integral

equation and is written as

W(x) = i6"’"" Xo+(x) = ——L—— [cos(whä+ isin(whli ; IxI<1 (A.32)/1 _ xz 1 — x l — x

I From the above equation, it is clear that the singular nature of the unknown function ¢(x) is

characterized by that of the fundamental function W(x). Based on the fact that W(x) is the weight

function of Jacobi polynomials of order n, P,$‘·”(x) [106], Eq. (A.3l) therefore irnplies that the

function ¢(x) can be expressed in the form of a series expansion such that

¢(x) = W(x) 6,, 1>f,“·*’I(x); Ix! <1 (,4.62)
ll = O

where c,. is the unknown constant to be determined.

For the case of A = 0 in Eq. (A.l), w= 0 and a=ß = —
é in Eqs. (A.24)·(A.25). Further-

more, the corresponding fundamental function W(x) in Eq. (A.32) becomes the weight function
A

of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind of order rz, T„(x) [106]. In a similar fashion, as the sol-

ution of the singular integral equation of the first kind, the function ¢>(x) can be represented in the

form of a series expansion of the Chebyshev polynomials such that

00

4»(x) = W(x) 6,, T,,(x); Ix! < 1 (,4.24)
n = 0

where c„ are the unknown constants to be determined.

As described, the solutions of singular integral equations can be expanded in terms of a series

of the related orthogonal polynomials. On the basis of orthogonality of the polynomials, the inte-

gral equations can then be reduced to a system of linear algebraic equations for the unknown con-
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stants. On the other hand, it should be mentioned that in case the Fredholm kernel, k(x,t), in Eq.

(A.!) becomes zero, the expression obtaincd for ¢(x) in Eq. (A.3l) represents the exact solution

of the singular integral equation. This situation lcorresponds to the physical condition of an un-

bounded and homogeneous spatial domain containing a line of discontinuity.
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Appendix B

TRANSFORMATION RELATIONS

Given the elastic stitfness constants, C„, in the 1-2-3 layer material coordinates and the angle ofüber

orientation 0 (Fig. lb), the elastic stiifness constants, Ö1), in the x-y-z structural coordinates of the

medium (Fig. la) can be obtained from the following stiühess transformation equations

E,, = m4 6,, + 2m2n2 (6,, + 2 666)+ M 6,,

C12 = m2**2 (C11 + Q2 " 4 C66) + (**4 + mA) C12

C12 = mz C12 + **2 C22

C16 = m** [***2(C11 " C12 " 2 C66) + **2(C12 — Q2 + 2 C66)]

522 =
n4

C11+ 2 mznz
(C12 + 2 C66) +

m4
C22

Ö3 = **2 C12 + mz
C22

526 = m** [**2(C11
— C12 · 2 C66) + m2(Cl2 * C22 + 2 C66)]

533 = C22

E36 = m** (C12 ‘ C22)

544 =
mz

C44 +
N2

C55
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Cas = mn (Css ' Caa)

ESS =
H2 C44 +

mz C55

C66 = mznz (C11 + C22 — 2 C12) + C66 (mz "‘ ”2)2

whcrc m= cosü and n= sinü.
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Appendix C

3 STRUCTURES OF LOCAL STIFFNESS MATRICES

For layers with oH“·axis monoclinic properties

K11 K12 K13 Q K14 KIS KI6
K12 K22 K23 *K1s Kzs K26

K11 {K12 _ K13 Kzs Kas —K16 K26 K36 (C 1)
K21 iK22 K14 'KIS "K16 { K11 "K12 "K12

Kxs Kzs K26 —K12 K22 K23
I

KI6 K26 K36 { —Kl3 K23 Kas

For layers with on-axis orthotropic, transversely isotropic and isotropic properties

K11 K12 0 K14 KIS 0

K12 K22 0 *K1s K2S 0
gn § gl, 0 0 K3, { 0 0 K3,
-.--.g..... = ———--——----- -----3----—------------- (C.2)
K2} { S22 K14 -K1S 0 { K11 'K12 0

KIS Kzs 0 —K12 K22 0
0 0 K36 i 0 0 K33
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